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admitting

Gentleman with La-

Greene &

of the Pilgrim society to their feet in defense of the day now celebrated as the anniversary of the landing. Mr.' Gay sought to
prove that the Pilgrims did not land in December, and did not first land on the shore
at Plymouth, but more likely on the coast of
Duxbury. A communication to the Boston
Da'ly Advertiser, written by a prominent
officer in the Pilgrim society, continues the

discussion._
In

an

interview with the Mormon elder

Morgan, by a reporter of the Chattanooga
Times, he stated that the grea est number of
Mormon churches to be found in the SouthStates existed in Georgia aud Tennessee.
In Tennessee the church is strongest in the
middle and Western divisions.
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The book for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
is worth many times its weight in gold. —Medical Times.
The author of th« Science o' Life is a noble bene actor. He reaches the very root" and vitals of dl-case
read upon both continents
by millions.—
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is
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Death

and

Burial.

The study of folk lore is a most interesting
and is year by year receiving greater attention. The task of collecting, classifying
and tracing them to their original source is no
easy one, as the railroads and public schools
are fast sweeping away the old beliefs and cusone,

toms,

which, in days gone by, held such

a

in social and domestio life.
Of nursery folk lore th re is a great stock in
all countries. The ovil eye is thoroughly believed in i n the old countries, and remedies
against the disaster are numerous. In Corn-

prominent place

wall the believers resort to this plan to arrest
it: Before sunrise tho child is brought to a
blacksmith of the seventh generation and laid
The smith raises his hammer as
on the anvil.
if he were about to strike the hot iron, but

brings it gently down on the ohild’s body.
This is done three times, after which the child
is considered curtain to amend. In Scotland
the people uso “gold and silver water” as a
charm to avert the evil eye. A si vereign and
shilling are put iuto water,which is sprinkled
tho patient in ti e name of the Trinity
Again, in the Highlands of Scotlaud, ash san
is given to new boru children, because, iu com"
a

over

with the rowan, that tree is supposed to
the property of resisting the attacks of
witches, fairies aud other imps of darkuesr.
The Irish think that not only their children,
but their cattle are “eye bitten” when they

mon

possess

fall suddenly sick.
Iu Yorkshire it is stated that a new born infant should always be placed drst iu the arms
of a maiden before anyone else touches it.
Agaiu. there is a common idea that a baby and
a kitten cauuot thrive in the same house. Few
nurses can

be

found

courageous

u*Upb*vaav

w

I*

need for one.

cumstances, we have perhaps as convenient
a system of banking as we could have.
Professor Thorold Rogers, who has just
visited the United States, said in a speech
on his return home that “an uneducated
American of the second generation was
hardly ever met with.”
are

falling steadily,

except those derived

from

amount to more than

$825,000.

game pressures,
and those continue to rise. The rentals of
in Perthshire
less than fifty shootings

The range of duties collected annually by
the United States is $162 on mineral oil to

$42,000,000

on

sugar.

Ix is said that Gladstone will shortly go*
into the House of Lords with the title of
Earl of Liverpool.
The whole of the first edition of “The
Portrait of a Lady” was sold on the day of

publication.
A Texas man was lynched for riding a mule
Sunday. I was another man’s mull), by the
way.
on

as

“nut-

promineu

MARRIAGE.

In selecting the time for the marriage

cero-

precautions of every kind nave general
ly been taken to avoid an unlucky month and
day for tbek not to be tied. Indeed, the old
Roman notion that May marriages are unlucky
survives to this day in England, a striking example, as Mr. Taylor has pointed out in hia
“Primitive Culture,” of how an idea, the meaning of wh'ch has perished for ages, may continue to exist simply because it has existed.
That May with us is not a month for marrying
may easily be Been any year from the list oi
weddings in the IJnglish newspapers, the popular belief being summed up iu the familiar
“Marry iu May and you'll rue the
mouy

enough

to

weigh a young child, from a superstitious notiou that it is unfortunate to do so, tho child
often dying, or at any rate not thriving afterward. Equally unfortunate, too, is it consul
ered to rock tho baby s empty cradle, it being
also prean omeu of its death—a belief which
vails in Scotlaud. A curious Northumberland
belief affirms that if the parings of the child's
nails are carefully buried under an ash tree i*
will turn out in after years a capital singer. I>
is also a popular fancy in nursery-folk lore that
tbe ch ild’s future career in tbis world can be
easily argued from the little specks on its nails,

Sroverb,
ay.”

On the other hand, June is a highly popular
month for marrying, one reasou perhaps being
that the earth is then clothed in her summer
beauty, aud that this is a reason of plenty.
Equal importance has been attached by some
to the day of the w»ek on which the marriage
is performed. Thus. Friday, on account of its
being regarded as an inauspicious and evil day
for the commencement of any kiud of enterprise, is generally avoided, few brides being
bold enough to run the risk of iucurring bad
luck from being married on a day of 111 omen.
Ill days gone by, Sunday appears to have been
dav for mirriages; alth mgh as Mr.
a popular
Jeaffreeon, in his amusing history of “Brides
and Bridals.” remarks “A fashionable wedding, celebrated on the Lord’s Day iu Loudon,
now a days be
or any part of England, would
denounced by religious people of all Christian
parties as an outrageous exhibition oi impiety.
But iu our feudal times, and long after the
reformation, Sunday was, of all days of the
week, the favorite one for marriages. Long
after the theaters had been closed on Sundays,
the day of rest was the chief day >or weddings
with Londoners of every social class.”
THE ORIGIN OF THE WEDDING CAKB.

The weddtog cake without which uo wedding would he considered complete, is evidently a survival of ibe symbolical corn ears originally worn by tho bride, and which in after
times were made into cakes aud sprinkled upon
the bride's bead. In course of lime these cakea
were by degrees converted iuto one large mass,
euricbed with almond paste; aud that the ingradients of a we .ding cake iu tho Seventeenth
Century did not differ materially fro n one at
the preseut day may be gathered from Herrick,
who says:
‘•This day, my Julia, thou must make,
For mistress bride, the wedding cake;
Kneed bat the do 'gh. »n 1 it will be
To asto of almonds turned by thee;
or kiss it thou bat once or twice,
Aud for the bride cake there’ll be

spies."

in one form or another has ala
ways entered into the marriage ceremony,
practice which, as fir John Lubbock, in hie
•‘Origin of Civilization," has pointed out, may
be found among rem.ta savages or semi-civilized'people. It would be difficult to euumerata
the many superstitious, beliefs aud usagis that
have at different times clustered rou id the
wedding cake, some of which are as popular as

Indeed,

corn

ever.
a species of palmistry still extensively credited
Carious marriage co3toms are to be fouud la
by even educated persons, and one, too, not I all parts of the world, and particularly In Enconfined to infancy. Again, the infant’s tiny j gland.
bands are not free from superstition, and here
In some parts of Kent, it was formerly customary to strew the pathway to the oh <roh of
and there, throughout the country, there is a
the bridal couple, not with flowers bat with
notion that, for the first few months after its
emblems of the bridt gro >m's trade. A carpenwalked on shavings, a
birth, the right one should remain unwashed,
ter, for instance,
a
of
on
paper,
slips
the reasou assigned for this strange piece of ecpaper-hanger
on
iron,
blacksmith
a
pieces of old
Ac*ther
riches.
that
it
being
g
may
centricity
In some parts of Durham the
and so on
cording to another idea, children born openbridal party was in days gone by, generally escorted to church by meu armed with guns,
handed are 9aid to be of a bountiful disposition.
which they fired agam and again in honor of
In Scotland, too, great attention is paid as to
Iu Scotland there was an
which hand a child uses when taking up for ; the festive occasion.
amusiug custom called ‘‘Creeling the bridethe first time a spoon to eat. If it should hapor
creel was filled with
A basket
pen to be the left, then, alas, be is doomed to | groom’.
h-avy stones and fixed to the bridegroom’s
be an unlucky fellow all his life.
aud with this burdeu he was obliged
Again, if a baby frets and does not appear to shoulder,about until his wife unfastened the
to mn
thrive, it is supposed by some to be “longing.”
creel.
Thus a Sussex nurse one day said to a 1 av:
DEATH AND BUttlAL.
“Baby is so uncommon fretcy, I do believe he
When
asked
must be longiug for something.”
The superstitious associated with the last
and
what he could be longing for, she replied:
stage of human life are most numerous;
“Something that his mother longed for, and
that this should be so is not surprising when it
did not get before he wut born, and the best
is considered how, from the earliest time, a
way to satisfy him would be, I think, to try
certain dread has been attached to death, not
him with a braudied cherry oi some hare’s
ouly on accouut of its awful mysteriousness,
brains
This piece of superstition, however,
but owing to its being the ersis of an entirely
Foremost
is not confined to Sussex.
new phase of the soul's existence.
of a dog
A popular prayer lor children, formerly in
among popular omens is the howling
is
this:
not
not conand
while
forgotten,
use,
yet
at night, a superstition which,

“Matthew, M «*k, Lu e and John,
Bless the b-d I lie upen;
► our corner* to
my bed,
Four angels at its h ad,
0 e to .* ntcb, two 10 pray,
And one to b »r my
away;
G d within a d God without.
Sweet Je^us Christ alt round about;
If 1 die before l wake,
1 pray to Go i my soul to take.”

»uw

No event in human lives has, from the earliest times been associated with a more extensive folklore th.au marriage, which is, indeed,
that this is
no matter of surprise, considering
uaiurally looked upon as the happiest epoch—
the aumiAum. boimm—ot each one’s career in
this world. Hence to write a detailed account
of the charms, omens aud divinations, as well
oustoms, connected
as of the superstitious aud
with marriage, including its early stages of
would
love and oourtsbip,
require a volume
for itself, so varied and widespread is this subject of universal interest.
In the present article, however have been
collected together, in as condensed a form as
possible, some of the principal items of folk
lore connected with love and courtship, as we
find ttiem scattered here and there throughout
the country.
Commencing, then, with love divinations, these are of every conceivable kind,
the anxious maiden apparently having left no
stone unturned in her anxiety to ascertain her
Hence, in her natulot in the marriage stateral longings to raise the vail of futurity, the
aspirant to matrimony, if She be at all of a superstitions turn of mind, seldom lets an opportunity pass by without endeavoring to gain
from it some sign or token of the kind of kufcband that is in store for her.
The use of plants in love charms is very nu
The dandelion, as a plant of omen, is
rnerous.
much in demand. As soon as its seeds are rips
they stand above the head of the plant in a
globular form, with a feathery top at the end
o.f each seed, aud then are without difficulty
detached. When in this condition the dower
sta'k must be carefully plucked, so as not 10 inin
jure tbe globe of seeds, the charm consisting
olowiug off the seeds with the breath. The
mmtwruf puffs that are required to blow evoff indicates the number of years
ery seed clean
marthat must eiapsee before the person is
ried.
Some days are considered specially propitious
Foremost
in practicing love divinations.
among these is Si- Valeutiue’s day, a festival
which has been considered highly appropriate
for such ceremonies, as, there isau old tradition
that ou this day birds choose tneir mates, a notion which is frequently alluded to by the uoets
aud particularly oy Chaucer, aud to which ref-reuce is also made in “A Midsummer Night’s

Dream:”
WJ

umph the ant i-Bourbons of South Caxolina
are looking around for a Mahone,” is made
by the 31 emphls Avalance, which boldly de-

Ijf Scotland all rents

Satsuma, Kioto, &c.
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Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,

fairly won and worthily
bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of exfacts similar t * the above could be taken from the leading Journals-literary, political,
religous anl scientific—throughout the laud.
The book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be obtained elsowhere for
double th« price, or th mo »y will be funded in * very in-dance
Thousand* of Copies are »cn*by mail, secu*clyscaled and post.paid, to all parts of tbe
world, every m* nth. upon rcceiot of prrce» 81 3A.
M. D.
Address PEABODY MEDI AL INSTITUTE or W. H.
4 Buifiuc** St., Boston, Itlass.
on ah diseases requiring skill and experience.
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The Mobile Register has no sympathy
with any hue aud cry raised against the national banks. It says under present cir-
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aud the

clares that the Democrats in Tennessee have

^'l^eGoldard Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life was

AJk> ft choice stock of lirst-elara

stories;

The Norfolk Virginian states it as a fact
that Major Daniel and Col. Cameron, the
opposing candidates for Governor at the
late election in Virginia, received the same
majority, 088, in their respective cities,

Copies Sold!
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ter of Paris says that Queen
Italy also reads St. Nicholas.
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The First Smoke

ACT II—Education.

enjoys

or
on
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The New York Tribune is responsible
for the statement that the Empress of Austria reads St. Nicholas to her children aud
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young girl.’

the Indians.”

”

it

BECKFORD,

GENERAL AGENT IN
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Next

and reliable at all

baker,

.

ITeant I* -xtcnei vely counterfeited
Notice carefully our ^abel, which isprin »o on >el
low paper *nd bears signature of Gaff, Fleiscbmann
& Go., without which none is Genuine.
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All the druggists keep
Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Be sure
you get the genuine
prepared only by the Brown
Chemical Co., Baltimore,
Md. Don’t be imposed on
with base imitations.

FRESH VERY DAY.
C. A.

feels like

depend upon getting

Absolutely fresh

THEATRE,
and

now

YEast

not22dlw

Referring to Commissioner Price’s sug-

gestion that the sale of liquor to Indians be
prohibited, the Indianapolis Journal adils
“that Congress can put in force a Maine
law in all our Territories, and thus test the
workings of it on white settlers, as well as

Brown’s Iron Bitters. I
did so. Her improvement began at once, and she says she

-

Compressed
or

of Tren-

never

Gaff, Fleisctirar n i o.’s

tb«ir grocer

Lawrence,

miscarriage, from which she
fully recovered, and consequently complained severeI
was advised to give her
ly.

»n4tt

di- s f 1 Kef tshmentt served for tb< se who wi.'b.
(nov21-dtfj
Respectfully M. B. GILBERT.

Hither wo Como.

I. A.

ton, N.Y.,writes: “For several years my wife’s health was
very poorly- It began with a

Births,'Childhood, Love

Courtship, Marriage,

School life has its customs and superstitions,
many of which have been transmitted from
generation to generation; and cbildho<*d, inof this kind should certainly not be disredeed, would seem quite incomplete withou:
garded, however prosperous the country them. Thus, according to an odd notion universally accepted in days goue by, and still remay appear to be.”
! ceived with implicit faith, if the master’s caue
19 uaiciuuj uiuaou
U|/pva wu'.,
The latest move of the Turkish Governinserted, it will as soon as used split immediwhich
the
ment at Constantinople,
proposes
ately to the very tip. In school games the uou,\1 antipathy to odd numbers is found, aud a
cri-ation of a first-class naval depot at the
marble
c hild is easily persuaded to give away a
port of Tripoli, is one of no small import- to make the number e»eu. A kind of divinaand politics of the
ance in the commerce
lioii is also still frequently employed by bo,a to
settle matters of difficulty, such, for example,
Mediterranean Powers. The Turkish statesleaders in a game, the
as w ho shall be the
men in all these movements seem to De
choic e of partners and other details which are
ftio mode of
of equal Importance,
prompted by English advisers, aud their deemt'd»r«
is this: A long stick is tbrowu into
proced
ves.
of
irou
clad
is
navy
entirely composed
the air, and caught by one of the parties. Bach
sels, built, equipped and manned by English- one then grasps it, baud over hand, aud he
who succhnds in getting the last hold is the sucmen.
Hence a Turkish naval depot at
cessful pa.'ty. Mr. Henderson says that an odd
a
check
Tripoli will be an Euglish move a3
expression was formerly connected with the
lending of a knife among boys for the catting
against the French.
of uyCake or any other dainty, the borrowers
being asked to give it back “laughing,” i.e
The article on the Landing of the Pil»iih some ol'the good things it was used to
Sidthe
Atlautic
written
for
by
grims,
cat.
LOVE AND COURTSHIP SUPERSTITIONS.
ney Howard Gay, has brought the officers

ern

Gilbert’,v Dancing Academy.

ang

«»v

troubles made me unfit
for business or pleasure. A
year ago I tried Brown’s Iron
Bitters,and now in my twentyseventh year I feel myself for
once in my
life, 1A perfect
man.’

eod3w

was

large decrease of deposits, what
would become of the sanguine Wall street
speculators? The long and increasing list of
commercial failures forebodes nothing good,
and the gossip of business circles is that
Indications
more collapses are inevitable.

Pains.

had ray

taiiff,

Republican.”

ment

My

DOLLARS.

nov22

have

the

“Suppose,” says that keen but somewhat
panicky observer Rigolo, in the New York
Sun, “that the public feeling of uneasiness

share; from my fourteenth
year 1 have been a miserable
invalid. When but twenty .six
years of age I fett i was sixty.

i841XCHA?fGE ST.

WM. ALLEN

or a

M r. J ames B. Bailey, of SyrY., writes; “Of all
to suffer, I think I

surely

and

progressive

ficial to the American mechanic aud manufacturer, and in supporting all such measures he cared little whether the bills looking thereto were introduced by a Democrat

acuse, N.
men born

The Delaware Hutu il Safety Ins.
pliia,
TOTAL ASSETS

tective

j

TTVT l-* S

who advocated liberal and

ideas. Moss-backs were only an incumbrance in this age of steam and electricity.
He proclaimed himself a" advocate of a pro-

A Miserable Invalid.

.aTsMM 32

TOTAL ASSETS,.

promptly

and

STATEMENT JULY 1, 1881.

1881.

$250,000.

TOTAL ASSETS

Gent’s Fine Cloth Top Congress
and BUTTON BOOTS in Hand and
Machine Sewed.
Gents’ Gt. Leg Opera Boots.
Ladies’ Chamois Lined Goat

Store openjsvery

CASH CAPITAL,

1,

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unp id Losses and other Clai us —$164 0^1.43

Specialties:

Repairing neatly

Statement July

said he would vote with the men

party

Mrs. Rachel Martin, of
Troy, N. Y., writes: “I have
been a widow eighteen years.
From overwork and the cares
of a lnrcre fninilv I have for
many years been ailing from
rheumatic pains and severe
prostration. Oils and liniments only eased my pain, i
to ek
many remedies internally, hoping to tind permanent
re iet.
My next door neighbor, Mrs. Perry, to'd me to try
Brown’s Iron Bitters, and that
it had cured her of dyspepsia,
it regularities, etc. i did so,
end have not suffered an ache
or pain since using the first
bolt e, nor lias indigestion
troubled me in the least.”

1872

Organized

ORGANIZED 1869.

pair.

Rheumatic

BOSTON.

avail

a recent meeting Readjuster CongressPaul, of Virginia, declined to give any
pledge to vote with the Democrats. “He

kidneys

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Lo^se* and *>th*r Claims, ...$269,895.26
Surplus at rt-gards Policy-holders,..601,902.09

generally

would

At

out of
Are your
order, have you dyspepsia,
are you weak and debilitated, is anything the matter?
Try one bottle of
Brown’s Iron Bitters and
you will find sure relief.

$500,000.00

■

Net

.~$87*M>l3.55

OF MANCHESTER. N. H.

Daily receiving Fall and WinStyles In Fin^ Boots and Shoes

warm

All investe

1804-

eodtf

WYER GREEAE & CO

Boo s,

CASH

TOTAL ASSITS

BOOTS
ter

rmiiAUEiJLrniii.

Organized.

July 1, 1880.
CAPITAL, $300,000

Blankets at

Horatio

Are

ur

ORGANIZED 1838.

genuine

to

regards Policy-holuers,. 664,434.82

TOTAL ASSETS.8875 830.94

$1,097,449.56

Statement

mum\

BLMLTS!

o-

76

purchase.

Congress

as

Westchester Fire Ins. Comp’y, UNION ISSUANCE COMPANY

id k Wentworth,

HALL,

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 6th. 1881.

Surplus

tenants

man

Do you ache all over,
wishing the morning was
night and the night morning? Is life a burden and
and everything around you
dark and gloomy? Take
Brown’s Iron Bitters
and you will wonder how
it is you feel so well and why
the world is so bright.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Chdms,-$211,396.12
Net

that

Act ana Dacicea mat aavice witu suns'anuai

00.

All invested in United States Bonds.

^Premiums,

Call and examine before yon

$200,000

CASH CA r*ITAL,

$400,000.00

1867.

STATEMENT JULY 1st, 1881.

OF NEW YORK.

Illl Mil DJI ill Ball
CITY

ORGANIZED

Statement Jan., 1st, 1881.

UnReserve for Unearned
paid Losses ai d on er Claims.$251,514.51
Net Surpius as r*garde Policy holders 839,935.05

Glasses.

FAMILY.
VlfTOBH
•

ORGANIZED 1858.

TOTAL ASSETS,

XT’ O HL £] S

$1,151,361.38

OF BUFFALO, N. ¥.

NGWAHK.N.J.

CASH CAPITAL,

OPERA

Ligbl oulj, Friday Drc. 2d.
absence of seven years in Europe, the origin al aim only

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
.$30<t,377.69
Unpaid Losses nd *ther Claims
Net Surplus as regards Policy-holders,..846,986.(19

TOTAL ASSETS,

not nsed.

are

money contributions, the tenants began to
join in the No-Rent movement.
It seems that the tenantry were inclined to
accept the Land Act and to avail themselves
of its liberal provisions. They would have
done so had it not been for the action of
Irish Americans. Upon the latter therefore
must fall the responsibility for aii the evils
that may come to Ireland from the rejection
of Mr. Gladstone’s measure, while upon the
That is the
tenants must fall the suffering.
position in which the American branch of
Land League has placed itself. It is not, to
our thinking, wise or patriotic

Are you tired and weary,
overworked and overstrained ? Brown’s Iron
Bitters will rest and refresh you. Do you wisli
that
you could sleep, are
sick
of tossing around
you
all night ever trying and
ever failing to get sleep and
rest? Try Brown’s IronBitters and you will soon
sleep sweetly and restfully.

$300,000.00.

CASH CAPITAL,

com-

themselves of the Laud Act. Applications
to the Land Court were numbered by thousands, and the decisions of that tribunal appeared to be just. It seemed that the tenants could not be induced to actively support the No-Rent manifesto.
The change iu the situation is doubtless
to be attributed to the American branch of
the League. Irish at home have accustomed themselves to look to their prosperous
brethren here for advice, for sympathy, and
for pecuniary assistance. When the men on
this side counselled rejection of the Land

STATEMENT JANUARY 1, 1881.

BUFFALO GERM 08. 00

AND

nov26d3t

one

an

$1,84#,943.61

TOTAL ASSETS,

OF

Theatre.

New Portland

Reserve f<»r Unean ed Premiums, Unpaid Losses wnd other Claims.... $60,519.89
Net Surplus as regards Policyfa »lders,..$1,989 490.79

FRENCH

16, 23, 30, 1881,
a

1881.

preserve

Card

a

good

Any physician will tell
you that Iron is a necessary
component of the blood and
that unless the blood contains its proper proportion
of Iron it becomes thin,
weak and watery, and sickness is sure to follow.

$3,622,846,42.

ORGANIZED 1853.

NnbacHbe l Capital,. 05.000.00'*
Capital paid up in Ca b .$1,000,000

f

DECEMBER

Fill’ particulars in

July 1,

.$1,203,610.12
regardsPodcy-holders, 1,868,830.80

OK PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1880.

ORGANIZED

Whis-

Everybody knows that
the blood is the foundation
of life and that so long as
the blood is pure and healthy
disease cannot secure a
hold.

GIRARD FIRE INS. COMPANY,

LONDON.

OF

Statement

A FINE

HALL

CITY

After

(LIMITED)

no

ents.

$660,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS,

contains

ky. It is not a drink, but
purely a true medicinal tonic
composed of Iron, Cinchona
and other valuable ingredi-

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses end (ther i;la III-.

$7,207,551

The Fire Insurance Association

packed the largest Halls and Theatres in

which have

For

TOTAL ASSETS,

Tuesdav. Nov. 22.

_did

ana so we

Brown’s Iron Bitters

■positively

CASH CAPITAL,

Prices
KklA nf si
uov21

In

are

STATEMrNT JAN. 1, 1881.

1881.

return or

ion.

adpeople that want
Whisky to let Brown’s
Iron Bitters alone.
resentations

ORGANIZED 1797.

8*0 000,000
$5 0*10,000
$9,907,551

Subscribed Capital,
Capital paid up in Ca*-h9
■

March, 8.30*

by Chandler.
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8.

July 1,

publica-

The American branch of the Land League
has not, it is evident, relaxed its efforts to
get money for the support of Irish agitation.
The meeting at City Hall last night was as
large and enthusiatic as any Irishmen have
held here, and no diminution of interest iu
the cause is reported from any section of
this country. The determined attitude maintained by Irish Americans has, it is made
evident by late cable despatches, stiffened
the back bones of Irish tenants, and within
a week or two the No-Rent movement has
become formidable. For a considerable time
after Parnell’s arrest the prospect seemed

contain.

We don’t want to make

OF NORWICH, ENG.

1831.

ORGANIZED

for

American Aid to Irish Disaffect-

any sales through false rep-

LEADING ENGLISH & AMERICAN COMPANIES

Statement

Thursday Evening, December

great

a

and so take the various Bitters that are in the market,
simply for the sake of the

SOLID AND SUCCESSFUL.

Net
as usual.
ni s PDirnnsnces

They

necessarily

regular attache of the Press is furnished
certificate signed by Stanley Pullen.
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
a
will confer favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.
with

straight Whisky or
many people
pretend they need a tonic
Rum

PROMPT, POPULAR AND PROGRESSIVE; SOUND,

ASSEMBLY.

mechanic*’ Hall,

Cumpanv.

munications that

to drink

Whisky they

annual Statements of the

not

guaranty of good faith.

Every

GUARDIAN INSURANCE CD, Norwich Union Fire Ins. Society
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Comedy

Ashamed

placed

Companies represented at this Agency.

as a

We cannot undertake to

vise

Music,
Thursday Evening, Dec. 1st, at 8 o’clock
under the auspices of the Yeung Men’s Chria-

indispensable,

cases

tion but

and Paid at this Office.
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Klasiiiacent
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We do not read anonymous letters and oommucieations. The name and address of tlie writer are in

in this agency
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be
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HU. CHARLES LIN DAL L,
Corn* t
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%

ger on where this festival is known
crack night,” from nuts forming a
feature the evening feast.

Domestic Folk Lore.

THE PRESS.

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS

“flood-morrow, tr ends, St. Valentine Is past;
the wood birds but to couple now.'

B.sgl“

Thus the Devonshire young ladies have a
ou St. Valentine’s day
’hey can, if
their {mure. Ii so
they wish, make certain ot
at midinto
the
churchyard
disposed they go
night, with "some hempsbed iu their hand,
tne
which, after they have walked rouud
ohuroh a certain number of limes, they scatter
rereturn
as
liomewaid,
side
they
on either
peating a certaiu charm. It is supposed that
ibe true lover will be seen takiuif up the hemp
seed just sown, attired for tne ceremouy in a
wiuuingsheet. Auother speoies of love diviuain obtaining five
ujsti once observed consisted
maiden
uaw leaves, four of which the anxious
nor pillow, aud
of
corners
four
nimat'd at the
he fifth in the middle. If she was fortunate
she
to dream of her lover it was a sure sign
the course of the
would be married to him iu
would boil au
A-*>u, some youug people
verr
after taking out the ooutsuts,
eau hard, and,
in
dll the shell w.tb salt, the charm consisting
to bed at
eating the shell *tnd salt ou going
or drinking afnight without either speaking
was
ter it. A further method of divination
The lady
practiced in the following way:
small
names
pioces of
upon
wrote her lovers’
them
paper, aud, rolling them up iu clay, put
The first that rose to the
into a tub of water.
surface was to be not only her valentine, but,
iu ail probability, her future husbtud.
Auother time which has been equally popular from time immemorial for sucn superstitious practices, is Midsummer eve. People gathered on ibis night tbe rose, St. Johu’s wort,
trefoil aud rue, each of which was supposed to
They set orpine in
have magicul properties.
under
clay upon pieces of sla’e in their houses,
the name of a Midsummer man. As the stalk
to the
uext morning was found to incline
maiden knew whethright or left tbe anxious true to her or nut.
would
prove
er her lover
Hallowe’en, again, has been supposed to be
the time of all other Li ties when supernatural
I uiiueuces prevail, aud ou this accouut is redivination iu love
a night of sure
u arded as
AU km is of devices have, therefore,
a taking.
ba ten resorted to at this season, and in the
still llnno tth of ■ngland many superstition*

fancy that

fined to any one country appears to ^have been
almost as well known in ancient times as at
the present day. The howling of a dog is ascribed by some to its keen sense of the odor of
approaching dissolution; whereas, others affirm that this auimal can see the spirits which
hover round the house of sickness, ready at the
moment of death to bear away the soul of the
departed one to it distant home. In Aryan
mythology the dug is said to see ghosts, aud in
Germany, at the present day, a dog howling
before a house, portends either a death or a
fire. Ill Wales it is thought that horses, too,
have the gift ot seeing spirits. Carriage horses,
it is said, have been known 11 display every
sign of the utm-st terror, although the occupants of the carriage could see no cause for
alarm. 8uch an occurrence is considered
higblv ominous, and thought to forbode that a
funeral will soon pass that way, bearing to his
resting place some person not dead at the time
of the horse’s fright.
Another common omen of death is the hov-

piug against the window pane. Amoug the
death passing birds may be mentioned the raven, the crow aud the swallow. Tbe crowing
of tbe cock also, at the dead of night is regarded as equally ominous.
Referring to death itself there is a widespread belief that deaih mostly occurs during
the rbbiug of the tide, a superstition to which
Charles Dickens has so touchingly alluded in
David Copperflt Id. While the honest-hearted
Mr. Peggo'ty sat by the bedside of poor Barkis
and watched life’s Same gradually growing
dimmer he said to David Copperfleld, “People
can’t die along tbe coast except when the
tide’s pretty ni~h out. They can’t be born until it’s pretty uigh in. Not proper'y born until
the flood. He’s agoing out with the tide—ba’s
agoing out with tbe tide. It’s ebb at half arter
tnree, slack water half an hour. If he lives
till it turns, he’ll hold his own till past tbe
flood and go out with tbe next tide.’ And
after many hours's watchiug, "it being low
water, he went oat with the tide.”
Many have a superstitious feeling that it is a
misfortune, nay, even a judgment, not to
ie in bed.
According to another popular fana
person cauuot die comfortably under tbe
cy
cross beam of a house.
Again the interval between death and burial has generally been associated with various superstitions fears and
practices. Thus, as soon as the corpse is laid
out, there is still a widespread custom of
placing a plate of salt upon the breast, tbe reason being no doubt to prevent tbe body swelling; although there is a belief that it acts like
a charm on
any attempt on tne part of evil
spirits to disturb the body. Pennant tells ns
that formerly in Scotlaud "the corpse being
stretched on a board and covered with a coarse
linen wrapper, the friends laid on the breast of
the deceased a wooden platter, containing a
small quantity of salt and earth, separate and
uumixed; tbe earth an emblem of tbe corruptible body, tbe salt as an emblem of the immortal spi»t.” Mr. Napier in his' Folk Lore of
tbe West of Scotland” points out that we may
And another explanation for the plate of salt
on the breast iu the sin eaters, persons who in
days gone by, when a person died, were sent
for to come and eat the sins of the deceased.
On their arrival the first act was to place a
plate of salt aud one of bread on the breast of
the corpse, repeating a series of incantations,
after wnicn they devoured tbe contents of the
plates. By ibis ceremouy the deceased person
be relieved of such sins as
was supposed to
would have kept Ills spirit hovering aboil his
relations to ttieir discomfort and annoyance.
It is customary .especially amoug tbe poor,for
those who visit a house while lhe dead body is
Ling in it to touch tbe corpse, thereby showing
that they owe the departed one no grudge.
This practice, in all probability, originated in
the belief that a corpse would bleed at tbe
touch of the murderer, oonstaut allusion to
wnioh we find in all authors

freat

Lastly,

slue©

the

lormation

oi

cemeienn*

which
mauy of the quaint old fuueral customs
formerly existed in mauy of our country villages, have passed away. Nowadays, the iast
act, as the committal of the body to the grave
has beeu termed, has been shorn of much of
its pump. Thus, iu the North of Eugiand it
was customary ouly a few years ago to carry
the dead with the suu to the giave, a practice
of
corresponding with the Highland usage
making "tue deazil” or walkiug three times
tha
of
me
course
to
around a person, according
Ou one occasion, iu the village of Strausuu.
West
'artlepool, the vicar was
ton, near
standing at the churchyard gate awaiting the
arrival of the fuueral procession, when, much
his surprise, the eutire group, who had
10
come within a few yards of him, suddenly
turned back aud marched aronud the churchyard wall, tiius traversing its west, north and
Ou iuuuiriug the reason of
east boundaries.
ou©
of th©
tills extraordinary procedure,
"
mourners quickly
replied, Why, ye wad no
hae them carry the dead agiu the sun; the
dead maun ay go wi’ the suo.” This is not
uulike the Welsh custom mentioned by Penwas connant, who tells us that wlieu ajeorpso
of the
veyed to the churchyard from any part that
it
town, great care was always taken
on
the
should be carried the whole distance
cusA
curious
the
road.
of
right hand side
tom which still survives at Welsh funerals Is
termed the "parson’s penny.” After reading
the burial service in the church, the clergystauds behind a table while a psalm is
man
beiug snug Iu the meautime each of the
mourners places a piece of money ou the table for his acceptance. This ceremomy is regarded as a lokou of respect to the departed,
although it was, no doubt originally intended
to compensate the clergyman for praying for
the soul of the departed. Great attention has
been paid to the position of the grave, the popular idea being from east to west, while that
from north to south has been considered not
ouly dishonorable hut unlucky. Tlie Greeks
buried heir dead iu the line of east aud west,
aud the body of Christ was laid toward the
Among other enstoms connected with bnrial
mentioned "funeral feasts", which
prevailed iu this aud other countries
from the earliest times aud are supposed to have
been borrowed from the Cmna {trails of the
may ho
have

»

the facts judge, I never heard that story beThat's the worst cue we’ve had jet.”

GUITEAU’S TRIAL.

IATCBD1Y MORNING. NOVEMBER 26.

fore.

TBOS. KOBTH

Romans—an offering consisting of milk,honey,
wine, aloes and strewed flowers to the ghost of
tha deceased. In a variety of forms this custom has prevailed among most nations, the
idea beiug that the spirits of the dead feed on
In Christian
the viands set before them.
times, however, these funeral offerings have
commemorative
into
banquets, under
passed
which form they still exist among us. In the
north of England the funeral feast is called
"an arval", and the funeral loaves that are
sometimes distributed among the poor are
termed "arval bread.”
Tbs poor seem to have always beeu fond of
inviting a large number of friends to attend a
funeral. Instances are on record of a barrel of
beer, two gallons of sack and four gallons of
claret being consumed at a funeral, and the
coat of wine has been five times as much as
the cost of the coffin.

The

Tending
[sanity.

More Testimony

Washington, Nov. 23 —Shortly before the
advent of Judge Cox this morning the crimi-

nal court room presented the appearance of a
well filled theatre upon an opening night, the
audience filling every cook of the room. It
of ladies and for the
was tuaiuly composed
most part reDiesentiug the most fashionable
in conspicuous use,
were
cirles. Opera glasses
and the hum ot ftmiuine voices wes last becoming deafening when Marshal Henry rapped order aud announced that all demonstrations of a noisy character must be repressed or
the court room would be cleared. This admonition was repeated by Judge Cox
Immediately upon the opening of the court
Mr. Scoville stated that Guiteau desired to
make a statement. No objection being made
Guiteau read from a manuscript substantially
as follows:
STATEMENT BY GUITEAU.
I propose to have all the facts bearing upon
this rase to go to the court and jury, aud to do
this I have been forced to interrupt the counsel and witnesses who were mistaken as to supposed facts. I meant no discourtesy to them
or any one.
Any fact in my career bearing on
the question, “Who fired that shot, the Deity
or myself?” is of vital importance in this case,
and I propose that it shall go to the jury.
Hence my personal, political and theological
record may be developed. I am glad that your
honor and the opposing counseljaie disposed to
I ask
give a historical review of my life, aud
All I
the press aud public to do likewise.
want is absolute justice aud 1 shall not permit
I have no idea that my
any crooked work.
They are often
counsel waut crooked work.
mistaken ou supposed facts and I shall have to
Last spring certain newspapers
correct them.
in New York aud Washington were bitterly
denouncing the President for breaking up the
Republican party by improper appointments.

the traveling facilities from Philadelphia
how travelers get from thete to Washington
or the condition of the roads—but I suppose it
will not take very much longer to go to Wash-

ington from Philadelphia tiian it would take
to go from New York.
To be on the safe side, .Mr. West sent his
valet on the steamer ahead of him to examine
the country and the roads and flud the shorter^
routes, and meet him and report upon his arrival. Now it happened that in connection
with the diplomatic service abroad Mr. West
found it convenient to have a valet who, while

fravulg

his ATiAnuipu

Freucb, and Mr.
the gentleman ol
bis stylish visiting
reason

nnri infrtrmnt.inn

is

01

u. von

When,
agreeable aud intere ting person.
therefore, a small, natty individual with a
fresh face and mutton-chop whiskers, a flat
hat, squate shoes and an overcoat reaching to
his heels appeared on board the government

L would like tUose newspapers u» repwi
editorials now aud see how they would
aud souud. In attempting to remove the

vessel, crowded with Senators aud Judges aud
Colonels and Commodores and men with tre-

the cabiu where a due- was in progress between
cracking jokes aud popping corks, aud every
one said, "Who is he?"
A fortunate individual, who bad previously got wind of him aud
knew
that
be
was anj Englishman
simply
and Mr. West's avant courier, quickly had
him by the arm aud was introducing him all
around.
“General So-and-so, let me introduce
to
you
particular friend,
my
Mr.
Willis, the new minister’s private

secretary.”

"Judge

Such-and-such,

list of

patents granted to residents of Maine, dated No?.
15,1881. Reported lor the Press
by C. E. Foster
Patent Solicitor, 509 7th street, Washington
D. C.:

249,744—Cummings, Perley D., Portland,
husking machine.
249,900—Ligbtbody, Francis, Bath, treenail
turuiog machine.
249,854—Milliken, James A., Biddeford,

corn

heating-store.

fob

the

next

Twsrrrr-yoo;

BOOBS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
Offices, Washington, D. C.,
Nov. 26. 1 A .M
,
For New England,
Slightly warmer, generally fair weather,
southerly to westerly winds and falling barometer.

[special bulletin.]
Slight disturbance moving eastward nerth
of the lake region, attended by brisk southerly
winds. Fair weather continuesiu the Southern.
Middle and New Englaud States and Ohio
Valley. The temperature has risen in all the
districts except in New England coast where
it has fallen slightly.
Light variable winds
have prevailed on the coast.
Indications are that fair weather will continue in the Middle and Southern Statesduring
Saturday with rising temperature.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE
Launched at Bath.
Arthur Sewall & Co.
Bath, Nov. 25.
launched to day a tirst-class ship of two thoufand one hundred tons, named Iroquois, owned
—

by tbe builders.

Capt. Albert V. Nickels
commands her
Fire In Sanford.
Sanfokd, Nov. 25.—A house owned by
Simon Tebbetts, and occupied by Eunice Joy,
was burned last nigbt.
No insurance. I/06S
Will not exceed 8600.

MARINE NEWS.
Towed Into Boothbay.

Boothbay,

Nov.
25.—Schooner Avor>
Holmes master, of and from Windsor, N. 8'.’
plaster loaded was towed in last night leaking

badly, having been ashore
survey

on

I

his arrest.
A colloquy ensued between the counsel in
which considerable feeling was shown upon
Scoville protested against the
both sides.
course of the district attorney in the matter,
aud the latter contemptuously retorted from
his seat, ‘-Ob stuff, stuff, all stuff /" The concalled
troversy was finally settled and Scoville
Johu A. Logan for the defence. The witness
however.
did not respond,
Guitean, who appeared greatly excited, here
broke iu again and shouted so as to be distinctly heard in every part of the room,
‘‘There is another matter that I want to speak
about right now. I understand my divorced
wife is to be brought here as a witness against
If that is so there will be trouble. She
me.
was a poor unfaithful thing and I never should
have married her. But if she comes iu here to
testify against me aud do me auy harm, I’ll
rip up her whole record. She was seduced iu
Philadelphia aud had a child before I married
her.
With great difficulty Scoville, after some
minutes of expostulation, succeeded in quieting Guiteau, who for the next fifteen minutes
devoted himself to his newspapers.
Two other witness were called but failed to

respond.
T ACTTBTT

Hypocrats. Tbe

have ordered the cargo discharged.

Shooting Affray at Salmon Falls.
Portsmouth, N. H Nov. 25 —Major Geo.
W. Wentworth, a well known resident of Sal
mou Falla, was shot yesterday in the neck and
throat by E S Nowell, telegraph operator at
tbe Boston and Maine depot in that town.
to

be

critical.

Immediately after the shooting Nowell gave
himself up. The alleged cause of the affray

is

stated

to

he

a

OlfTTH

of Dover, N. H., testified that he was at the
depot when Garfield was shot. Hia evidence
referred maiuly to Guiteau’s appearance. He
in a carriage, and
saw the officers take him
standing within two feet of the prisoner he
His impression at
scrutinize 1 him closely.
the time was that they had arrested the wrong
about a
man, as he heard him say something
letter 10 General Sherman that would explain
all. There were several sharp passages between Scoville and the counsel for the prosecution during the questioning of this witness.
CHARLES H. REED

of Chicago, detailed several incidents in Guiteau's career as a lawyer at Chicago. The witness was prosecuting attorney for 12 years and
met Guiteau frequently, but his relations with
him were never intimate. He had loaned him
money which is still unpaid. Healways regarded him a very earnest, sincere man but unbalanced. He neversaw any indications of violence
hut always deemed him a harmless man until
reoently. He met Guiteau several times at the
Riggs House in the spring and held several
conversations with him.
Guiteau looked gaunt and friendless, showed
and
a quick, restless movement of the eyes
reluctance ahout looking in the face. Frequent references were made during these conversations to the office Guiteau was expecting
Witness told Guiteau he had no
to have.
-how for the Paris consulship and he would
help him to get a clerkship or some minor
position where there was little responsibility
attaching, but Guiteau became very indiguaut
and said, “You watch the papers for the next
three or four days and you wifi see the announcement of ray appointment to the Paris
consulship.” Witness visited Guiteau a few
days since in jail and asked him why he killed
Prisoner was lying down
Pres dent Garfield.
He arose excitedly and began
on his couch.
a rambling sort of speech Baying, “I did not do
it, the Lord did it; I was only the Lord’s instrument in removing the President.” At
times the prisoner would show great excitement, striking his fists against the wall with
considerable violence; then he would relapse
into a perfectly quiet state speaking almost in
Witness received the impression
a whisper.
that Guiteau was of uusound mind.
Being
pressed for a more direct answer he replied,
“1 had no doubt of it,’
Upon cross examination by Davidge witness
stated the last time he Baw Guiteau at the
Riggs House was on Tuesday evening before
Guiteau
ttie assassination of the President.
took exceptions to the date aud insisted he did
ip>t8ee witness for a month previous to July
first. Witness was sure of the correctness of
his statement

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Wentworth’s condition is siated

TV

of Freeport, 111., then testified as to his acquaintance with the Guiteau family.
F. o. FOSS

ME raoROLOOIO A L.
urmcArioxs

1°°**
Pres-

alive to-day.
It has been published that I am in fear of
death. It is false. I have always been a reSome
ligious rnau and active worker for God. but
the
oeople think that I am a murderer,
as in the
act
the
he
for
does
Lord
not,
iuspired
iu the
case of Abraham and a score other cases
Bible. The assault made upon me Saturday
the
condemned
been
by
last by a crank has
world are
press. The eyes of the civilized
watching this case, aud it behooves this Court
and the metropolitan police to protect me at
all hazards. I hereby warn all cranks of high
m
under the
or low degree to keep away from
been
penalty of sudden death. He would have
the
for
rearing of the
shot dead Saturday but
was
officer
the
shooting
As
iu
the
vau,
hordes
his
the horses shook the van so that he missed
he temaim, and though the van pursued him
waste
I
my arguments on
porarily escaped.
crauks. All they can see in this case is a policemau’s revolver. Again I say if they value
their lives they must keep away trom me. I
desire the court and jury to dispose of the case
ou the facts aud law and leave all responsibility about it to the verdict.
Scoville then referred to his previous demands for certain printed newspaper slips
which were taken from Guiteau at the time at

come

List of Patents.

Weekly

nuw

ident I only did what the papers said ought to
be done. Since July 2d they have been deifyme for doing the President and denouncing be
done. I
ing everything they said ought to
want the newspapersjaud *he doctors who acme
with
tually killed the President to share
the odium of his death. I never would have
shot him of my own volition, notwithstanding
those newspapers, if I had not been commisBut this
sioned by tee Deity to do the deed.
fact does not relieve the newspapers from the
removal.
supposed disgrace of the President's
If he had been properly treated he would been

mendous bank accounts, all intent on meeting
aud welcoming the diplomatist, there was a
flutter ou the quarter-deck that extended to

here a miuute until I preseut you to Mr. Wills,
the secretary of the legation aud a personal
friend of Mr. West’s." "Excuse me; Dr.
Wills, allow me to present to you the Hon. Sound so, one of our most distinguished citizens
The doctor, Mr. S i-and so, is in charge ot
foreign affairs at Washington until Mr. West
arrives.”
This is about the way the thing went on.
Everybody wanted to be introduced, aud Mr.
Wilis was the lion of the hour. If they could
not have Mr. West, they could at least have
Mr. Wills who was the next tbiugto him. Several distinguished citizens thought it disgraceful that Mr. Wills should be subjected to pio
miscnons intro factious, and by the exercise of
considerable diplomacy, engineered him off in
to the after cabin where they had him all to
themselves, and feted him to their heart’s content.
Ue was unquestionably an entertaining
companion, aud afterward, with the select private party going down the river on a tag, sit
ting in a cosy little room, it was delightful to
bear him telling about Gortnchakoff's peculiarities, the character of the Vicuna water, the
condition of the road to Moscow, the style ol
Eugenie iu her palmiest days, and a great deal
more such as a travelled man of taste would
observe or a lackey be aole to retail after hear
ing it from other lips. Aud wheu the visiting party arrived oo board the steamship a
matiifest chauge came over Mr. Wills.
A re
porter had already noticed that Mr. Wills had
steered clear of Mr. Adam of the British embassy at Washiugton, aud that Mr. Adam, wb»>
bad confidentially told the reporter that his
fraudmoiber was Luly North, took no more
notice of Mr. Wills than he did of the wooden
figure head on the tug. “Oh,” said Mr. Adam
to a qaesMouer. "he’s only Mr. West’s valet,
my dear fellow: that’s all.”

to Show In*

family feud.

WASHINGTON.

SPEAKERSHIP.

THE

or

gifts, by

Another

GOD AND THE NEWSPAPERS CHARGED WITH HIS CRIME.

[Philadelphia Times.]
When Liouel S. Sackville-West, the new
Inister to the United States, was
Bit
booked for Philadelphia on the other side ol
tbs Atlantic, he betrayed considerable anxiety lest be might suffer by landing at a port
where none of the aristocracy, so far as he
knew, had landed before. “I’ve often heard
of New York, you know,” ho is reported have
said, "and I am told the facilities for traveling
form there to Washington ase quite comfortable. They have railways all the way, lam
told, but Philadelphia—I never heard about

Englishman, still spoke
Willis—for that is the name
the bed-chamber bears upon
card—aside from bis natural

Makes

Statement.

A Little Mistake.

no

Assassin

of Chicago, lawyer, know Luther N. Guiteau
and regarded the prisoner as an exaggerated
facsimile of his father.
"What do you mean by that,” said Scoville?
"A chip of the old block” suggested Guiteau.
Witness was questioned in regard to his
knowledge of the prisoner, his appearance and
manuers, aud said iu reply, he always felt
when in Goiteau’s presence "that the quills
might tiy out at any time." "That’s because
I
we were not on good terms said Guiteau.”
did not like you at that time, but I think more
of you now. I never thought bo much of you
Witness was
before in my life as I do now.”
further cross-examined ,but before his evidence
Was completed court adjourned.

as

he

went

directly

to

Saratoga

ai.d heard there of the killing of the President.
Guiteau shouted out “I say it was the first of
May, I don’t forget anything you see that’s the
matter with my brain, when anything gets in
there it sticks.
Witness resumed, when Guiteau broke in
again directly contradicting him. He was cautioned to keep quiet, and retorted: “We waut
facts, judge, to go before the jury and nothing
else.” I claim my act was inspired by the
Deity. I stand my"case ou that position and
will take my chances on the result.” The pris-

continued to interrupt, making rambling
and irrelevant remarks until Judge Cox quite
sharply threatened to gag him if he did not
Guiteau continued to interpose
keep quiet.
his objection, however, but in a less objection-

oner

ahla

manner

And

^radnallv

subsided

alt,n-

Reed s Chances Thought to Be Best.
(Special to the Boston Traveler.)
Washington, Nov. 23.—The Speakership
question is now the uppermost topic of discussion in Washington. The members of the
next House are rapidly dropping in, and the
candidates are actively in the field. About
the last candidate to arrive is Mr. Reed of
Maine, of Maine, who takes things easily and
good naturedly, and isn't going to waste ail
his ammunition before the word “go,” but is
warm
ver> confident that he has a good many
and steadfast friends iu the ranks, where otb.
ers guess at theirs.
Beside Mr. Reed, the candidates now here
are Ivasson of Iowa, Borrows of Michigan,
Dnunell of Minnesota, Keifer of Ohio, Orth of
Indiana. Haskell of Kansas, Henderson aud
Davis of Illinois, and Hiscock of New York.
It may be set down as a fact that all the candidates above named, aud some others who
are slightly mentioned, except Reed, Hiscock,
Burrows and Kasson, are candidates withnnt
real expectations, bui|For the purpose of gain-

ing committee |promiuence by compromise or
by good, active advertising. Burrows is as active as a beaver, ami has many friends, but apparently not of the kind who think so much of
for
as
bis
executive
bim for
ability
his sociti
qualities. It is likely that
but
will
come
at
the
not
stick
will
pinch,
they
Bast. Kasson has active friends, but they are
more generally in the lobby than in the House,

I think. Hiscock has done the most work.
He began earliest, did the most talking before
others cared to begin, and he and his friends
It looks
have done a big amount of tall brag.
now as though they had overdone it, as though
or been cheattoo
been
had
fast,
counting
they
ed in the count, and when the caucus meets
Hiscock will be disappointed. He has coanted
heavily upon New York, Pennsylvania and
be
will
not
New York
New Jersey.
There is some naughty
solid for him.
and
fast
talk about his
having played
loose with both factions there, and about
_3

__

_

r-\
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remember that against him,
too, and I cannot find that New Jersey ever
promised him mnch. Mr. Robeson, of New
Jersey, is sealously at work for Reed, which
indicates where that State can be found' The
fair conclusion is that Hiscock stock was watered a good deal at first ot else it has depreciated. In fact Mr Reed seems to be at least neck
and neck with him in the east, with a better
promise for westward support when others
drop out. With New England well nigh solid
for Mr. Reed, his chances seem9 now to be the
beft. He is a good parliamentarian, has a level head, and will make and admirable Speaker.

Pennsylvanians

THE STAR ROUTES.
Investigation Begun by the Grand Jury.
Washington, Nov. 25.—It is thought the
grand jury has entered upon the star route investigation. What particular cases they are
on is not known.
George F. Bratt, contractor,
whose attendance was expected in the case of
United States agent Lilley, deputy auditor before commissioner Bundy, dismissed on Tuesday last, has arrived here and it is inferred he
will appear before the grand jury.
Failures for the Week.
New Yoke, Nov. 25.—Dun, Wiman & Co.
state that the returns of failures throughout
the country show 109 the past seven days, of
which 11 were in Eastern states.

Assailant Indicted.
Washington, Not. 25.—Iu the Criminal
Conn tins astemoon thegraud jury reported an
indictment against Wm Jones for assanlt with
intent to kill Charles J. Gniteau on Saturday.
s

SHOCKING DISASTERS.
Tbree

Vessels Lost and Over Seventy
Lives Lost.

Paka.ua, Nov. 16'h.—On the 5th

steamer

Albion foundered off Point Barbacoas while
on a voyage to Cartbageua and thirty-two persons were drowned.

London, Nov. 24.—The iron ship Culzean,
whilst being towed to the Clyde from Dundee,
wrecked
and seventeen persons were
drowned.
San Sebastian, Nov. 25.—Spanish steamer
Jooellauos, from Liverpool, foundered with all
bands while entering tne harbor.
It is believed there were tittean persons on board.
Ii
is feared numerous disasters occurred iu the
the
la
e
storm.
Bay of Biscay during
was

Recess.
On the reassembling of the court Mr. Scoe
wl
requested the gcourt to order an attachment for Emory B. Storrs of Chicago who it
h id been understood had refused to obey the
subpoena of 'the court. Guiteau hoped there
would be no occasion for an attachment as
The subpoena not
Storrs was a good fellow.
yet having been returned into court, Mr. Scovtlle did not press the subject.

gether.

AMERLING,
Williamsport, Pa., knew Luther N. Guiteau,
father of the prisoner, and detailed at great
length bis peculiar ideas upon religious subjects. Witness was a lawyer and church member.
He told his story with an air of impressive solemnity, quite in contrast with the peculiar use of the English language which frequently caused considerable amusement for
the audience. Every statement was prefaced
with, “It runs in my mind.” or "If my memory serves me right.” Witness was subjected
to a lively cross examination by Davidge, wLo
confronted him with a letter written by his
(witnessison, and at his (wituess) dictation to a
Mr Oil-r, in whicu witness desired Oiler to
write to him all he Knew about the eccentricities of Luther W. Guit-au and the Guiteau
H

family.

THE CABINET.
KrellnKbuysen Said to Have Been Appointed Secretary of State.
Trenton, Nov. 25 —The State Gazette announce* positively that the portfolio of Secre-

tary of State has been tendered to Mr. Preliughaysau, and says that he has ilguifled hi*
accapLai.ee and is uow putting professional
bMines in shape fer assumption of the office.

B

Witness explained the letter. He said he desired to assist Scoville all he could owing to
his regard to his family, not from any lore to
Guiteau. Witness insisted upon “explaining”
at every turn, aud his extreme votubilitv was
An
restraiued with the greatest difficulty.
amusing colloquy occurred between witness
and Guiteau,in which the latter bad rather the
Oh, niease let me alone
best of the reportee
final'y said wituesl, Rnd Guiteau a patently
turned sm:llDgly to
his
discomfiture,
enjoving
Mr. Davidge and said, "Tou try and bring out

Heading..
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Fresh Beef Market.
Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
7
'Hinds.
Sides. 0 @8
@9
iRattl s. 6 lai (6%
Fores.8 @7
Hounds..,,.. 6 @ 7
Backs.(iVs@8
Rumps.8 @11 | Loins.10 (glB
Hump Loins. 8 (al4
ftrain Market.

POKTLAND, NOV. 26.
The following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial street:
Chicago.-Wheat-. --Corn--— --Oats-,
Deo. Jan.
Time. Dec.
Jan.
May.
Jan.
63%
126
9.42.. 124
67% 68
43
9.60.. 124
126
67% 68% 63%
10.31.. 124% 126% 68% 68% 63%
43%
11.31. 124% 126% 68% 68% 63%
43%
12.31.. 126
126% 68% 68% 63%
48%
1.04.. 125% 120% 68% 69
Call...126% 120% 68% 59% 64%
43%
December Oats. 9.5u a m 48c; call 43%c.
Daily Domestic Receipt*.

By water oonvoyanoe—1000 bush Gornmeal
W. True & Co.

to

O

__

Dry Roods Wholesale Market.
The foUowing quotations are wholesale prices and
oorrected daily by Storer Bros. St Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 MlddleBtreet:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

BLEACHED COTTONS.
Best 36 in. ,11%@13
Med. 36 in.. 8
@11
.tghtSMn.. 6 @7%
Fine 42 in..10
@14
Fine 6-4....11
@17

Fine.9-4.25
Fine 10-4

TICKINGS,

Tlekings,

Best.16
Medium...11

@20
@23
@26
<830

..,27ya@32%

ETC.

@14

@12

Cotton Flannels. 7 *16

@18

DuckB-Brown 9

Cotton Seed,car lot 33 GO
Aichizan Win
"
bag lots 35 00
ter best.7 753® 00 i
32
Corn,bag lots..
Common
79
251
Meal,
Michigan_7 0037
66
Oats,
8t. Louis Win25
00
7
75
Bran,
ter fair
6037
28 00
Winter good.. 7 75 38 00 Muis,
1
130
8
60
Rye,
Winter best
2S@8
Provimou..
Prwincs.
Sweet uotatoes4 76@5 00 Mess Beef.. 11 0O@ll 60
Ex Mess. .12 26®12 60
17.B.20
Turkevs
Plate.13 60313 76
.12 -431*
Ex Plate..14Ooi®14 25
10812%
Fowl
Pork—
20327
Eggs
Backs.. ..22 25@22 EO
uifons,© bbl. 3 00@3 25 Clear.21
26:821 60
Ornberries, © bbl
Mess.19 6o@20l)0
8 5 >89 00
Maine
..

...

Chickens

..

CaneCod.9oi>@1000 Ha.ar.12312%

Round Hogs.... 83 9
kugar.
Gars
Granulated... ......10
11V2S12
9% Tab, © lb
Tteroes, lb ©.12 §12%
>,„l,
13
@13%
Mnse’tl Raisins280®3 30 PaU....
—

..

Ixmdon

Beau*.
LayersH IO33 15
9%®I0% Pea..

Valencia"
Turkish
urkisn
l

Prnnflg. 8(w\)0
^a

r™^

Palermos©bx-6 t,0®6 00

8 fO

dodiUniB.3 25@3 40
IcUow Eyea ..2 2532 38
Butter.-

0 00@0 00 Creamery.28®30
(Hit
Valencia ©case..
"
22«26
3 50 Choice

Messina,©box

EdgoVermont28®.(0

Jamaica ©100..

Hood.i 15.2

Lemon*.

Messina.0 O0®0 00 Store.15@16

“alarmos.4 60.86 OO

....4
Malaga
Malaga....

three.

01)36 00 Maine.12%®14%

.12%f'4%

Vermont...
H Y Faotoiy.l2%@l 4%
Skims.
00
7%@ 8%
vVilmington.l 00@2
Apple*.
Virginia.... 1 76®2 00
bbl.2
7B®3 no
Per
76
Tennessee.-.1
60
w@10c Cooking.1
Castana ©lb.
"
5c
Evaporated.14815
12(4®!
"
Dried Western...,6%fi7
12
"
do Eastern....
12%®)4c
Pecan
f»ot«toc*.
Peanuts—

4531

w?£ms

Fni»ru

Il5,-

Early Rose, ©bush;Maine

25|fl

6%@7

sr,®qn

Central.80?*2r.
Trunk.

Grand
3®0
Proiittcs, Eastern .
Grand Trank.
®
..
'®'
JaokBona....
The above prices are for car lota of Potatoes; small
lota about bo higher.

in this city. Nov. 25. May. daughter of Charles
and Ellen O’Neal aged 3 years 6 mouths.
[Funera' set vice this aftern on at 2.3 »o’clock, at
corner of Cumberland aud Larch streets ]
in Orantville. Mass. Nov. 23, Miss Alma Cross,
ag^d 91 years, formerly of this city.

NA*1'1*U DAY* OF *

•

4 25

Moot. sets.

10.02

NEWS.

MARINE

ntock Market.
PORT OF

following quotations ol stocks were reoetred
yesterday by Woodbury St Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), eoroer of Middle and ExThe

change streets:

OnMisn

Boston Land... 7%
Water Power. 7
Flint & Pere Marquette common
24
C. S. & « lev. 7s.
Erie
Hartford &
7s. 72%
A. T. &S. F.137
Boston St Maine.149%
0. S. & Olev. 27
32
Eastern.
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 93%
62
L. R. & Ft. Smith....

Oatalpa.

%

15
Summit Branch..
Denver & Rio Grande. 79%
Northern Pacific preferred. 80%

8%
23%
105

72%
138
149
23

33%
93%
%

Common. 39%
39%
[Sa'es at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Nor. 26.
Eastern K. R.. 4%s...107
Deer Isle Mining Company.8 30-49c
Edgemoggin Mining Co.48c
•*

New York Stock n«l Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Nor. 26—Evening. M ney loaned
down from 6 per annum and l-64fper diem to 4 per
an um and closed at
prime merantile paper 6
(a7. Fxohange steady at 479% for long and 483%
tor short. Governments are strong and 1%®1V2
higher. State bonds inactive. Railroad bonds arc
irregular.
l’ue transaction* at the Stock Exchange aggregated 239,878 shares
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Governmen Securities:
101%
United States6*, ex
102%
Tnited States 5’s ext.
United Stares new, 4%’s, reg. 112%
United States new, 4%’s coup.114
Unite States new, 4’s, reg.117Vs
United States new, 4’s, coup.117%
Pacific 6’s of 95.130

the closing quotations of stocks:
following
132
Chicago & Alton.
ISO
Chicago & Alton preferred.
C. R. Quincy .139 V*
The

are

rm ^
ol steady
tB
Flour steadv and unchanged
Chicago, Nov. 25
choice Western Springs at 4 50 <18 75
Minnesota
at 5 25(5,7 60; Patents
fancy
7 r3o®9 26: Winter \\rheat fait to fancy at 6 60@
3
60ao«K).
Wheat is unsettled
8 00; low grades
and general.v lower, closing strong; No 2 Chicago
1
1
Spring at 25@1 26% cash; 25% for November;
1 26*/* for December, 1 2*8/s for
January, sales
24*'* 5)1 26*/a for January; No s do 111%
at
or. t\»eak and lowe) at 58X/2C
rejected at 85@9<).
cash, November and December 6Wc for January.

O I <t »eru*

common to
common to

58%@59c January; 63y8@C»4%c May: rejected

Oats firm and higher at 40c ash and for November 45% c December; 43% c for Jau : sales at
451/2 ai46c for .May. Rye easier at 97c. Barley Is
steady 1 06. Pork unsettled but general y higher
0O»16 85 asb, November and December;
at 1
17
19.U, for .In.nna.rv
17 8) fnr lVKriiu«shade
Lard
higher at 1“ 95 for cash and November;
10 97%@ll 00 for December; 11 20idl 2-% for
Bulk
January; 1132%@@1135 for February.
Meats easier should rs at 6 25; short i;b at 8 85;
Short clear 9 < 6.
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
shade higher at 1 25% bid,! 25% asked December.
1 26% ft 26% for January; 1 Z71^ for February.
Corn i< active, firm and higher at 58%c December;

57c.

69%cJanuay. Oatr*at46V4C November. 45%c
Dm-ember. 4 )%c Jana ry. 43% February. Pork
active, tirm and higher at 17 1 7 % January; 17 80
February. La d strong and higher at 11 27 V2 for
January; 11 47% February; 11 «0 March.
wheat.
eceipts—13,000 oois uuat, 27,Ot.O
104 4« O »upl corn 30,000 'jusIi oais.22,000 bos/
ryo 41,000 hush barley.

^htpniont4 9 500 bhla dour, 83.000 bush wheat.
225,000 hus :|ooi>, 10 000 bush oats, 2.300 bust
rve. 17.000 huso barley.
Sr. Loots. Nov. 26. Flour dull and unchanged.
Wheat opened lower, advanced and closed tirm;
No 2 Ren Fall at 1 3<a7/8 cash; 1 31 % November;
131% Dtc mber; 1 84 for January; 1 36% for
February No 3 do at 1 24Vs; No 4 do 1 14, Oats
higher at 45%c for cash; 45%c December; 46%o
for Janua v. Pork quiet at 17 00 for cash; 17 05
for January. Lard better at 11.
tte eipis—7,OOu oDie nom
22,000 busn wheat,
33 00 * bush corn, 14 000 b turn oats, 2,000 bust
y*. 17 O<»0 bush barley.
Shipments-10,000 bbls flsur, 7,00 J bush wheat
30 *K) ust* orn, 14,000 bush oats, 1,000 bus*
tiarlev. 6 ,u 0 Hush rv**
*btho t Nov. 25
Wheat is stronger but quiet:
No 1 White at 1 80% bid cash; December at 1 31;
January at 1 88% February at 1 36%; March at
1 36% bid all year 1 3t*%, No 2 Red 1 83%.
Receipts 6,000; shipments 6,00u bush.
NEW YOBK, Nov. 26.—Cotton quiet; Middling un*
■

—

lauds 11 15-lbc.

New Orleans,Nov.
rp amis 11%)

25.-Cotton steady.Middling

MOBILE, Nov. 25.—Cotton is steady; Middling
• uplands at 11 y*o.
»avankau, Nov. 25.~Ootton easy; Middling uplands il%.a.
Memphis. No?. 25.—Cotton firm; Middling up
lands at 11%©.

FOREIGN HOBTH.
Sid fm Charlottetown, P£l, Nov 17, sch Nellie
Burns, McDonald. Baltimore.
Ar at Bilboa Nov 10, brig Mary E Leighton,
Leighton, New York.
ar at Havana Nov 18th, sch E S Newman, Newman, Delaware Breakwater.
In part Matanzaa Nov 10, barques Helvetia, Eng ebrethsen; Jobu Laughlin, Rlsley, disc; brig Ernestine, Norton do.
Sid fm St John, NB, Nov 22, brig Kodiak, Peters,
WllmlngtoD.
C d Nov 23. Scb Hum, Elston. Rockland.
Shi fro Antwe p Nov 24, ship Martha Bowker,
Bowker, Philadelphia.
Ar at Port h lizabetb, CGH, Oct 20, brig T Remick Rose, Boston.
Sid ftu Callao Oct 29. barque F L Mayberry,
Knight, Lunos de Afucra to load for Hampton

Roads.
In port Nov 3. ship Henrietta, Blanchard, from
Valparaiso. Hrrived oct 17for Lonos de Afnera to
load for Hampton Roads.
MPORFN.

barque C S HurlPortland O.

PORTLAND.

Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.,

and sell thst-class State, City,
Town and Railroad Bonds. Investments for trust funds constantly
on hand.
Correspondence solicited. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges

Buy

DOLMANS.
just added

We have

be found In Portland. All
the desirable shades.
Please inspect our stock
of Ladies’ and Gents’ Underwear. A full line and
low prices.
We shall offer this week
decided bargains in Blank-

to

immense stock of La-

our

dies* Garments
five

twenty-

styles in Fine
Dolmans, prices ets.

new

Black

from $18 to $45. Also

price*

Our

an-

FRIDAY, Nov. 25.
Arrived.

Sch Capitol, Gamage, Boston, with oil to J. Con

Portland Cl tv,

Mane Central R. R. 1st vort.,
Maine Ce» tral R. R Consol,
And.
Kennebec R. K. 1st Mort.,
Hast rn Car Trust,
8s
Jackson La *ing & Saginaw R. R. 1st Mort.,
G aranteed by Michigan Central R R.
& Michigan R R.,
5s
Guaranteed by Cin., Hamilton & Dayton R R.
6s
No. pMciflc R R. Gen’l Mort. I and Grant,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and CoupoD,

demand

a

city.
Sole

$10, $11, $12 and $14.

& Son.
Sch Exact, Kimball, North Boothbay, with fish to
Dana & ».o
Sch Vankee Maid, Perry, Hurricane island.
Steamer City or Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Ea*tport and St John. NB.
Steamer New Brunswick, Snowman, Boston.

-FOE BALE

SWAN &

BV-

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

Cleared.

novl9

Cardenas-Isaac

agents

Wild Hunter, (Br) Cole. Moncton, NB—mas-

Sch Osmore. Henry, New York—Berlin Mills.
Sch Chalcedony. Bryant. Macbias—N Blake.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, Port Clyde-N Blake.
Sell Susan Frances. Smith Suilivan—N Blako.
Sch Mary Snowman, diver, Bath—N Blake.

dantf

Sch C H Eaton Swain Calais—N Blake.

Sch Addle J Leighton, Cbcrrytleld-N Blake.
Steamship Franconia, Maugurn, New if ora—Henry
Fox.
SAILED—Barque Cyprus; brig Gipsey Queen;
schs H E Kisley. Andrew J York.

in vast

,

Quantities,

Launched-Arthur Sewall & Co. of Bath
launched Thursday a first class ship, 2128 tons,
She L owned by the builders.
named Iroquois.
Cap ain Albert V Nickels commands ber.
At Waldoboro 22d iust, from the yard of Wil*

REST
YOUR

Cents,

IS

—AT—

BABCOCK’S,
Street.

Exchange

Directly opposite the Press Office.

Jennie
liam Fish, the three ma ted schoouer
Hall” of 460 tons burthen, to be commanded
Capt S H Hall of Pocklaud. The J S H is owned
parties in Boston, Kocaland and Waldoboro.
At Rockporfc. Carlton, Norwood &
menced work on a barkentiue.

Co

have

margin.

Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL

by
by

194

oct8

HANSON,

Middle

Street.

eodtt

sen

Chicago, III.
cb'ice!Wnuicip*»l and "cbMl
We
nes for sale.
Wfnirrn
pnrchH»ertf «»f the name.

W
BON

have
of

are »'ho
IVJ a he Collection*,

b’e lenna.
Trnn act
novl6

a

promptly

regular banking

on

Vulli..

r.lia.

Oui.Li..

V.....

for Portlaud.
Sid 24th, ship Frank N Thayer, San Francisco;
sob Stephen G Pinkham Ciudad Bolivar.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 22d, schs Helen Perkins, Kendall Bangor; Abbie E W illard. VVilia d. do; E C
Gates, breeman. Calais; J & U Crowley, Crowley,
Two Kir re. 'S.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23d, sch Ned Sumpter, Snow,

Pougbkeensie

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 24th. scbs Lewis Clark,
Baitlett. Bangor; Lizzie W Mills. Armstrong do.
Sid 22d, scb Mo es Eddy, Harrii gton. New York.
Sid 23d sch vt L Hawley Rawley, Brunswick, Ga
KDGARTOWN—Ar 22d, scbs Frana Norton;
Bird, Philadelphia for Boston; Billow, Haskell,
Hoboken for Portsmouth
FALL RIVER—Ar 21st, sch Eva Adcll, Ellis,

Hoboken

VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 22d, schs Union, Ellis,
Arccibo, PR 14 days for Boston, Louisa Wisou,
Alley, New York tor do; Seth W Smith Allen.
Darien via Norfolk for do, Damon. Haskell. South
Amboy for do. Gen Hall, Stimnons, Eiizabetbport
for Lynn; Collector, Fearebay, New York tor Eastport; Bertha J Fellows, -. Hillsboro for Newark; Lizzie L Mills. Armstrong. Bangor for New
Bedford; Lewis Clark. Calais tor d
VINEYARD-HAVEN-At 23d schs George B
Fergasoo. Ferguson. Kondout for Ho* on. July
Fourth. Wood Port Johnson for Salem; Bowdofu.
Randall, Philadelphia for Portsmouth; Nettie
Cust iug Robinson, New York lor Rockland, Ocean
Queen Morang. New York for Grand Manan
Sid Nor 23d. scbs Collector, Fannie Hammersmith and Louisa Wilson.
HYA^NlS—Ar 24th, sch Willlnm McLoou,
Thorndike (ami aid).
BOHiON—Ar 23d, schs L T Whitmore. Campbell Richmond. Va; Terrapin. H nm.h Calais. Le
ontine, Bragdon, Sutlivan; Marv F Cushman. Pat
ten, Ellsworth; Clio OhilcU. Fullerton. Mt Desert.
Exchange, Buckminster. Deer isle; Mary Means.
Dodge. Bangor. Boxer. Grant, do; William Stevens.
Carter, do. Avon Parks, do; S Sawyer, Bryant.
Damariscotta. D S

Sturgis Gould, Dresden. Harriot, Perry, Gardiner; hadiant, Haruv, Kockport;
Mary B Rogers. Preble, Bath. M C Sproul, Sproul.

Bristol. Guluare. Goodwin. York Gold Huuter,
Ware, do; Gen Grant Littlefield. Well*; Lillie, Littlefield, do; Flash, Hatfield, St Jebrt. NBi Prussian
General, Martin, do.

Solid Leather

Ulisses

Stlioel Boots, $1.00
dtr
_

Removal.
Co.,

buhinem.
eod3m

Information furnished

regarding

Municipal B>»nd« of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and

lers of

Also

sales.

buyers and

sel-

same

JOHN
:i Itroxd St.,

aug!5

F. ZEBEFIT & CO»
(Drrxvl Hnilding,) New York.
m,w&s3m

tical ktore, removed to

No. 51 Exchange street,
directly opposite

their

sep&dmS

old stand

Call early, when we can show the best assortment, and avoid the crowd during the holidays
nov5 Su 4w

reaaona-

Western Bonds

Corns'

Cure Your

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely Harmless; is not a caustic,
it removes Corns
Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

Callous

the
best assortment of Men’s
loves in the
and Youths*
state can he found at our
store. Prices rauging from
50 cts. to $2.50.

exception

Without

CURB IS QUARANTBBD.JKR
For naJe toy all Draggiato.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testily to its value.
Price *45 cento.

Asb for Mela I otter tocck’s Cora and Wan
Solvent and take no other.
no*23
endvf

nov22 dlw

PAINTS ! !

ATLANTIC
Mutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW

INSURE

YORK,
MARINE

AGAINST
RISKS

ONLY.

take risks at their office, New
Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issn
York,
open policies to merchants, making risks binding a

Phis

Company will
on

soon as

you

Johns

Total Amount of Premiums for the Year

$5,728,622.27.

Liquid Asbestos Paints,

$12,608,356.71
8ix Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

31 Market

Policy Holders on
^Premiums Terminating ta 1880

40 PER CEHTT.
Paid in

Thirty Days

After Proof.
D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
Fib. 9, 1881.
feb9dlmteodllm&w6w6

J.

SPECIALTIES.
DONGOLA

BOOTS, water

proof.
CANADIAN OVERSHOES,
for Gentlemen, Ladies
and Children.
WATERPHOOF BALMORALS for Gentlemen.

CuRK
FRENCH
CALF
sOLE BOOTS for Ladies.
PEBBLE GOAT and French
Kid, Hand Sewed Boots
for Ladies.
LACE BOOTS in
SIDE
French and American
Kid and Goat.
The only stock of fine, fancy
SLIPPERS in Maine.
CHILDREN’S Spring Heel
Boots in Calf, straight,
Goat and American Kid.
DANCING PUMPS in Goat,
French Kid and Patent
Leather for Gentlemen
and Boys.
Misses’ French Kid School
Boots with low heels:
very serviceable.
Colored Boots and Slippers
for Ladies and Children.
Nubian Waterproof Black-

ing, polishes
brushing.

M. G.

without

PALMER,

230 MIDDLE STREET.
noYii
oodtf

CO.,

Square. Portland,

Agents for Itae sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.

LADIES'

andtf

oc4

PRATT’S

ASTRAL

SAFEST
a

AND

21

possible prices.

LOAN

AND

TRUST

HEAD

CKO-

?neodt25]a

MAKKET SQUARE.

COMPANY,

55 Congress si., Boston.
INCORPORATED 1881.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
A large and eleeaut assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
comprising a full line of L. Prang
& Co.’s and a great variety of imported
Announcement and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid
the crowd.

DIRECTORS!

LEGAL DEPOSITORY for
Administrators, Executors, Assignees, Charitable
Associations and all Courts of Law.
11 WILL ACT AS TRUSTEE, or as fiscal ortrans
fer agent fir corporations, municipalities, ere., and
REGISTER and COUNTERSIGN certificates of
stocks, bunds, & c.
IT IS AUTHORIZED TO NEGOTIATE LOANS
and to RECEIVE MONEY ON DEPOSIT.
We invite business and correspondence, and will
make prices for prime securities by mail or telegraph
ASAP. POTTER, President.
N. W. JORDAN, Actuary,
B.
L. AKBECAM. Treasurer.
augSleodSir
is

a

NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a sp- ciflo for Hysteria,
Dizziness, Convul
siotis. Nervous Headache, Menial Depression, Loss
of Memory Sper atorrhoea, Imiotency, Involuntary Emissions. PiemstureOld .\ge, caused by
overertio-i, self-aou e, or over-iudu gence, which leads
to misery, decay and death
box
will
cure
One
recent OA-es Each bo« contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a b x, or six boxes for nve dollars; sent by ma«l prepaid on receipt of price. We
With
gutramee six bozes to cure any case.
ca h order re^ eived by us for six boxes, accom anied
with five do lars, we w ill se d the purcha er o».r
wiitten guarantee to return the money if tbe treatment does not effect a cure.
Guarantees issued
through H H. HAY A CD Druggists, onlu agents
In Portland, Me., at Junction Middle and Free 'ts.

Bookseller and Stationer,
515 Congress St.

^

from 25 cts. and upward.

HORATIO STAPLES
Aama

rinh

BROS.,

w

1

and Dealers in Art Goods of all
kind.. We hav« a eonu-lete line
of Artists’ Materials and Walnut
Goods. An immcuse assortment
of Christmas Cards; we know
they will suit every one. Come
early and avoid the rnsh.

STUBBS
•

noviSS

BROS.,
PORTLAND. ME.
eodlw

I. C. M. ASSOCIATION.
Drawing
SEVENTH

School.

YEAR.

This school will be opened on
MONDAY EVENING, DEC. A, 1881,
at 7Va, at Mechanics’ flail, ami will continue four
months fr^e of tuition to mechanics from any part

of the State.
T ree classes will be formed, one in “Mechanical ’’one iu * A'-chitrcturul’' and one in ,ktrer
Han i” Drawing.
Pupil* will be required to supply tbomselees with
all th« necessary im. dements ami Ktaiouery.
Ai<pl eati-mt will be re elved uutil the day of
opening by the Sec retar of the Committee
JOHN W. D. D.AhTKB,
Mechanics* Hall. §21 Crwgresa Street.

noT22-ecdtd

Cap I oHiao
MMMIVW

—AND-

-W-y~

Imperial Club,
All

Gen,iemen.

Clamp j

—AND-

Wood

;

m
B

!

■

j

Shale

Sirup,.

Heel Plate*

j

-AND-

Top S»

Buckle*

221 MIDDLE, Corner TEMPLE STREET,
OPPOSITE FALWOUTH HOTEL.

PORTER KNITTING YARN, Red, (3
shades,) Blue, (8 shades,) Irow Gray,
Silver Gray, Brown and Black. Price 20
ct». a skein.

HORATIO
hoy16

STAPLES.
dtf

WM.

MARKS,

M.

Book, Cord, and Job Printer,
T'.'lntere’

Free

^

nw III W

L.BAILEV
FRAMERS, G.
eo<13w
nov24

PICTURE

1G TEMPLE ST.,

Birth

S; CLARK,

FRANK

■

STUBBS

Also,

Cards.

Capital $1,000,000

Company

QUARTERS
fob-

Thanksgiving,

Isaac T. Burr,
Fred. L. Ames,
Thos. Nickerson,
Ale*. H. Rice,
Chas. J. Morrill, Geo. 0. Lord,
Elisha Atkins,
Thomas Dana.
H.D. Hyde.
Oliver Ames,
Asa P. P tter,
Ezra H. Baker,
JoDasH French, Levi C. Wade,
D. P. Kimball,
B. P. Cheney,
Wm. B. Bacon, A. L. Ooolidge,
H. M. Whitney, W. D. Forbes,
F. Gordon Dexter
This

STAPLES.

HORATIO

BEST.

clearer, softer, steadier light than gas.

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents,
oct3

Undervests and Drawers at lowest

OIL.

Re »are ihnt?on set OF YOFR
EK, PRATT’S CE^CINE.

Dividends to

Losses

TO —%

—

AMERICAN

ASSETS,

sample card

W. W. WHIPPLE &

water-borne.

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

about to paint send for
of colors of

are

Furnishes

Osprey,

Wurtthniii for ilrv

Short

BY USING

Ctrrie Walker.

York for Portland; V K Gates, Mordaunt, Eliza
bcthport for Calais; MB Mahony, Perkins, Amboy

Good*!
Low
Prices in Children’s
Children’s Snring Heel Extension Edge
of
Stock.
in
a
variety
Boots,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

INVESTMENTS!

Bal-

Norwich';

E.T. MERRILL

William Senter &

exhibition »t

& Harmon’s

If

Russell. New York; Frauconia dais tier, do.
Ar 22d, seb d b< mas K Piilsbury, Pitcher, Boston
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d sch .1 S Bailey. Marston, Kennebec; H E Wi lard, Willard, Portland,
Sarah & Ellen, Look Princeton, Me; George G
Green. Burton, Boothbay; barque Ralph M Hay
ward Doaue. New York, sch Clitiord, Bragdon, Satilla Kiver; Delhi, Lyinan
Cld 2tfd, barque Gem, Richardson, Portland.
NEW \OKK-Ar23d schs Ciari Rogers. Rog
Prince Edwards Island; Statesman, Clark
ers.
Shulee, NS. Wm H Mitchell Mitchell, do; Ada s,
Allen Dudley, Windsor. NS. or Philadelphia; Bertha J Fellows, Clark, Hillsboro, M «J Adams, Adams;
Crowiey; Nellie Doe, Carson; Marion
Draper, Bailey, and Mary Stowe. Nickerson. Bangor; M J Lee. Hagerty. do for Koudout; Rival,
Fletcher Bath; W G It Mowrey; Lugano, Clark,
and Mott Haven. Collins. Calais; B I’ Chester,
Kemp Camden; ('ora Etta. Fales, Clark's Island.
A O Goss, Greenleaf, De«r Island; Abigail Hay ms
McGrath, Ellsworth; W*g!ey Abbott, Whitt kef,
do; Anuie Lee. Look, Frankfort, C E Wowlbary,
Woodbury, do. Laura Bridgmau. Hart, Gardiner;
Hattie K Russell, Menaftey,;Gregory’s Poiut; War
steed. Gookins Vlachias; Hattie L Newton, Borr,
or land; Geo Howard.
Henderson, Portland; Fred
Gray, Randall, do. Maggie Ellen, l.itt'rjobn. do;
I) M French Childs,
HT Willard Adam*, do,
Rockland. Tebg<aph, Thorndike do; Albert dame
son Handv, do. Bed .Jacket, smith, do. Nile. Spear,
do Medford Look, do. Fleet wing. Maddox. .1 K
Bod well, Smith, do; Ellen,
iiltams, do; Charles
E Sears, Lurner, do Mary, LiUgdou, do; Clarabel
Nickerson, Kockport, Helen. v\ hue, Seal Har or;
Ella Pressey, Presscy,
Thomaston; Commerce.
Drink water
Priest, New Bedford; John Mayo,
Fall Kiver; Maggie Trdd
Norwood, do. Oregon.
Heushaw. do Loduskia Kent, do. Trenton. Mail,
do Alcora, Robinson, do. Tennessee Metcalf, Vi
ualhaveu; Velina. Liudsley, Allyn’s Poi it. Storm,
Petrel, Herrick. Providence; Kate Fo-ter, Bunker,
do; Bexalo, Roberts. Pawtucket; Nancy *1 l»av,
Munroe, Bristol. Dougl ss Haynes. Heaney, do;
A L Mitchell, Mitcheil
Madagascar, hoo
bins. do.
Cld 23d, barque Evaneli. Cdcord, Buenos Ayres;
schs Stephen G Pinkhatn Pinkhum Ciudad Boli
vas, Kocaeko J as par. Para.
Ar 24th brig Manson. Stubbs. Brunswick. Ga.
*nu
Passed the Gate
24th, seba
Elizabeth,
Bea
Bangor for New York; Mary L Newt n,
for
Calais
New
Cook
well,
York;
Cain
Bordou, Luut,
d<> for do; Idlewild. Pike, Lubec for do; Northern
Light, arper, New Bedford fordo. Isabelle Thompson, Carver. F ll River f*r do; Lizzie Cochran, Hop
irii.a

A Beautiful Collection of Prang’s. Mar*
chs Ward’s. De La Rue’s, and
other Imported Cards,

Loring,

Fountain, Pensacola;

sch Hattie Card,
Moore. Baltimoie (and aid 19th on h r return).
Ar 21st, sch Florida, Gliuiore, Bellas ; Lewis V
Chaples w arner, do.
SAVANNAH— sld 23d, sch Grace Bradley, Hupper. Union Is and. Ga.
Ar 24th sch Belle Hooper, Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 22d, sch Sarah Eaton, New
York.
Cld 22d, sobs Fannie L Child Boston; Stephen G
Hart. Providence; Nellie, Baltimore.
CEDAR KEYS—Sid 2l)th barque Ephraim William*. Sprague, Coa’ zacoaicos.
S'd 21st, sch Dioue, Patterson, Tampico.
CHARLESTON—Ar 24th, sch Willie L Newton,
Belfast.
BALTIMORE—Sid 23d, schs Kate M Hilton, Penney, Boston; B W Hill. Higgins, do.
FORTRESS MONROE—at 23d for a harbor, brig
Mary C Mariner, Baltimore for aibarien.
Put in for a harbor 24th brig Stephen Bishop,
Glover. Philadelphia for Baltimore.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 23d. sch Helen, Montague,
Boston.
RICHMOND—Ar 23d brig Lucy W .Snow. Hall,
Rockland; William S Farweil. Haskell, Rockland.

Donga Boots!!.

Those

Watch, Clock, Jewelry and Nau-

GALVESTON—Ar 17ih, brig H C Sibley, Parker.

WILMINGTON-Cld 2Dt.

—

CHRISTMAS CARDS.
uow on

DOnENTIC P«BTK.

Maggie Bailing,

Don’t you forget those Common
Sense Boots. E. T. iWEKRIEE
Is making a specialty of
them.

Startlingly

♦

tug.

ling, Philadelphia.
d ACKSON V LLLE-—Ar 18th,

E. T. MERRILL.
THBJNT

Nov24»n<ltf

com-

ME no BANDA.
Sch James W Brown, from Baltimore for Jacksonville, is reported by the signal corps station at
Cape Henry as stranded at the mouth of Lyuu Haven Bay about 600 yards from shore in seven feet
Sbe has filled with
of watei. bow toward beach.
water and the greater part of ber ca<go will be lost
A g,le trom the northwest prevailed and heavy seas
Crew taken off by
were washing over her decks.
li e saviug station No. 1. The vessel struck at 0
p w 23d.
Sch Greeian of Macbias, 91 tors. ba9 been purchased by Mr J H Nicketson of Calais for about
$3 >0.
Ship Portland Lloyds, from New York 23d inst
for Boston, before reported off Wbite<ione, proceeded in tow of tug Cyclops I hursday ru -ruing.
Barque Aberdeen, from Perth Amboy for Port
Royal abandoned Nov 20, and subsequently taken
in tow and bi ought to Staten island, where sbe now
lies partly ti led with water.
Brig ally To McK»*wii, from Wood’s Holl for
New York, which went a-hore on Bateman’s Point,
has been stripped of her sails and auebors and come
of her spars, and lies in about the same positi-n,
with her rudder broKon, s ern post started, after
pa» t of keel gone and rudder some chafe I. The
tide ebbs and flows in her, and the wreckers are
awaiting the arrival of cas«s from New Bedford to
float her. She was valued at $80 O, and was insured for about two thirds of ber value.
Lubec, Nov 21—Sch Ontario of Calais, hence
c >a*twis<: v,ith lumber, ran on to Sbok Point iu go
ing through the Narrows, and was pulled off by a

New York.
CM 19th. sch Agnes I Grace,
Lizzie Heyer, Harringtnu. do.
PENSACOLA—Cld 21st, auh

OF

—

Si TOO KLS

S

Fine
Holbrook’s
On
Boots in every style,
sold only by

The most easy flitting and Durable Stock in the
Market. Great attention given to Difficult Feet.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.
on

rvee

-FOR—

Bonds GRAND OPENING

bought or carried

CHEAP, at

STAPLES

HORATIO

—

Railway

COTTONS

UNBLEACHED

CONGRESS STREET
nov26

eodtf

-OF-

MUNICIPAL
AND

Bazar

Harper’s

Manufacturer’s Remnants

492 & 494

Emery.

Sch
ter.

for

Patterns.

bot22

26

eodtt

Furnishing

EASTMAN BROS. &, F. A. ROSS & CO.
Cor. Congress & Brown Sts.
BANCROFT
°_

Dayton

ley

Barque John J Marsh, Falker,

6b
7s
7s
6s
6s

Ladies’

have <he
best $1.50 liubber C'rcular in the

SKATES GROUND

Sch Albert Dailey, Gohltb wait. Boston.
Scb viary Elizabeth. Duut-11. Boothbay.
Sch Arrival. Karnum. Boothbav.
Sch Robert Hiplev. Freetby, Kockport.
Sch tieorgc W
Pierce, Pierce, Southport, with
dry il9h to EG Willard.
Scb Adeline. Ba»*bid«e, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Mary Jane, Nichols, Kennebec for New York.

ou

tJoodsarethe lowest in the city.

other lot of the popular Comparison is the te*t.
Don’t forget that we
Dolmans for which we

eodtf

nov3

special attractions in Felt
Skirts. All prices from 50
cents to $4.00.
We have one of the best
lines of Dress Flannels to

CLOTH

at

Woodbury & Moulton

week

We shall offer this

have had such

FINANCIAL.

Special Notice!

BLACK

PORTSMOUTH—A r 23d, scb J W Woodrufl'
Barbour, Hoboken; Ella M storer, Wade, Baltimore;
Opbir, 1 burston. Calais; Fairfield. Albeo, BaDgor;
G W Raitt. Coleman, Camden f >r Dover.
BATH—Sid 22d, sch Carl D Lothrop, Snow, Philadelphia.
Ar 23d, sch Koret, Leith, New York.

THURSDAY, Nor. 24.

63
15
79%
81 %

haveu.

SCELLANEOUS.

M

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Arrive,!.

(Tlnxinn
7

GLOUCESTER-Ar 23d. Sarah, Franklin, Vinal-

26
26

2B
30
1
1
2
3
3
8
9
10
IB
Moravian.Portland—Liverpool-Dec 80
Dec 23
Toronto.
....Portland....Liverpool

sets.

NEWbUhxTOUT -Ar 23d, sch Wave, Wallace.

Milibridge.

FOR

Nov
Mosel.New York. .Bremen
Germanic..New York Liverpool.... Nov
Furnessia.NewYork. .Glasgow.N*»v
California.New York..lxmdon.Nov
Keoiiblic.New York.. Liver|mol.... I »ec
Silesia.New York..Hamburg_Deo
Portland.. ..Liverpool_Dec
Circassia*
City of Chester.... New York.. Li verpool. ...Deo
Devonia.New York..Glasgow.Dec
Celtic.New York..Liverpool ..Dec
Montreal.Po Hand. .Liverpool-Dec
City of New York.. New York.. Liverpool— Dec
Sardinian.Portland_Liverpool-Dec

•

Cld 28d, brig C 8 Packard, Harkness, Pensacola
via Wa d’s boil.
Ar 24* b, scb Lookout, (of Eastport) Holmes,
West Is'es. NS.
cld 26th, sch Winner, Frye, Brunswick, Ga, via
Wood’s Holl.

Oct 15, lat 4 N. Ion 118 50 W.
burt. Davis, from New York for

EA U*H1P*.

FROM

Sun

Fancy 12%@16% Twine & Warps 18@28%
Batting—Best.11 %@13
Good. 8%@1( %

■

YVUocfcUS.o

DEATH*

...

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

ATI/

23, by Rev. George D. Lindsay.
Fred M. Knowlton and Mis* Nettie W. Small, both
of Portland.
In Brownfield, Nor. 24. by Rer. E. S. Jordan,
William M. Walker of Denmark and Mi?s |Viola M.
Swan of Brownfield.
In South Windham. No?. 24, at the residence of
the bride's father, William H. Perry of North Sronlugton. Conn., and Elisabeth P. Nichols of South
Windham.
In Deerlng. Oct. 12, by Rev. Dr. J. P. We*ton,
J. W, C. Roberts and Miss Nellie F. Sanborn, both
of Windham.
In Wolf boro. N. H.t Nor. 23, bv Rer. G. W.
Christie Joseph ». Hobbs of West Falmouth, Me.,
to Miss Emuia F Morse of Wolfboro.

MINIATURE ALMANAC
NOVEMBER 26.
Sun ri*»s.7 10 | High water, P «>.. 3.03

Light. 8 @10 Cambrics.
Denims.12%@16% Silesias.10_

_

drain.
i
flour
SuportSno. 6 75<i6 26 H* M. Corn,
78
car lots
tfxtra Spring..tt 6 ■>@6 75
66
•LX Si>rin**....7 25ii7 76 Oats,
backed Brau23 Vfe @24 00
Patent Spring

both of Portland.
In this city, Nov.

—

Drills....
Corset Jeans....
Satteens.

Michigan Central. 91%
the Life of the Czar.
Another Attempt
94%
New Jersey Central
Vienna, Nov. 25 '—A report has been reNorthwestern.127%
North western preferred...140%
ceived here of the unsuccessful attempt made
New York Central.138%
by Terrorists against the Czar. The Imperial
135
Island ..
family have in consequence decided upon re- Rock
& St. Paul....107%
From
from
Gatcbnia.
private Milwaukee
moving at once
Paul
.120%
St.
preferred
sources the report is confirmed. Russion police
Union Pacific stock.119
without allowing the fact to become known here j Western Union TeL^Co—. 86%
made numerous arrests in St. Petersburg,
Charkow and Tchernigoff. Among the prisCalifornia Mining |Mtoci».
oners are a chief of police of an important
(Bv Telegraph.)
state
San Francisco. Nov. 24 —The {following arejthe
provincial city, two daughters of a high
official and two Jewish merchants, besides a
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
number of students, active members of the
8%
Best & Belcher.
4%
Nihilist party. The plot was an exuaordinary
Bodie...
1%
Con. Virginia.
It was decided to cause balloon to
one.
6%
Gould &fiC ..
ascend near Gatchina carrying a quantity
Hale St Norcross.
2%
balls
fire
of dynamite and
explosives
7%
Mexican.
within
fall
to
balloon
the
cause
to
6
*pbir.
the palace yard, when it would explode and
Sierra Nevada... 10%
it was
the
confusion
In
fire.
set the palace on
'«io»'jCon. 10%
Eureka.. ••••' 16%
intended to seize the Czar and his family. The
10%
Vorrhern ***lle.
machinery seized shows everything was in
3
...
Savage).....
the
readiness for the execution of
plot.
3%
Yellow Jacket
The Land Leaguers Defeated in Cork.
Chicago Live ntock Market.
Core, Nov. 25.—In the municipal election
(Bv TelecraDh.)
held here to-day the land league candidates
were defeated in four of the six contested
Chicago, Nov. 26.—nogs—Receipt* 42,000 beau:
shipments 3,900; fairlv active and strong; common
wards. The liberals gained one seat.
to good mixed at 6 70®6 OO: heavy packing and
shipping at 6 15@6 30; light 6 75@6 00; colls and
TELEGRAMS.
MINOR
grassers at 4 00@6 25.
Catt le Receipts 4-00 head shipments 1200 head
Mrs. Garfield is overwhelmed with letters
market stronger and lOc highej. exports at 6 < ti'@
begging for money.
6 87 Vb ; good to choioe shipping at 6 40@6 90;com0«'.
Boyd, the oarsman, has accepted a challenge mon to fair at 4 00@5
>heep- receipts lnOO head; shipments 600 nead
of Haulan to row a race over the Thames
stock
weaker: common to medium
thin
unchanged:
championship and a slake from £200 10 £1000. at 2 76@3 60; good to choice 3 76@4 40,
Dion won the match at billiards with Schaffer.
Domestic narked.
Mrs. Abraham Lincoln’s friends say she has
fBv Telegraph.)
an incomo of 88,000.
Nww YOBK. Nov 26 b v*m«mg.— Flour market
still in buy«ri; export demand limited and jobbing
About 300 Russian Jews arrived in New
trade demand mainly for small parcels to cover urgent wants
York yesterday.
Receipts of Flour 16,721 bbls; exports 46051)518;
Twelve cock fights took place at Staten
-ales 13.000 bbls; No 2 at 3 26 a 4 65; Superfine
Western
and State 4 60@5 25:common to good ext.
Island Thursday.
Western and State 6 00®6 76; good to choice WesNew
Evacuation day was celebrated in
ter»- extra at 6 80®9 00 common t > choice Whit*
York yesterday.
Whe<*t Western extra 7 25@ 8 26;fancy do at 8 30
n 9 00
common to good extra Ohio at 6 35® 8 25
A negro attempted to rob the residence of
common to choice extra St. Louts at 5 25 c 9 < ;0
Thursi.
Florida,
Thurston
Mrs.
Peusacola,
Minnesota extra at 7 15®7 25; choioe U
Patent
day night, but the ladies of the family grappled double extra at 8 607t9 0«). including 18'O bbl*
with him aDd held him till the police arrived.
Qitv Mill extra at 7 005)7 25 for W I; 1600 bbls low
-xtra 6 0056 60; 3200*bbls Winter Wheat extra at
Thomas W. Field, for several years superin6 25@9 OO; 4100 bbls Minnesota extra 6 1059 OO.
tendent of public instruction in Brooklyn,
■southern floor drooping.
Wheal-receipts” 239,died yesterday
762 bush exports 84,«»08 bush; opened %@l%c
George Butler fought a duel in Rome the lower, recovered most of decline, and closed %'S
% higher with limited export and fair business on
19th with Signor Moses, wounding the latter
speculative account; sales 2,808‘*00 busb.nciudin*
in the eye with a rapier.
212.‘*O0 bush on sr«>t. No 2 Spring nominal l 37%
Bismarck apprehends no trouble with the
(5-1 38; ungraded Red at 1 30@1 43;No 3 do at 1 36
(®1 38; No 2 Red 1 39*4@1 *l%; No 1 do l 43%:
Reichstag the coming session.
ungraded White at 1 30fS)l 40; No 1 do, 9500 hush
a
book
has
Bavaria
of
The King
'published
1 38%@1 39. Rye dull and weak quoted at 98c
at
entitled ‘‘The real mission of Kings;” by one
t<2%. Barley is heavy. I’arn opened %(®%c
of them, which severely criticises Bismarck.
lower, afterwards recovered and advanced V5@ic
It denounces the war of 1870 as immoral and
closing strong with moderate export and active spec
as
Bismarck
Prince
ulative trading raeetnt.* 308.701 bush, exports
and
describes
iniquitous,
and
212, 05 bush sales 1,804,000 bush,including 38
inimical
to
popes..
Kingis
invariably
000 on spot, ungraded at 6l@68c; No 3 at 65@
The Washington Star says that the report
«6%c: No 2 at 67@68c; No 2 White at 72%@73c
that Mr. Blaiue will accept the presidency of
new Southern Y*uow 73c new White 7vc.No 2 for
November at 667/8®H7%o, closing at 67%'-; do f r
the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Pacific RailDecember 66% @*7T/8C. closing at 67% c do Janu
road is untrue, as also is the story that he will
ary at 8% o 70c, closing at 69% c; February 7o(a
make a tour of the South.
about %c
71 Vac, closing 70 %c: May 73c.
The report of A. M. Gibson on the star
higher and more active; -eceipts 62,76 1 bush; sale*
3
White
vo
do
at
49%
route frauds was delivered to the department
bush;
47%'&4"c:
537.000
5‘ c: No 2 d 48%@‘9c; new 50%@51c: old No
of justice by ordtr ol ex-Attorney General
White
65c
No
at
49%c
do
do
61
his
White
derived
%
®62c;
Gibson
McVeagh, so Gibson says.
Mixed Western at 47@51c: do White at
authority to investigate the subject from Mao- delivered;
50a
at
do
'White
Mixed
State
>ro;
61@53%c;
6<‘@
Veagb.
63c including 3'yHH> bush No 2 for Novem er at
488/g
('%c; 140,000 do December 4*-% «49%c;
115.000 do January 49y2®50%c 1 ,00'* February
is unchanged: fair to good
6'*% ® 50 »’*>'*.
reining at 7%@7%; refined weak White Ex C 8%
-8%c. Yellow do at 7%708V4 ; Yellow 7@7%c.
Confectioners 4 9%@a9*/8; standard A 9ys(®9%:
Portland daily Wholesale market.
granulated at 9%; ubes at H»c. ’••laMe* un
Portland. Nov. 25.
Peiroieaant nomini: uni ed at 80y2C.
changed.
The wholesale market was generally inactive tor 1 «
steady: sales 5o,ooo ths Pork firm; sale*
2 O bids mess on thse pot at 17 5'*. Iinrii opened
day and the transactions very light, and we mav
ra her weak, bee me strong, closing 17%@20 high
look for a moderate trade for the remainder of the
er an i more doing sales 2uOO tea prime steam on
I’he poultry market was weak; good Turkeys
year.
spot at il 27% @11 37%; 1000 city steam 11 20;
kntur is
r :fined for Conti-*ent quoteu at 11 06.
are scarce and Arm at full prices, while common
very firm for choice’ ct**-**-* unchanged,
ones are in good supply and dull; Chickens in good
decidedly lower at 12%@14c. The
brisk, ami notwithstanding the rec ent
advance in freights some of our dealers continue to
Sell at the old price—G.50—and othe*8 are linn at
7.00.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain. Provisions. <Scc.

lu this city, Nor. 23, by Rev. F. Southworth,
Benjamin F. Warren aud Airs. May Annie Edwards,

.....

Fine 6-4.16
Fine 7-4.19
Fine 8-4.21

on

receipt and
Coal trade is

~

HARRIAOKN.

....

Heavy 36 in. 7%@ 8%;Flne7-4.14@17
Med. 36 iu. 6%i@ 7% Fine 8-4.18*22
Fine 9-4.22*26
Light 36 In. 6
@ 6
'Fine 10-4....27%@32%
Fine 40 in. 7%@ 9

46
Erie.
Erie preferred.
93%
Illinois Central.131V*
121
Lake Shore.

FOREIGN.

European markets,
B* Telegraph.'
Londox Nor. 25 —Consol* at 100 1-16.
London, Nor. 24 —American securities—UnitctS
States oond*. 4*. 120y>.
Livertool,Nor. 25—12.30P. M.—Cotton market
dull; Uplands GVfed; Orleans at 6%d; sales 8,000
bales; ►peculation and export 1,000: futures steady

....

..

..

Gulteau

The following quotations of American stock* at
London were received tonlay by cable:
Erie 2d* .104
Illinois Central.186%

111

Ezobanxe,

Exchange St», Portland,

Me,

Pine Job Printing n Wpecinlty.
Orders try mail or in person promptly ette^ued te.
Particular attention paid
Pampklct Printing
lei

to

H

k

and

TnThStf

MAMMOTH

Linen

Damask

Towels,

Size 23 by 48 inches, Weight 7 1-2
ounces, plump. Place

HORATIO STAPLES’
*

PFiKSS.

TTTK
.All BBAI

^

SIORSIXll,

be o'mdned at

Willard Small ft Co.
^laburu,
Aigusta, F. Pierce.

Rtidgton, Daniel Dickens.
Mitchell.

A.

Fryetmrg, R. C Hannon and Shirley
Gardiner, Palmer ft Co.
G-jrfcam, J. Irish.
Ha Howell, G. L. Spaulding.
Ldsrfrton, Chandler ft Estes.

Lis on, O. E. .Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rmwianu, ). C. Andrews,
au^rnis E H .l.%hmo

ft

Levle,

F. ▲. MiUett,

■

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVBBTISKIsaiflNTS TO-DAY.

NEW

*

*■’

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Portland Cadets—D ill and ball
lto ler Ska ing Rink
Por
land
SB.
New Port! .nd Theatre V-aes family
Stoddard iect res
Rail—The
City
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Merr* -S.
Coe-fi.
W C Sa.yer Si Co—1
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Black cloth dolmans— Eastman Bros & Bancroft
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Willett A Little-2
Storage for carriages—Horse & Carriage mart
Fo» *ale—Berlin millsco
Notice extra—L A Waterhouse
Nmice—AH‘ avis
B 4 U C-Coe
N tice is h- reby given.
Price list—Merry

Carriages at Auction.
K. O. Bailey & Co. sell this morning, at 11
o'clock prompt, at Mart on Plum street, six

carriages, consisting of three phaetons,
side spring wagons and one open piano

»ew
two

box buggy. This sale is made by order of the
mauufacturer with positive orders to close.
Any one who would like to buy a carriage at
a bargain, will do well to attend this sale.
House Blankets and Lap Robes cheap. Coe.
Kendall & Whitney have a large variety
of plain and fancy Baskets for the Holiday
novl2eod2w
trade.
Nkw Dunlap Hats

to-day.

Coe.

An Indefinable yet exquisite perfume
iu the laces and lingerie among which
has been laid one of J. & E. Atkinson's
nov2G-s&w
delicate Sachets.

lingers

Men's Winter Caps, 30 cents.

Coe.

Co., will sell at 10 o'clock
this morning, at salesroom, a stock of new fa.’,
nitare, consisting of chamber sets, parlor suits,
tables, lounges, easy chairs, dining tables, mirnotice in auction
See
rors, carpets, &c.
F. O

Bailey

&

columns.
Bovs Winter Caps, 25c, Coe, the Hatter.
Statistics show that more people die of consumption than from any other cause. Slight
Be’
colds are the true seeds of consumption.
Adamson’s Boware of the ^lightest cough.
Trial
tanic Balsam stands without a peer.

size, only 10

no21M,W,S&w

cents.

Coe beats them all

on

Fur

Writes: “With a firm, steady band (not a
though my age is nearly
trembling one),
eighty. I give my testimony to the value o
Burdock Blood Bitters; for twenty years I
suffered tortures indescribable through dyspepX tried
sia, indigestion and constipation.
hundred of remedies, but all was money
throwu away until I tried your bitters. I give
Burdock Blood Bitters the credit for making
Price $1.00, trial
me strong and hearty.”
nov21dlw
size 10 cents.

Gloves, Gloves, Mitts, Mitts.

Merry.

Hats, Hats to suit every

Merry.

one.

Wolf Rohes $9.00 and 810.00.

Merry.

not fade $1.25.

Caps, $1;

Horse Blankets very low prices.

Merry.
Merry.

large assortment of Pampas, Hlumes,
Grasses, Immorttls, Ferns, Ac., at low prices.
W. C. Sawyer & Co., 5, 7 & 9 Preble street.
A

S&W-2GW

B3T20
Oil Buck Gloves, 75 cents.

Coe, the hatter.

Fob Scrap Baskets go to Kendall & Whitnovl2eod2w

neys.

Municipal Court.
BBMIKK -ItTDOK BMlUBT.
Fbiday.—James Me lustey. Search aiid seizure.

Discharged.
John Brown.
and
and

Search and seizure.

Fined

$100

costs

newia Guide.

Setting fire

on

wharf.

Fined $20

costs.

Albert Par sons and

Frank Llni wood. Intoxication.

Fined $5 and copts.
Brief Jottings.
Messrs. B. B. Farnsworth & Co. presented
each of their clerics with a nice Thanksgiving

turkey.
German; and German Ideals will l>e the
■abject of Rev. Mr. Dalton's Saturday lecture,
this afternoon, at 4 o'clock.
The Portland Safe Deposit employes were
generously remembered on Thanksgiving day
in the usual turkey customary form.
8 D. Warren. Cumberland Mills, presented
employes with £300 worth of turkey for

bis

Thanksgiving.

Kelleher
ef Kuightviile, Wednesday night, was found
Thursday by a man named McKenzie, on Centra street, aod restored to the station, but a
lap robe was missing.
A horse aud wagoa lost by James

The United States Hotel had some unique
bills of fare yesterday, printed in red aud

gold.

Hiram Knowiton lectured last night before
the Law Students’ Club on “Common Car-

riers.”

Company purchased 96
turkeys aud presented them to their employes
Thanksgiving.
Three inches of snow fell Wednesday night,
but Thanksgiving was bright and pleasant.
Berlin Mills

The

Yesterday was very cold. Mercury 16’ at sunrise; 27’at noon; 29’at sunset; wind north
west.

Sunday will be the first Sunday in Advent
and will be observed by the Episcopal and
Catholic churches.
The ladies temperance praying band will
hold a gospel temperance meeting at the Misaion this evening, at 71 o'clock. All ate invited.
To-morrow morning Rev. F. E. Clark will
give, at Willistou church, the second sermon
in his course up >u the skepticism of the day.
Subject, “What we believe about man, or
which preseuts the best view of man, Inger•oil

or

the Bible."

wish to state that this company was never betprepared to give a tine exhibition of military skill—having been in constant training
for many weeks. The new features which the
to a Portland audience for the
Cadets
ter

present
first time, will prove uncommonly interesting
especially the lightning fancy drill by three
members, aud the drill of the color guard,
whese pictures, by the way, adorn the company’s show cards, attracting much attention.
These little fellows are bat nine years old, bat
they have ehowu themselves very apt in
handling their muskets. It should not be forgotten that the sale of reserved seats commences next Monday morning at 9 o’clock, at
Bartlett’s drug store. Be on time if yon desire a good seat, for, by appearances, there
a

thou dost not inquire wisely concerning this.’
It appears from this protest, said the preacher, that in those early days, when it was ottered, men were dissatisfied with the present and
The men of Solowere longing for the past.
mon’s time were mournfully recalling the
glory of David’s reign. They were drawing
damaging comparisons between tbe stirring
conflicts and the glorious victories of that
earlier period, and the tame peace and uneventful quiet of their own day. The adage
that “peace hath its victories no less renowned
than war,’’ haa not come into acceptance. Or
it
be
that
tired
of
"to day,”
may
men talked over tbe wondrous miracles of
God's power, which illumined a still remoter
age. We hear them wishing that they could
behold God’s right arm made bare, that they
c>uld listen to the mighty thunderings, that
they could see the red lightnings, that they
could have the pillar of cloud and fire standing on their pathway.
And it may be that they traveled farther
back in thought and yearned for the long life
and the large experience of the patriarchs
when old men could look into the fac-s of
their children's children to the thirtieth generation.
The wise man who wrote the book which
gives us our theme observed this tendency to
magnify the past and disparage the present,
and it moved his indignation. “Say not thou
what is the cause that the former days were
better than these.” They were not better.
You do not need to inquire for a cause. You
You Bhould
are
unreasonable complainers.
not forget that tbe past bad its evil and the
all
was
not
its
Tbe
sunshine,
past
present
joy.
and the present is not all cloud and gloom.
Yon are bearing tbe crosses and burdens of the
present, and yon overrate them. You dimly
see tbe trials and
sufferings of the past, and
you underestimate them.
This inclination to glorify the oast and complain of tbe present evidently belongs tohuman nature.
I have no doubt that the generations that
came just after the darkest iron age bud
croakers who wished themselves back in the
midmVht of that ace.
We hear the groans
that come from the hearts and the lips of living sufferers, aud we see the tears that are
coursing down the burning cheeks of our
neighbors and friends. But the groans of
in the
are
hushed
us
before
martyrs
the
tears
silence of the sepulcher and
a
of
the
of
past day have
orphans
ceased to flow and keeps no record save in the
We sail away
book of God’s remembrance.
from the shore of a country that has its rocky
and thistles
its
thorns
barren
soil and
wastes,
and rugged bill sides. But as we move out
into the sea and look back, we perceive onlv
its fertile slopes and waving harvests and verdant forests and glistering mountain tops.
The preacher then iuvited bis listeners to
summon before them those pictures and ideals
and memories of the past that were most attractive and inviting, and Bay, wherein all the
foregoing years or ceuturies they would have
the|lines free to them.
He cited some of tbe prominent epochs and
age, with
periods of the past. Tbe patriarchal its
its longevity. The Sinaitic age with
gloriof
the
The days
ous theophmies.
prophets.
in
Greece
before
The latter centuries
|Christ.
The Aucustan
the day ot her fullest glory.
age of the Homan empire. The different centuries—especially the first and fourth and seventh and tenth. The era of tbe reformation
The days of the
in the sixteenth century.
Pilgrim fathers. The period of the Ameriour fathers and
times
of
can revolution. Tbe
And it was claimed that none of those formbetter than these. Then the
er day. were
discourse glanced at the leadingcharacteristics
of our own times, and briefly set forth their
large possibilities. The lessons of contentment
ana thankfulness were drawn from the theme
aud tbe special duties which God assigns to the
aud enforced.
men of the day were suggested
The discourse closed with an allusion to the
death of the President.
We cannot forget that a sore calamity has
befallen the nation since the year came in.
We fiua ourselves beneath its shadow to-day. If
been an average
our beloved President had
man with two talents, of fair intellect aud
honest purpose performing the duties of his
office with respectable ability, we should still
have mourned over the vacancy made by the
death, and the consequent disorganization aud
the fresh stirring up of partisam ambition.
And if he had by the ordinary visitation of
Providence by wasting sickness, or by sudden
accident or on the field of battle our sorrow
w uld have been deep and sincere.
But he was no ordinary man. His departure has put the country to taking the measure
of his power and worth. Death has procured
the drawing of his portrait, and it is the universal judgment that this one character holds
a raue and symmetric combination of the highest

qualities.

Fairness and justness. A large heart, acute
Versatility, felicireason, strong will-power.

resources.
inexhaustible
tous adaptation,
t> react in oi vision wuu uouiwuuanuu ui moutal force. Originating aud executive energy,the

of
grasp of principles and details. The magic
influence aud the skill of leadership.
of
a
line
word
one
We need to change only
in Milton'stelegy upon Lycidas, to ai ply it to
President. “For Lycidas is
our lamented
dead, .brave Lycidas and hath not left his

peer.”

And the bitterness of our sorrow is intensified by the tragic manner of bis death. Fur
he was cruelly plucked out of life by the baud
of an assassin.
Yet in the sad presence of this sore grief we
see the tide of jov springing up beside the tide
of grief, and to-day we give thanks to God for
the national harmony, for the world-wide
sympathy, for the bowing in humility before
God, which have come of this great calamity.
So one theme offers us its final and crowning
lesson. It bids us look beyond the reigus of
kings and the life of republics.
There are better days in store for the faithful than any century of time can show. Days
that no tempest will cloud and no night will
shorten. Days so joyous that we shall cease to
wish back again the joyfulest times of our

earthly pilgrimage.

At the First Parish church

rush.

Suspicions of Foul Play.
Tbe Bridgton News says: Tuesday morning a five year old daughter of a woman on
Sehago poor farm was found nnder dead snpicions circumstances. The mother came down to
breakf. st, leaving the child, as she states, in
usual good health. When she retnrned, a
short time after, she, to her horror, fonnd the
child dead. There were marks on the child’s
throat, as if it had been strangled, and strong
auspicious of foal play, by another pauper, are
entertained.
Fire in Gray.
two

houses and a

Taesday utght at Gray,
barn, owned by Frank Spiller and Isaac Libby
were burned. The fire caught from some live
Mai* havine been placed in a barrel of ashes.

Rev.

Dr. Hill

presided.

the First Parish church Dr. Hill
from the miracle of giving light to
two blind men, recorded at the close of the
20th chapter of Matthew. After a brief commentary on the naturalness of the narrative,
he remarked that all intellectual perception
that blind
may be described at sight; and
The highest
men may typify the human race.
learning only attains a perception of the
ignorance of our knowledge. Learning and
genius sometimes lifts a man among the
clouds, but they do not take him sensibly
The field of the unnearer to the stars.
known is incomparably greater than that of
the known. This was illustrated from chemistry and the physical sciences, susceptible of
numerical calculation, to show the relative area
of the fields. But the same truth held in
other branches of knowledge, incapable of
numerical computation and more interesting
At

preached

6uch were philosophy and theology;
and personal affection and interests.
From Jonathan Edward’s definition of virtue, we could readily show that the happiness
to

men.

of the saints must be of a nature to ensure its
owu perpetual increase.
All men had of course desires; but all desires partook in part of curiosity, the thirst
for knowledge, the blind prayer for sight. In
this blind groping for sight,
craving for
experience, the young were led into rash
experiments; they drop into pitfalls, are entangled in mazes, thrust their hands into
serpents’ dens, lie down among scorpions, and
wander back to die wretchedly.
In similar folly men read pernicious books
from curiosity, and were corrupted; it was
tasting poisonous drugs to see if they were

The

Again They Greet You
In calling attention to the Portland Cadets’
advertisement in our column sthis morning, we

will be

At Plymouth church a union service
and Rev. Dr. Seward preached the sermon.
His theme was taken from Ecclesiastes*
7-10. “Say not thou what is the cause that
the former days were better than these, for

grandfathers.

Trimmings.

A Patriarch

Scotch

the churches.
was

Bronrwlak, B. G. Dennison.
QuiDte*riand Mills, F. A. V'errill.
Damariscotta, E. w. Dunbar
v%

at

TUB CHURCHES.

dellerson’s Bookstore.

Presort

Thanksgiving proved a beautiful day in
Portland. The light snow that fell the evenin previous soon disappeared in the warm rays
of the sun, but not before one adventurous person, at least, had taken his first sleigh ride of
the season. In the morning there was a fair
attendance

Bangor, J. Ij. Babb ft Co.
Bath, of «T. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
•*

two

blind

men were

wiser, they sought

and the power of light, at the only
It is Christ who
hands that give them.
is tn-day the light of the world.
Morality
and religion divorced from the name and
power of Christ, seemed, practically, even in
the hands of the puWst and best of those who
had attempted so to teach them, to drift into
sensuality and materialistic atheism. The
personal dignity and majesty of Jesus gave
morality its efifective weight, and religious
This
truth its living power in men’s hearts.
sketch of the changes
was shown in a brief
wrought by the introduction of the Christian faith upon the earth.

light,

The way to light was obedience to the light.
The essential nature of man was spiritual.
The body was seen and temporal; it was a
shadow, an appearance, to be treated with
reverent care and affection only because it is a
shadow of spirit; a medium of the soul's intercourse with other
souls, and with the
Father of spirits and Creator of matter. There
is no substance in matter; substance and
unity are in spirit alone, in self-conscious
spirit, having the eyes open, having the power
of sight. The way to find light was to follow
the light; not to walk after the flesh but after
the spirit; to seek sight of Christ, by seeking
to understand the spirit and genius of his
and to walk in that spirit with

teachings;
steadfast fidelity. It was this divine compas.
sion of the Heavenly Father, and of His
blessed Son which to-day, as in the days of
the evangelists, restores and increases the
shows us ever enlarging
power of sight;
horizons of beauty; opens to us ever increasing treasuries of delight. There was no real
being, no substance, except in conscious power
of perception, and
in proportion as that
power was unimpeded in its exercise, in proportion as our vision became clearer and more
extended, our joy became more full and our
activity more perfectly in harmony with the
will of God.

No

power of God,

or

oould set limits to the
assign boundaries to his

man

man

could

set

ness, the blessedness of those who clinging to
the word of Christ seek increasing power of

sight, increasing light, by following faithfully
the path which he has pointed and in which
he leads the way to immortal hope, immortal
glory.
At the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception a good sized congregation assembled to
assist at|tbeHoly Sacrament. The mass was celThe chilebrated by Rev. T. P. Linhehan.
dren of the Kavanagh school sang some sacred

hymns in a very effective
played the organ.

Miss Began

manner.

At St. Dominie's church masses were celebrated at 6, 7.30 and 8 a. m. Rev. C. W.
Doherty and Rev. Henry J. McGill officiated.

Toe services were largely attended.
The Methodist churches held a union prayer
meeting at Chestnut street vestry The meeting was conducted bv Rev. Dr. McKeown, assisted by the other clergymen.
Williston church prayer meeting at 10 a. m.
It was under the charge
was well atteuded.
of Rev. F. E. Clark.
At St. Luke’s cathedral there was a Thanksservice in the forenoon.
There was a Thanksgiving service at the
First Lutheran church.
A temperance meeting was held at the

giving

Friendly Inu in the evening.
At the Gosnel Mission there were
vices at 10 a. in., 3 and 7 p. m.

special

ser

ROLLER SKATING.

The roller skating season opened at the new
hall in Storer Brother's block in the afternoon,
with a large audience present who seemed to
find the amassment very eujoyabie. In tbe
was crowded, so much so that
session had to be given so as to give
everybody a chance to skate. There will be no
need of this hereafter, f ir Mr. Huckins took
tbe miduight train for Boston, and has returned with a sufficient .number of tbe Winslow
all who attend hereafter. Tbe
skate to

evening tbe ball

ao extra

supply

rink will be open this afternoon and evening,
with good music iu attendance.
AMUSEMENTS.

The Fraternity, Union Rowing Association,
JULHCuauic r>iues

auu

THE

limiti to the power of

the Redeemer, who declared that all power
had been given him in heaven and upon earth;
therefore no man can set limit* to the happi-

The Observance in Portland.

SOVEBBER 20,

THE PRESS
the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Pe»-*;.xiden, Marquis, Brunei ft Go., Andrews, ArmOsi, Wentworth. Hodtfdon, A. T. Cleveland.
Bob rt Con 0U0,
Boston ft Maine Depot, and
(JlitsholxQ [trt>5., on all trains that run out of the

_«*7

love ; no

THANKSGIVING.

ju.it.

unucm,

dances in he evening, and all were largely
patronized. At Portland Theatre there were
two very large audiences in attendance.

ROOMS

Portland Theatre

FOR RENT.
was

packed

to

repletion

and also held a large audience last night. It was evident from the
shouts oE laughter, and the various encores,
that “Rooms to Rent” took the popular fancy.
The plot of course is a hodge-podge, and all
that can be said for it is that the idea of the
author is to demonstrate the experience of

Thanksgiving night,

roomers

iug house. The most of the
play--downright broad burlesque

in a lod

play is horse
—and the dialogue is, for the most part, flat
and silly. Tbe situations, however, are very
amnsing and the piece goes at a gallop owing
to the excellent acting of Mr. Beers as Harry
Hucclemar, Mr. fJolst as the dancing master,
Mr. Chapman as tbe landlord, and Mias FletchThe other as Mrs. Carter, the portrait artist.
members of the company do not call for
special mention, and might be improved. Mr.
Beers has a very expressive face, is very easy
and natural, and really carries the piece, Mrer

Holst is a capital dancer, and his burlesque
ballet was encored. The closing song and
dance bv the members of the company received a double encore, more from the amusing accompaniment on the coffee mill by Mr. Chapman than from any special merit in the music.
The play will be repeated at this evening’s
performance. The music by Grimmer’s orchestra last night was capital, and the piccolo solo
encored. The following were the musical selections:
Balfe
Overture—Bohemian Girl.
.Gran ado
Waltzes—Spanish Students
Selection—Pirates of Penzance..., SuUvan

Polka—(Piccolo Solo).Reed
ROBSON AND CRANE.

Monday night Portland Theatre will be
crowded by an audience anxious to see those
their
great comedians, Robson and Crane, in
play of “Sharps and Flats.” An exchange
a
“speculative
says: The anthor calls the play
satire,” and so, perhops, it is; but the satire is
not stinging, for it *11 comes right in the end.”
The most prominent part is that of “Dullstone
Fiat,” a simple gentleman, who, having retired from an unsuccessful career in the oulpit

and on the platform, is persuaded to venture
iuto stocks. His paiuful experience in learnhis agony
ing to lead a fast life in his old age.
as a duelist, his despair as a ruined slock gambler, and his final triumph when he strikes a
bonanza, were portrayed by Mr. Crane in a
style that kept the nouse in convulsions of
merriment all the while he was on the stage,
which was pretty much all the time. Mr. Robson as “Cutler Sharp,” the cool, speculative,
but not utterly heartless member of the SanFrancisco Exchange, was equally successful in
bineriaiimig me »uuwuw.
WHITMORE AND CLARK.

Whitmore & Clark’s Minstrels will appear
at City Hall Monday night. The Burlington
Free Press of February 14, says: Whitmore &
Clark’s were greeted, Saturday night, by the
largest audience the opera house has seen for
over a year, and as enthusiatic as it was large.
The organization well maintains its high stauard of excellence and furnishes a most amusing entertainment. Hank White—who is a
host in himself—was as funny as ever, and the
other members of the company filled their
Tickets can be separts excellently well.

PILFERING.

LEAGUE.

MEETING IN THE CITY HALL.

LARGE

Plaisted
Governor
Father Sheehy.

Speeches by

and

There was avery|large audience assembled iu
Hall last night to listen to Rev. Father
Sheehy of Kilmallock, Ireland, and Mr. Healy
P,, who were expected to be present. Mr.

City

MU
Healy was, however, compelled to go elsewhere
owing to the many requests for the services of
both gentlemen and Father Sheehy came here
alone.
At 8.30 p. m. the various Irish societies escorted by the Portland Montgomery Guards
and Temperance Cadets, formed line and
marched to the hotels where Gov. Plaisted and
Father Sheehy were received and escorted to
City Hall. At 8.30 Collins’ Portland Band
played a medley of Irish melodies very pleas-

ingly,after which Mr. W H. Looney, president
of the League in Portland, after stating this
audience was present to welcome a noble representative of the Land League, to assist him
by their support and to tell Gladstone and Foster the Pine Tree State was in sympathy with
Ireland and not with despotic England, intro
duced Governor Plaisted who was received
with ’oud cheers.
Governor Plaisted said he thanked the audi“
ence for tbeir cordial receptiou aud he was
proud to preside over the iriends of Ireland in
the chief city of the state, to show his sympathy for the oppressed people of lrelaud. He
believed tbeir woes unspeakable and past the
comprehension ol the American people, and
also of this audience who had never been there
If we could believe the stories from Ireland
no people had suffered as the
people of that
country suffer to-dav. He referrea to Nasby’s
letters (great applause) in which be said he
went to Ireland prejudiced against the Irish and
yet the first couplet of hisjverseshowed how hi
views had changed, fhe «joveruor| then quoted
from the statistics of the Irish census taken in
the year 1841, showing what a vast proportion
of the dweliiug* were mud hovels. From a
fair land with evidence of prosperity, he asked
what had reduce! Ireland to its present sad
condition? (a voice landlordism.) Right said
the speaker, aud landlordism is supported by
British bayonets.
Why hasn’t Euglaud given
Ireland house-rule and local self government?
Because she knew it would put a*i end >o landlordism. But a struggle is going on iu Ireland
Agt
and the Irish will come out victorious.
tation will show that the land of Ireland can
for
the
a
deer,
be put to better use|thau pasture
the rabbits and grouse of its noble lords. In
Vioirn

uvamnloo

hm rl lord ism.

Under the Waldo patent an attempt was made
to seize all the dwellings on the patentee's soil
but it failed, aud a law was passed to prevent
anything of the kind in the future. The law
the
gave the tenants three years to pay for
soil, and by that law—the betterment act—
landlordism was swept from Maine. He alluded
to the “barn burners” of New York who also
We
won the victory over the great patroous.
leaders of this
are not here said’he to tell the
We are
movement in Ireland what to do.
here to say “God speed you,' and if after apof
parliament
pealing from the omnipotence
you are compelled to appeal to the omnipotence of the God of battles, God save Ireland!

(Great cheering.)
At this stage, as the Governor was about to
introduce Father Sheehy, Mrs. Springer, President of the Ladles Land League, stepped forward aud presented the reverend gentleman
with an elegant floral cross in an appropriate
worded speech, to which Father
and

gracefully
Sheehy as gracefully replied.

Father
Gov. Plaisted then introduced
Sheehy, who was received with great applause.
He is a man of medium size, brown hair, a
figure and pleasing features, with a slow,

good

distinct delivery. He was imprisoned as one
of the suspects at Kilmainham, and is thoroughly conversant with the Irish situation.
The following is an imperfect abstract of his
which lasted an hour and a half.

speech,

Ladies and Gentleman—1 have had many
testimonials of the spirit that animates, not
alone the Irish people iu America, but Ameriiu New York two
cans too, since my lauding
weeks ago, in testimony of their sympathy
her
with Ireland,
struggles and resolves. But
I must say, though larger audiences met me in
larger places, that no place aud*no people have
succeeded as well as in Portland, in impressing
me that the hope 1 indulged in coming to
America, of gaining the support and sympathy
The
of her people, will be fully realized.
presence of the Governor as chairman is a sign
to me that our cause is righteous and legitiMen like Gov Plaisted, men of culture
mate.
and trained legal merit, like his, will not aclooked
cept a theory or policy without haviug
at it in all its bearing, and if it is not founded
on fixed principles they will not accept it.
We are here to look at this Irish question
understanding^. Landlordism presents itself
It is in
to the Irish mind under two aspects.
the first place a social soourge; iu the second
the
foe
of every
all
times,
it Las proven,at
national aspiration aud eudeavor. We therefore would remove it from our soil, not only
because it clothes a large part of the population in rags, feeds them with a crust, dwells
because it exacs
them in hovels, hut
We also
their last coin and exiles them.
iu every period
because
oppose landlordism,
iu our history this faction has always boeu
found on the side of the enemy. Iu '98 landlords were found fighting iu the works of the
When O’enemy, except in Wixford County.
Connell came with the peace platitudes to woo
ai—

thn iiofiitn

tintivifimr Him

mild flavor of the shamrock about him, the
landlords were against him. When ’07 found
Irish people opposed to England how many
landlords were found on the side of Gen.
Burke?
They have held their ill gotten
wealth like the thief aud assassin, always I earful of those from whom the goods were stolen.
Mr. Gladstone has stepped in and placed a land
bill between the people aud landlords. Had
not the people ought to be satisfied with this
bill? Hasn’t be pared the claws of the landlords? Then why do we go on? Is the land
cured at Stockbridge’s.
bill a barrier between the landlord aud tenant?
Does it accomplish what Gladstone says it
does? No! Carried out it would be disastrous.
DOUBLE ADVENTURE.
In the first place the bill does not interfere
with existing contracts. All land held under
lease in Ireland is outside the pale of the bill
A Maine Central Train Runs Off the Track
The tenants under the lease do not come in un
der its privileges. It contemplates helping onand then Kills an Ox.
ly the tenants at will, but on the condit on that
the tenant first pays up all arrearage of rent.
*
He cannot go into court except with a clear reThe mixed train from Farmington, which
settled,
cord: back accounts must first be
at
Lewiston
in
quarter pas4
since
usually arrives
have
passed
two
years
Only
hours
this same tenant cl ass was on its knees,pleading
eight o’clock in the evening, was two
fiud
must
But
money
they
piteously for bread
late Wednesday evening, and it had two adto pay every farthing of the rent before they
ventures on it3 way down, which caused the
can secure the
privileges of the laud court.
delay.
Gladstone relied on the natural avarice of mau
to secure possession of land as a means to
Two cars were derailed at Leeds Junction
money somehow for this
They were flat cars loaded bestir them to obtain
while shifting.
He was mistaken.
.The tenant
purpose.
with wood, and the active passengers assisted
farmers were bankrupt in credit as well as
on
the
cars
in
the
idea
introducing
the
Gladstone’s
cash.
wood, getting
in unloading
arrears feature into the land bill was to enable
and loading up again. There happened to be
the landlords to put more money in their
on a side track another engine, which got a
pockets. When the tenant cannot pay arrears
cars and without
derailed
the
on
he is allowed the alternative of selling out and
purchase
leaving Ireland. In fact Gladstone said some
which the train would have been in a bad fix.
districts were too congested with population.
The same tratn, when near Sabatis, ran into
They needed relief The measures of the bill
do not
a large ox and gave itself quite a shaking up.
are thus shown to be inoperative, they
answer the purpose desired.
The train was on a down grade and got half a
Another reason the speaker said, why we
mile before stopping. The train ran back, and
should be slow to accept the bili was because
was
who
Lewiston
of
Bearce
B.
Mr. Geo.
it was presented through an Anglo-Irish laud
He described how these courts had
aboard, acted as chief executioner. He secured
court.
been always partisan, aud this was no exa large jack-knife and cut the animal’s jagular.
ception. John O’Hagan was a patriot of '48
The creature was a fat ox
By the tracks in
who had sold his soul to the British governthat
it
was
apparent
the snow on the railroad,
ment, Mr. Vernon, a landlord and laud agent,
and Mr. Lindou, one of the old Orangemen of
the ox ran directly for the train.being, perhaps,
sub-commissioners
The
flavor.
the worst
attracted by the head-light. One of his horns
some
men you could trust,and
were not
he lay.
was picked up three rods from where
couldn’t tell a cow from a mangel-wurzel. No
and
the
coortnissiou,
on
yet
tenant farmer is
Saccarappa.
this is the great class to be helped. Great
trouble is experienced in preparing cases for
Rev. Mr. Hayden’s lecture on last Sunday
the court, aud lawyers’ fees eat up what is
evening at the Uuiversalist church was very
insisted
Parnell
court.
the
in
gained
interesting and instructive and attracted a on test cases. He had 3000 cases taken
counties
32
by the
presented
good audience. These Sunday evening lec- from
tenant farmers, and was on his way to arrange
tures are to be continued fortnightly.
him
had
Gladstone
when
for their presentation
The village schools have been closed during
arrested, telling him the land bill was the law
the present week.
for Ireland, because Paruell declined to acissued the maniNo clue has been as yet obtained to the burg- cept the bill. Theu Parnell
festo,“no rent shall be paid till we (the leaders)
lars that broke into Springer & Co.’s store on
get out of iail to give advice to lie farmerswhat
About S300 worth of
last Monday night.
to do.” This has kbeeu caiieu oo nmuuisin, a. u
were
ware
that it will sap the foundations of all society.
fancy goods, clothing and plated
But the no-rent policy is contingent on the
stolen by the thieves.
release of the suspects, wuo are in jail without
their
of
each
Neal
&
Haskell
presented
Lord,
a charge against them, put there by a despot.
a
employes at the moccasin factory with a tur- The speaker said Gladstone should have died
year ago, for his reputation’s sake, aud John
key on Thanksgiving day.
He painted
Bright before Wednesday last.
The churches of this village and Cumberthe cruelty of the landlords who in the days of
in
the
cities to
the
bread
famine
locked
land Mills held union religious services at the
the
up
make the Irish people pay 500 per cent, adWarren church on Thursday forenoon. Rev.
vance for it, while America sent shiploads in
Mr. Tead conducted the exercises.
charity. His theory |for Ireland’s getting out
Thanksgiving was a quiet holiday. Work of the trouble was that landlords should sell to
the tenant farmers, on, say, fifteen years’ credwas suspended in all the manufactories and
it; a £100 farm in fifteen years would be
many of the places of business were closed dur£1500. Then let government issue bouds by
ing-the day.
which government would bear four-fifths aud
On Thursday evening the Cecilia quartette
the tenant one-fifth of the purchasing price.
The farmers or people of Ireland would then
of Portland gave an excellent concert to a large
own their lands, aud landlords would receive
audience in the Congregational church as the
for their property aud be driven
compensation
&
course.
L.
C.
in
the
S.
third entertainment
out of Ireland.
Each selection on the programme wo merited
Mr. Sbeehy’s address was received with
applause and the soloists were deservedly en- cheers and applause.
cored. This really fine quartette of lady vocalists is a credit to the city of Portland,
Mr. Geo. F. Johnson will resume his old position as teacher in the Saco street grammar
school on Monday next.
The New Steam Fire Engine.
The new steamer arrived here Wednesday
and was tested Thursday. This engine is a very
handsome and serviceable one. It was constructed at the Manchester Locomotive Works

Manchester, N. H., and has recently been on
exhibition at the Mechanics Fair in Boston,
where it was awarded a prize medal. It is
rated second class, though its pump is almost
the size of an ordinary first class engine, and
has a steam-gauge of between 160 and 200. At
the trial Thursday the engine threw a stream
228 feet, 1J inch nozzle, which is doing remarkably well for a new machine. The old
engine has gone into Casco S'* house.

A Post Office Clerk Arrested for Stealing

Personal.
Dr. T. L. English of Newark, N. J.,’8 in
town collecting facts on the “Prohibitory
Law.”
A. S. Pennoyer, agent for the Vokes Family,
is at the Falmouth.
Mr. H. C. Atkins, formerly of Gardiner, and
a brother of J. C. Atkins of
Farmingdale, has
been appointed general superintendent of the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad at a

salary of 810,000

a

year.

The Stoddard L9ctureB.
seen
By reference to our columns it will be
that the Stoddard lectures will commence at
City Hall Dec. 16. These lectures have received the warmest praise wherever given, aud
will meet with decided encouragement in

they
Portland.

Some months since it became apparent to
the postal authorities that depredations of a

serious character
either at Portland

being

were

perpetrated

upon the postal
tween Bangor and Boston.
W. H. Bigelow, post office inspector
gusta, who had charge of the case
carefnl tabulation of these losses and
or

line beat

Au-

made a
became
convinced that the “storm center” was in the
region of Portland. Operations to locate these
losses were commenced some weeks since
which resulted Wednesday evening in the arrest of A. Havelock McLean, a clerk in the
Portland post office. Mr. McLean was detected in patting a letter into his pocket and
while in the act of passing to the water closet,
was taken into custody, searched and the letter found npon bis porson.
After a short,lapse
of time in which McLean had an opportunity
to compose his mind, he detailed to Mr. Bigelow and other persons present, the story of his
wrong acts, the extent of his depredations, and

of

manner

destroying

letters.

Mr. McLean was arraigned before U. S*
CnmmisBiouer Rand on Thursday, waived examination and for w&nt of $2,000 bail was
committed to await the action of the grand
jury at the Uuited States District Court, to be
holden at Portland on the first Tuesday of
December next.
In working np the case Mr. Bigelow expressed the greatest obligations for aid and assistance to G. C. Stevens, looal mail agent,
Augusta; J. Jeffords, chief head clerk, R. M.
S, Portland; F. C. Emery, assistant post"
master, Portland, and Deputy U. S. Marshal
H. D. Marble. Iu this connection it is but
just to state that Mr. Bigelow received the
earnest co-operation of Postmaster Goddard

throughout the

case.

Mr. McLean is some 23 years of age and has
a wife and iwo
children, living in this city.
He has been employed in the Portland post
office since July, 1879.
McLean says that the amount stolen is very
small,possibly not over $10 or $200. He has always born a good reputation and during the two
years which he has been in the post office has
He was lately progiven good satisfaction.
moted and his salary raised to $700 a year.
Sudden Insanity.
On the Pullman train from Bangor last
night was an unmarried man between 30 and
40 years of age named Alonzo Teakles from
He was accomEast Walton, Nova Scotia.
panied by bis sister and three little children,
whom he was conducting to Boston to meet
her busbard. Shoitly after the train left Vassalboro Mr. Teakles, who had gone to bed in
the sleeping car, began to show signs of mental
aberration aud, getting up, made considerable
showed
Judkins
Conductor
disturbance.
great coolness aud discretion in soothing and
With the assistance of the
managing him.
sleeping car conductor he kept the poor fellow
within reasonable bounds nntiithe train reached Augusta where Mr. Teakles was taken in
charge by the police and his case will be in-

vestigated to-day.
went

on

The

sister and

children

Temperance Address.
The Seoond Parish Society have kindly offered the use of their church to the W. C. T.
U., to-morrow afternoon and Rev. Charles D.
Barrows will give a temperance address at 3
Mr. Barrows’
o’clock under their auspices.

ability as a pulpit orator is well known not only in New England, but in California where
he is soon to locate over a flourishing society.

equally well

It may not be

known that he is

reformer, aud cheerfully gives his
services to forward the cause of temperance,
which ho recognizes as a part of his ministerial
an

IMPORTANT SALE

PRT

earnest

work.
There will be au opportunity to contribute
to the funds of the society for those who desire.
__

Y. M. C. A. Gospel Meetings.
There will be a gospel meeting at the rooms
of the Young Men’s Christian Association this
evening at 7.30.
The following services will be held on Sun-

B 4 U C

CE
LIST
ROB
ES
OF*

0 A. M.—Gospel meeting at the rooms.
4 3 P. \1.—Service of song a' the reoxns; address by Kev Clianes A Dickinson of the Second
Poish Congregational church. Mr. Frank Codins
will lead she singing with l.is cornet. Mr. 15- F.
Hinds will preside a the piano.
7 P. M-—Hosp 1 meeting at Ihe rooms. Addresses
several Chris iaa workers. A short praise service wid pecede the addresses.
>

Wedding Bells
St. Dominic's church, Mr.
Robert Jeffords and Miss Kate L. Harrington
were united in marriage, Rev. Father Doherty
performing the marriage ceremony after which

call at our
are offering
and satisfy yoursel That we keep ihe
est stock and sell the lowest.

In tbe evening a regroomsman.
given at tbe borne of tbe bride
of
a
number
aud
cosily and useful presents
were received by the
happy ones. May they
live long aud prosper, is the best wishes of
M. E. J.
their many friends.
groom,

as

‘‘The Angels."
The Rev. J. K. Smyth of the New Jerusalem church will deliver a lecture on the above
subject to-morrow eveuing. The lecture will
forth some of the leading views of this
church concerning immortality and the nature
of tbe life after death, besides considering the
question, who are the angels and what is their
set

origin?

UMBRELLAS, &c.
Plush Lined
Wolf Robe* $9.00.
ones $9.50. IO. II,
13, 16.50,
15. 16.50—lar.-e stoek
Horse Blankets $1.15. 1.30, 1.35,
I 50, 1.75, 3, 3.35, 3.50 to 4—all

OUR
PRICES
ON
ROBES.
WOIF $8.60. #9.00 find up to *18.00,
Plush Hu. d, BUFFALO, #B.i 0, *7 O'* unliued #10.00 to S2ii.uO lined with plush.
These are thifl

cy.
_

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

There have been shipped from Fort Fairfield
witbiu the last twenty days 15,000 bushels of
potatoes 4,000,000 shingles and 24 carloads of
starch; besides a large quantity of general
merchandise. A large amount of freight is
awaiting transportation. Cars cannot be bad
as fast as wanted to tqke away the freight.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The Maine Farmer says that it is estimated
to know that the sportsmen and summer company that have visited
the Rangeley country the past season have left
830,000 above Phillips.
The pinker building extension at the new
mill in Waterville is completed, excepting the
roof which workmen are now putting ou. The
foundation of tne east end of the wheel pits
will be done in a week or so, and then the
bricklayers can go ahead fast. This part of
the mill is to be four stories high, the maiu
Iuside the mill
building being five stories.
they are laying floors, shea'hing between the
floor timbers, putting in tbe piping, etc.
Daniel Fowler, an aged citizen of Albion,
committed suicide last week by taking Paris
green. Some two years ago he was stricken
with paralysis, since which time he has been
melanoholy, aud, having made two attempts
at suicide before, he was closely watched by
his family; hut ou Wednesday he was left
alone for about five minutes, when he took

by those who ought

SOMERSET COUNTY.

A house in Moscow, owued by Frank Washburn aud occupied by Asa Gower, was burned
Wednesday of last week, catching fiom a
But little
stove pipe passiug through the roof.
of Gower’s house stuff waB saved; this is the
secoud time he has been burned out iu the last
two

years.

HORSE
Blankets

bottle.

Fall and Winter Ulovesand Hitts,
Oents’7 5<-, $1, up to 1 h*- finest.
Ladies’ 75c. $1. 1 85, to 2—#1500
We warworth lo scl» ci from.
rant to fit any hand.

FURS.

Merrv’sFur Capa, SI, 1.60, 2, to 16.
Boys’ Cloth Caps 26c to $2
Ladies’Furs and C*pe-; Caps $l*ol5; Fur
Se 8, all price-; Fur Trimming all kinds.
Boya’ and Children’s Fur taps cOc to $i.&0.

75c.

CLOTH,

COAT,

FINE HATS.
We make a specialty of fine
and Knox shapes—our §1
the best.

goods—the Dunlap
and $2 grades are

$3 so

will buy the entire
shape.

new

stock Silk Hat, Kno.x

OILED BUCK.
75c.
CALF MI I S.
75c.

50c.
$l.*»0
Ladle*’ and ChiMren’s Gloves and Mittens
from 5oc. up to $1.75.

TRUNKS
AND

a man does lives long after him, so the
really good medicine will last for ages,
and although Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry
and Tar may be new to yon, its healing properties
have loug been known and at pieci ted, and when
we recommend you to give Dr. Graves’ Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar 4 rial for the certain cure of
Sore bhroat, Coughs,
Colds, Whooping Cough
Hoarseness, *c., we only ask you to use and be benefited by the same medicine that has given so much
a

’o others.
The Materia Medina does not furnish better remedies for the di eases of the pulmonary organs than Wild Cherry and Tar. Their virtues have long been known and appreciated, and
you cannot fa 1 of relief if you give Dr, Graves'
Bale m a trial when afflicted. Sample bottle 10

relief

ct*.; large bottle, only 6U cts.
For Biliouauess, Dyspepsia, Constipation, or Liv
er Complaint, use Improved Family Cathario Pills
For
made by Dr. Graves; price, 25 ct*. per box.
sal9 at wholesale by J, W. Perkins & Co., Portland

S * TURD AY. Nor. 2Cth, at 10
a. m
ar Salesroom *8 Exchange street 10
Black Wal» ut amt Ash Chamber Sets, Parlor
Suits. S*-if Rockers. Easy Chairs, Sofas. Marble
Top Tables, Mirrors, Parlor Pe»k*. Work and
Library Tables Black Walnut ami Ash Pillar Foot
Dining Tab es Dinin* Chairs, 2»» fine Hair and
Wood Top Alattres e* Dinner Sets, China Tea Seta,
Silver Plated Ware 20Tai estry and Ingrain Carpets. &c The abov- is h tine stock of goods, and
will be sold without reserve.

WE

<n

F. «. KtILCV Anov23 dtd

DO.,

Auctioneers.

_

NEW CARRIAGES
AUCTION.

AT

TT7E *h*ll sell at Hor»e and Carriage Mart oa
? ?
P'ura t.. on SATURDAY, Nov. 2«tb, at 11
o'clock prompt, by order of the manufacturer,
THREE NEW

PHAETONH,

d stylish, trimmed with gieen cloth. Alfe
two New C »nco d Wagona a d one Piano Box Open
I hese carriages will be
old to the htgbset
y.
Bug.
bidder wi bout reserve, us we have positive order*
to c ose th m out.

light

at

F. 0.

Bailey

Auctioneers.

Co.,

&

$ 1.60 to $2 will buy

an

soft and stiff hats at
$2.00 La t e-Das now
$/.R0so t and still hats now

Umbrella warranted

our

Lad-

by

mall.

MER
RY.
Tlie Hatter

237 Middle Street,
OF

SIGN
nov20

THE
HATTER
197 middle Street.
eodtf

nov26

NOTICE.
Distri- t Mauce, )
Portland Nov 26. 1*81.)
to the Rules f tbe Circuit. Court of
nited sta’es, Maine District, No'ice is
the
hereby given that DAVH> W. SNOW, «>f Portland,
in said Di-triet has a pile »to he undersigned for
aumiss! n as an attorney and c« uns**)lor of said CirA. H. DAVIS,
cuit Cfc urt
m v2 dlt
Clerk of the U. S. Circuit Court.

PLUSHES.

DRESSGOODS
MILLETT I LITTLE
No. 516

Cod gress

Have just secured a large
lot of Fine Plushes at a
very low price, and shall
offer a full line of shades
at a lower price than has
ever been named on Plushes before in this city. Don't
lmir Din

Iiau until

vaii

liavo

examined this lot.

Street,

season.
_

Millett & Little.

dlw

NOTICE EXTRA.

Just received a full line
of Colored Silks in all the
new shades, that we shall
sell

cheap.

new lot of the latest styles in Millingood- for the winter season, comprising all the leading shapes in hats
and bonnets for ladies, misses, and children, iii fur, beaver, plush,felts and imi-

A

tations.
A large lot of long ostrich plumes and
tips iu all shades.
Ladies will do well to call and examine our goods, as tie have as good an assortment and prices as low or lower than
c„n be found elsewh- re in the city.

WATERHOUSE,

641 Congress St., Portland, Me.

eod2w

nov26

Black and Colored
SILK VELVETS,
Plush

Don’t

SILK CIRCULARS!

A

CONGRESS

Have
just received 25
CIRCULARS. Prices from

C.

best

quality, hand sewed Jerflty
goods.

Ladies’
Long

slim

goods

narrow

a

specialty.

Immense Success
sale of Boyd’s fine N. Y., Boot*.

o
)

In many

styles, Ladies’ Rubbers

for

long slim

feet

Boots and Shoes
**"*

Sent by mail to any address, postage prepaid.

At 421 CONGRESS STREET.
SION OF THE GOLD BOOT.

good

THE
novlD

SHOE

DEALER.
eodtf

Owen, Mooie & Co.
Have made very extensive prepaiations for the
holidays this season, and to
enable those who wish to
crowd
avoid the great
last
the
attending
always
few davs, will open for retail on WEDNESDAY, 16th,
one of the finest and most
assortments of
extensive
both useful and fancy articles ever shown in New
invited to

price.

nov22 dtf

We have jnst received an elegant
lot of Satin Merveillenx m every
desirable color, and we shall offer
them at the very low price of
$1.' 5 per j ard; these goods are not
sold less than $2.00 anywhere in

Portland.

CLOAKINGS
We

have

a

very tine

line of

Cloakings for Ladies and Children, at the lowest prices.
in Ladies’ and Children’s Underwear.

great barga'ns

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED,

buy

noTll

or

Congress

DRESS

Children’s
Garments

SILK

ex-

imitation
one-

and Elm Stf.

FLANNELS

in all colors and many

qualities.

Staples,

31 oral io

to

$100.
These garments are manufacby a regular lurrler, and
we can recommend tern to be
the best made ia the market.
tured

also offer all oar ready
Woolen Garments at reduced prices to close them out.
We

made

of any kind until you have
examined our stock.

Remember the mark-down
we
uni

have

just

made

on

BLACK
All Wool Shooda Cloth, 44 inches
wide.

all

38 cts. per yard,

nuv

perfect color;

al“

Millett & Little DRESSGOODS

Fiueand he >'y,

STORAGE FOR CARRIAGES.

H.l. Nelson &Cj.

ways sold lor 75 cts.

dlw

can

be

bad at tbo

(ORSEAND CARRIAGE MART,
32 & 34 Plum St.

nov26

d2w

makes them better value
than ever before offered in
this city. Don’t spend your
money until yon have exour stock and learned our prices.

is

LORENZO LEIGHTON, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direct*.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reto exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

3aired
ment to

MARGARET A. LEIGHTON, Administratrix.
uov2tidlaw3wS*
Portland, Sept. 28th. 1881.

FOK *AI.E.
IVbarf,
building
High
tenement. Apply to
suitable for offices
TO
BERLIN MILLS CO.
nov26-d3t*
bo removed—a

on

cr

St.

T. J. AKELEY &

CO.,

Carriage Manufacturers,

an t

trust

d3t

nov23

amined

given that the

hereby
taken
subscriber has been duly appointed
Notice
tho
of Administratrix of the

upon herself
estate of

21 and 23 Preble Street

STUDLEY,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

253 Middle Street.
novlO

4

dtf

SUBECUREFORUBUNMENJjj^jj^
alboro\ Mo

at>g20i*a«m

£

BROWN,^

something

Plush, at

Ladies’

ST.,
$35

boots, all widths, AA, A, B

and

Finely Assorted Stock

Cor.

Millett & Little,
516

finish,

new, and a
of a fine
fourth the

LINED

FUR

Newark Band Sewed
French calf Congress

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED

RECEIVFD.

ery

Top

Congress Boots, hand sewed, very stylish.

England.

COLORED
SILKS

This is positively the best trade in
Dress Goods we have offered this

L. A.

Newark Cloth

All are
amine.

Illuminated
Offer 50 pieces of
Cordurelte, slightly imperfect, at
marked down
75c per yard;
from $1.25 per yard.

JUST

prices that defy competition.

PURSUANT

eodtf

GREAT SACRIFICE

half sizes.

Ladies’ Rubbers.

HAT.

GOLD

woois.

sizes and

Overshoes in all the styles.

$1.

or

walking

styles, all widths,

Gentleman’s Narrow

COE,

SCOTCH CAPS.

ALUOt.

All widths, sizes and half
sizes.
No other store in this state
has I he Boyd N. Y. boot
for Ladies’ wear.

At

$1.00.
00.

S' .RO, our
$2.00. Fur trimmings of all kinds.
dies’ Seal and Otter sets.

w.

Regular sale of Faruiture and General Merehaadise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’olock a.
oet8dtf
m.
Consignments solicited.

Attends the

Goods sent C. 0. D. with privilege to examine,

0

Y,

Of Gentlemen’s

Bov’s aps 2Rc.
We are closing out
ab -ut c* st. Our

not to fade.

87c to

BA1 LJ£

reu«*h seal

Nutria$

Exchange Hk

Mnleareoua

V. O.

Ladies’ Walking Boots.

Caps.

Seal $4.00.
Otter $4.00.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Auctioneer* and < ouiminulon Merchants

In many

We make a specialty of these goods.
Paper covered $1 *K).
Zinc covered $3.00.
Leather covered $4.R0.
Also sAid Sule leather and Bureau Trunks.

Fur

nov23-dtd

ladies'

BAGS

t

Good storage for the winter

The good

virtues of

KID,

CASTOR,
$1.4*0.

6 50-linii<fr*ds la select from
Buffalo Kwb s— a few small ones—
$0 and 7. Large ones, whole
skins, $ IO, 11, 18 lo 80.

nov26

A farmer told us the other day that he
would not be without Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup
if it cost five dollars a bottle. It must be a
wonderful remedy. The price is only 25 cents
a

year's robes.

Blankets, Square—Blankets, large
sixes—$1.50, 1.75. 8. 8.50, it, lo

nov26

Nominations by the Governor.
Governor Plaisted made the following nominations at Augusta, Nov. 23d:
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—John Garner, Lewiston; E. C. Ambrose, Readfield; MaUossah Smith, Deering; E. W. Mitchell, Freeport; Francois X. Belleau, Auburn; Edwin A.
Hobson, Hollis; Win. Flowers, Bangor; ColGustavus B Marden,
man Harding, Gorham;
Veazie; Luther S. Smith, Surry.
Trial Justices— Dauiel W. Rice, of Wiscasset,
and James P. Russell, of Farmington.
Notary Publio— Benj. xhompsou, of Portlaud.
County Attorney, York Co.—John S. Derby,
of Saco. To take effect Jan. 1st to fill vacan-

AUCTION.

sell

sbal’

now

We have over
$1.10 up to $8 00.

was

STATE

larg-

twenty kinds, ranging from

at

the Rev. Father addressed the newly wedded
pair in a few well chosen remarks. The bride
looked charming, being attired in a garnet
silk. Miss Carrie E. Cumber acted as bridesmaid and Mr. Henry Jeffords, brother of the

AT

place

What others

by

ception

NEW FURNITURE, &c.,

BLANKETS,
GLOVES,
FURS,
HATS, GLOVES BOOTS £ SINES.

day:

Thanksgiving

’

Best $1 Umbrellas.

to Boston.

POTION 8A l >N.

A

ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Money Letters.

n...

MUSIC AND THE DRAxlA.

LAND

all de-eriptlons of oar
'manufacture. The lowest prices
iu tin Stute, taking quality aud
style into consideration.

Carriage* of
own

Attention
Special
Jn*4

to

kinds
Repairing of ail •od*

T KE PRESS.

_=3===
_

This Definite Contract is printed in plain type on all 15-year Endowment Tolidcs i
sued at age 30, annual premium, $t>6.77, and a similar agreement for

MB. H. IV. O’BfEIIsL,
Sunday Services.
Abyssinian Church.—Preaching service at 3 p.
Evening meeting
m. 8unday school at 4% p. m.
at 7.
BKTHitL Church.—Serricos 10% a. m., 3 and 7%
and Friday evenings at 7%
p. m.; also Tuesday
and land are Invited. Seats free.
p. ra. All from sea
Beading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
Bradley Church.
Sunday, Nov. 27. There
will be a Sunday School at 10.30 a. m„ and Mrs
Morgan will preach at 3 p. m.
Cate Elizablth Depot M. E. Church —Sabbath School at Tamer’s Island at lo o’clock and
Sabbath School on
preaching a. 11 o’clock.
Brown's Hill at 1% and preaching at 2%, Prayer
meeting* at both p'acca at 7 Sabbath evenings,
Wednesday
on
evening on the Hill CIr-b
meetings at both places onFrid -v eveninge. Com*
h
nrcmlon Service on the Hill the first Sabbath rf
month B v. M. C. Pendexter, preacher In charge
Church of Christ.—Cor. May and Danforth St*;
Preaching at 10% a. m. Lord*-day school at 12 m.
Lord’* Sttnper at 8 p. ui. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday and Friday evenings at
All are invited.
7%. All are welcome.
Congress St. M. E. Church Rev. G. D. Lind8 Eastern Promeuade;
No
say, pastor; Residence
Preaching at 10% a. m. by Rev. J. McWhipney;
the
and at 3 p. m. by
pastor. Sunday School at 1%
p. a; Prajer meeting at 7 p. m.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. Andrew
McKeowxi. D. I)., pastor. Residence. 219 Cumber
land street; Preaching bv the pastor at 10% a. m.;
and 3 p. m; Sunday School at 1% p. m; Prajer
meeting Sunday evening at 8 and 7 o’clock, and
Tn sday evening at 7%.
Christ’s Faith Church, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. P. Pearson, pastor. Gos
pel Temperance meeting every evening at 7%.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 9 a. m. Sunday
School at 10% a. m. Branching at 3 p. m. Season
of song at 7 p. m.
Prayer and Praise meeting it
7% p. m. All are welcome.
•
CHUacH »F the Messiah—Cor.Congress and India St*. S b’»ath echooi at l.Sop m ; Preaching at
3 it* by Rev. G. G. Hamilton of Yarmouth; Sanuay
schoo concert at 7.
Free street B vitist Church—Rev. Jas. McWMnnie, pastor. Morning -erviee at 10% a. m.
Sabbath school at 12 m; evening at 7 p# m.
First Um versa list Church, Congress Square.
Services at at 10% a. m.. and 7 p. iu. Suuday
school a* 3 p. m Preaching by Rev. vGeo. G. Ham
iltou of Yarmouth.
First Free Baptist Church, corner of Cumberland ami Casco St.—Rev. »J. M. Lowden, Pastor.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m Preaching at 3 p. m.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.46 p. m., preaching at 3;
Prayer meeting Sunday evening at 7 .00; Tuesday
and Frida) at 7.30.
First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Kim
St.—Rev K. G. F egre. pastor.
Regular service
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.16.
W H. Fenn, pastor
High St Chur* h—R^v
Preaching service at lO% a. m. Sunday rchool at
12 m. Service of braise at 7 p. m.
Rev. Parker
Rnightville M. E. Church.
Jaques, pastor. Preaching at 2Vi p. m.
Sunday j
school at 3Mi p. m.
Prayer meetings Sunday and
Wednesday evenings at 7Vfe. Class meeting Friday
evening at 7%.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Divine Services at
Rev. J. I£. Smyth, pastor.
lOVfc a. m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Evening sero’c ock.
vice with lecture at 7
subject: “The
Amgels.” Religious meeting Tuesday at 7Ms p. m
North Congregational Church, Cape Elizabeth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2Ms
p m. Sabbath school immediately after the preaching service. Prayer meeting at 7 Ms p. m.
Park Street Church (Second Unitarian).—
Rev W. R. Alger, will pi each at 10 Va a. m; Sunday

|

Capcine

only plasters

that

at 7.

Chapel.
Sunday, Nov. 27, Sunday
2p. m; Preaching at 3 p m. TemperFree to all.
ance meeting at 7 p. m.
Pine St. M. E. Church, Rev. D. W. Le Lacheur,
palter; Preaching »t lOVfr a. m. and 3 p. m.; Sab-

St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at inV% a. m. an 3 p. m. Sunday
Bcho 1 at i^fcp. m. Prayer mealing at 7 p. m.
Young People’s meeting Thursday evening at 7 Mi
Stevens Plains Universalist Church. Rev. C.
A. Hayden pastor—Services at 11a m.
Street
Congregational
State
Church.
Preaching at lOVfc a. m. and 7 p. m. by Rev.
Chari s D. Barrows. Annual Thanksgiving collection at the morning service. Sunday School at 3

p.

Fourth.
Because they will positively enre diseases which
even relieve.
Fifth.
Because over BOOO phyBiciansand druggists have
voluntarily testified that they are superior to all
other plasters or medicines for external use,
Sixth.
Because the manufacturers have received the
ever
only medals
given for porous piasters.

St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, RecServices at 10M* a. m. add 3 p. m.
Sunday
school at 2 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church,
cost St. Rev. Arthur

of
Litt e,

corner

W.

Congress
Rector.

and Lo
Services

St. Luke’s Cathedral Church. (Episcopal,)
Stale St., (neai spring ) Rt Rev. H A. Neely Re
tor, Rev. C. Morton Mils, Canon; Sunday services
Morning *t 10.3<*. Sunday School at 3. Evening
during Sept, at 7.30. From Oct till May. *t 7 o’
dock Week day g rvices daily at 9 a m., (On Holy
Days at 11.00, and 5 p. m: From Advent to Trinity on Friday, e vening Prayer with Lecture at
7.30. Holy O mmunion every Sunday at 10.3u,
a. m. on Hdv Lays at 11. 0 a. m; Also at 7.00
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.
Sons

Temperance
all—Meeting of the
Spiritual Society at 2Ys p. m. Subject-“In
My Father’s House are Many Mansions. All are
of

invited.

West Congregational
Church.
Sunday
School at 11 a m.
Preaching at » p. m. by Rev.
J. <\ Holbrook l>. D Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Wil liston
Church, congregational, corner
Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
at
10.30 a. m.
Sabbath
pastor.
Preaching
school at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Woodford’s Cong. Chujkuh. Rev. S. Winchester
Adriance. pastor. Preach ng by tliepa*t<>rat 10.30
ft. m.
Sabbath school at 11. 5
Thanking ving service of song at 7.00 p. m led by a quartette.
West En«* M. E. Church, Rev. Parker J
agues
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
after,
^rayer meeting on Sunday
evening at 7.3o: or. uesday evening at 7.45. Class

!

meeting

Friday evening.

Young Men’s Christian Association, Congress Street, c orner Elm.—Meetings at ‘J a. m. and
7
p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at 7 Vst
p. m.

Spiritual Meeting, Mercantile
fy*The People*
Block
Farrington

Congress

and 7.30 p.

Hall

Speaking at 2.30
Fuller, of Dover, Mass.
St.

m. by George A.
Subjects or eveu ng lecture to be taken from the
audience. After e^ch lecture >lr Edg-tr W. Emer
sou of Manch ster, N. H
will give *es s *nd descriptions. This is the last Sunday that Messrs Fuller and Eme so*, will be here a present.
MP“*The Portland Temperance UDion will hold a
temperance meeting in Congress Hall, Sunday evenu g, at 7 o’clock, which will be
addressed by
seveial intere* ting speakers.
Singing by the Perham quartette.

Wit and WisdomI takes just three people to keep

properly,

a secret
bat two of the three mast be dead.

good whatever.
We are happy to inform all sufferers, and ladies
this radical defect is entirely overthat
particularly
Bitters
come in the preparation of Brown's Iron
This remedy, which is already known by its admirable works goes promptly into the circulation and
is thoroughly assimilated.
Its effects upon ihe
local and genera* sys em to be reached are immeJt cur* s ev n chronic prediate and marvelous.
lapsus. Need more be mid? No woman who
sailers, and has h'therto despaired, can afford to
live another single day without testing the virtues
of Brown’s Iron Hitte s.
This is the
prepara ion of iron that does not
Slacken the teeth or give headache.
it

can

Professor Polit. Econ.: “What Latin word
meaning money shows the fact that formerly
cattle were used as a medium of barter?” Junior: “Bullion.”—Argo.

how offensive their head may be, it
don't
will clean it out and cure their catarrh. For
deafness and earache it has done wonders to
my certain knowledge. It is the only medicine dabbed patent medicine that I have ever
care

felt like recommending, and I am very anxious to see it in every place, for I tell you that
I would not be without it iu my house for any
consideration. I am now suffering with a pain
like rheumatism in my right limb, and noth-

ing relieves

me

like Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Dr. E. F. Crane,
Corry, Fa.

Men who have never had any advantages
sometimes make it up by taking advantage of
everybody they have dealings with.—Oil City
Derrick.
Premature Lobs of the Hair
use of Burnett’s COCOAINE.
Hoc seek epers should insist upon obtaining
Burnett's Flavoring Extracts,they are the best.

May be entirely prevented by the

"Gordon-Bennett”

now,

if you please. What;
there is about a

an aioma of auceBtral timber
to be sure!—Boston

hyphen,

Transcript.

dollar will do: It will buy

a

He

asked if he knew tbe difference be“starboard" and “port,” and with a

was

knowing leer he replied, “H’m, well, rather,
and I

prefer port.”

II annual premiums
14 aunaul preo. n u.
13 annual premium,
14 annual premium,
15 annual premiums

5

President.

seenre

Pain in the.Back and Side.

Pain Killer.
This remedy is

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dust Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female

Complaints,
or the

to say that

ana

all Diseases

Urinary Organs.

will secure 15
wi»l Mecure 15
will secure 15
will secure 15
will secure 15
will secure 15
w‘ll .ccare IS
will secure 15
will secure 15
will secure 15

As

year, in.nr.se nnd
year, in nrance nod

the iu«ured

IS
IS
15
aud
55.-0 if the insured live, lo
aal
949.70, if the issued live- lo Ibe end of said IS
insured live, lo .he end of said IS
years insurance and 1,000.00, if ihe

years

and

6^6 IO. if

years

and

7

insurance
in-uranee
years i—nraoce
years insurance

7-09

ihe

iusured live, to the end
ed lives lo the end

the
*

Holman’* ^gnc.Lirrr and Stomach Pad
Foj Malaria Ague and Stomach troubles. 82.04*
Holmuat’n special Pad. For chronic cases 13.4*0
Holmau’N Spleen Belt.
For stubborn cases ot
enlarged Spleen and unyielding Liver and Stom
acb Uoublo-*.. $5.00.
fants and Infants’ Pad. For ailments of InKIolm in’ Chii Iren. $1.50.
Ovarian s Abdominal Pad.
For Uterine,
Holmanand Bladder Troubles. $5.00.
For Kid
ney Co’n Benal or Kidney Pad.
Ho!mamplaiut8. $2.00.
Holman’s Pictorial Pad. For affections of the
Che*t and Lungs. $.‘1.00.
Ho man’s Absorptive Medicinal Body Plaster. The best Plaster in the world. 25c.

one

bottle of it

a

completely cured

me.

HairRestorer

o

OPPOSITE

Bandrnff, allays all itch
falling Hair and promote,
healthy growth with a rich, beav uj
gloss, and is delightfully fragrant
Price Seventy-five Gents in I
glass stopper?.'. Bottles. Sold by all Driijgisls.
removes

TWO

dlw

WAITED.
HOUSE KE P R, competent to do
and take ch rge.
An agreeable, reliable and
com pet nt young '>r middle a ed wom^n »ili find a
An
good home and long nitunti »n, >» ith best wages
hour’s ride from Port and. Address E. Pie* ffl e,
d<£wlw
nov24

A

wanted?
Situalion wanted a- clerk, co|)'iM ur easliier in si couuliog room
j or office, by u man wim nas hail

ex|>c»icnce,

give gooil rel‘

cun

enccM, sind «ill v>o<k

r-

isiir
roi»|)ensiilii>u. Address L. II. .11.,
Press Ofit- c, Portland. Me.
lor

»

and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p.
&r “Freight

m. and
any In
formation regarding the same may be had at tbe
•♦bee of tbe Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulais
with Excursion Routes Tickets
information apply at
state Rooms and furtbei
T. C
Company's Office, 40 Exchange St.
s**v
and Manager
nov24dtf

WANTED.
Must understand the management of boiler?.

every town

man

or woman

BY
dress

BEAUTIES OF

SACRED SONG.

smell;beneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever &c. Unequaled fo

THE BANNER
OF VICTORY

whic^

are

Price $2.00 Hoards;

Sunday School. t*rire35ctM.
OLIVEii DITSON & CO., Boston.

d&wly48

li.,

P. O. box

6

s»t tu

novX3

nov.22 dlw*

1439.

THE

t or sale

Mutual

r

by

all

Druggists and

Dealers

generally.

nov3ThST&wlm

i

re-read *ith
terest. Beautifu ly bound, price *1.60.
of Mr? Holmes
me
utw
editions
hards
*#*A1bo
other works—'J empest and Sunshine—Lena Rivers
—Edith Lyle—Edna Browning—M arian Grey—West
Lawn—Forest House— eto„ etc.
ALSO, SOLD BY ALL B ‘OKSELLERS:
en<*rmously, and

THE WHITNEY

are

read and

xr

rx

Ticket*

uiui1

Gaiter

Seven of the Many Reasons Why You
should Have a Policy in this Company.
1. It gives you insurance at actual cost.
2. It gives you insurance cheaper than any other
company.
3. It holds a greater amount of assets in proportion to its liabilities than any other large csompany.
[See New York Iimurance Report.]
The Northwestern has §128.60 for every $100 of

liabilities.
The Connecticut Mutual has $116 for every $100
of liabilities
The Mutual Li'e of New York has $114.80 for
every $10o of liabilities.
The Northwestern Mutual has about $ i of surplus
to th.- Mutual Life’s and Connecticut Mutual’s $ I.
4. It maintai* s the established rates for insur_

ance, thus reserving full security against contingencies.
6. It has paid to its policy holders, and has assets
tbun it has
on hand, JS-l 9«H 868 49 «>ore
rrccirMl for preutiuma »inre i*s organization, a showing never made by any other company
at the san e age. (note the power of compound interest in the West.)
6< I* is pay ing daily nearlv $2000 for death losses.
7 It has for t£n years given to the public printed
det tiled statements of i s dividends, and it is the
only company that does it.

T.Merry

STATE ACT., ADBIBN.

FESSENDEN and

C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND,

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE
Under .the Falmouth Hotel.

.McLELLAN,
Gorham, Local Agts< eodlj

STREET,

B. F. WHITNEY & CO.
jy29

dtf

BISHOP

SOULE’S

Will perfectly

core

United States Engineer Office,
Portland, Maine. N -v. 23, 1881.
in duplicate, addressed to the undersigned, will be received at his office in Portland. Maine, until 2 o’clock P. M., on Tuesday,
the 13th d«y o
December, 1881, at which place
and time they will be opened in the presence of
bidders for improving
I. Lubcc Channel Maine* About 120,OOO cubic jard» of dreilgiug.
2. The chitunel leading from Bo«tou
Harbor to Na tufthci brucb, Ma^ac^uAbout 20,4 0(1 cubic jard^ ot dredgkcUm
ing, ana the removal of about 4 cnbie
yards of sunken ledge*
Persons desiring to make proposals for any of the
above works are requested to apply to the undersigned, at his office No. 4 3^ Congress stre et, Portland, Me., for specifications, instructions to bidders
and the requisite blanks, and such further information as may be desired con ;erning the same.
GEO- THOM, Colonel of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. General, U. S. A.
nov22 dtt

SCIATICA

Use only I.A K(*E hot
after all else has failed.
ties for sciatica. Rheumatism and Neuralgia Price

$1.50; sm»U battles (for sprains. Lame Hack, Ac),
cents. Sold by all druggists. F. W. RYDER
HON, Proprietors, Boston, Mrm.
dim
nov9

76
&

BROTHERS,'

tJIDKRTAKKttS
210 Federal Street.

To Persons

Insurance.

Doling
& ADAMS

ROLLINS
are

doing: as well for f heir custom-

in matter of Insurance
any other Agency in Portland.
ers

ns

octfldtf

arranrehient.

WINTER

On and after

n.oday,
IIMiiyjtsjjaiBWl, Passengei Trains
_

©cl. 12
will leave
and
ns.,

| .A3

3 36

6.10
6.30

5.00
6.40

•

for Round Trip 92 cent*,

via
R.

NprfngAeld, also with N. V. A N. E. R.
("Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadel-

and
the
phia, Baltimore, Washington,
Noutn and with Boston Ac Albany R. R. for
West.
she
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Centra! R- R., and
at Grand Trunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trams of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to ail points South and West, at
Depot ooces and at Bo’line A Adams’, No. 32 Exihaugv Street
• Does
notstopat Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS. Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WES:
T. »upt
j«24dtf

Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada.

CHANGlfoF

ON

TIME.

after HONDAY. OCT.
1NN1, trains will run as follows:

17th,

and

Dft

<tyjoo/cj foil

and (gald

ffidndelj

ARRIVAL**.

FRESCO PAINTERS,

PASSENGER OFFICES

Price? reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
dly
jeS

FOR SALE.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

The trro fine Horses belonging to estate of the, lute Dr. Wm. W. t.reene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old. »nd the other
blaefc, 12 years old Enquire of D. W.
F ESSEN DFN, Adm’r, No. 81 1-2 Exchange Street.

AiwmuUut ami

Sotarj Public.

CIEO. €. t o OMAN, Ofiler No. 1*4 Middle
Millet. Parilsod.

Boob Binders.

oc2G-dtf

Will.

<innrv,

1.

II,

Roam

Printer.

Exchmigr No. Ill Kirtuingr Ntroei.

LOST AND FOUND.

J. I.
:Vlc.

FOUND.

Pattern and Model Maher.
II1ROIIR, 3‘i I ran St., Portland

AT

REAL

FOB SALE.

NOVEMBER

about $25 and a card with owner’s name. The findwill be liberally rewarded by lea\ing ita< the
no\ 22 di w*
Press office.

THE

Eng-_

Impotency,

Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
tho Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many 4
other Diseases that

Orrington

BRASToW BROS.,

cct2Ul&wtf43

Brewer

TO

BEFORE TAima.conaun.pS'Sd" AFTER TARING.
to let
B
8

_■

Stone,
aug2VMlyr
Young tf

Congress

IMPORTED

WINES &
OKIOINAL

LIQUORS
pin

(he

PACKAOKS,

&SONrimporters,

104 FORK NT.. MB1 >.**•» «*».
4ofl31
J. H. RATES.
LatP of S. M. P%n*ugill <& Co

New*;i»p«r

Four ro >ma No
in rear, and

Ad»t*rU»in

Atfeut,

TEW T9BK CITt.

and

Ader St.
to JOHN C.

tene-

GERRY,

LET\
lower tenement of eight
improvements, and tfst
Apply immediately to M. N.
a

modern

respect

RJ

one

157 High Street.

H O
New Hrgh street

with
ON
3l>«S3 in ev'-ry

tehehents!

518Vi Congress St.;
one on

Apply

cov24dtf

rooms

_

noons

ment

Villag 4, Maine

LET.

Premature Grave.

W. Congress St.,
OS^Sold in Portland,
by Fred.ji. TWuer,
cor.
end Green Sts.

ARRIVING AT PORTLANDI 1.43 a __Pr.,n. P«hT»r,l.
From Burlington and Swum
».
3.3, p.

Portland. Oct. 1,

JH, MerchantsVExch'iig*.nov23-<i3t

For Rent.
convenient, pleasant and desirable upper or
lower tenement in the western section of the
:ity. Apply to GEO. F. JUNK1NS, 180 Middle St.
dtf
novl4

A

To Let.
Room. 618 hi Congress §t.
by .1 V. Peck, and now 00
and
also other rooms.
lupied by
Apply to ELBtUDGE GERRY.
I
1881.
14th,
Portland, Oet.,
oetl4dtf

Photographer’.
THErecently
occupied

C. W. Ream,

n.

HAMILTON, onp’t.

a.

ocldtf

1881.

KTK A !WP Rs

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.

Every Wednesday and
Saturday.

Leaves each Port

Wharfage.
From

Wo

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf.
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.

.■iSQh

m.

/fHAi(

Insurance one-half the rate of
j
ABwk ■■’warg” sailing vessel
for
West
the
by the Penn. R.R., and South
Freight
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Dollar*.
Hound Trip *11,
Pauagr Eight
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. R. lAtlP tni, Agent,
w*»»rf. Hoatsa

IO

rfgjTi t

Washlngton'V

Baltimore, Norfolk &

:STEAM»DIP
will sail

Ww.

one

of

LINK.

their first-class

steamship.

WW C ANE,
P. H. MILLER,

JOHN HOPKINS.

LAWRENCE,

BERKSHIRE,
“4 rrHIUV
—
o'clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Noriolk and Baltimore.
Freleht forwarder "-„tr n. rioik to all part, of
ALLEGHANi-Y,

ever.
av 8

TENNESSEE,

VIFG'NIA,

CAUOUNAS,

AL BAM A,
FLORIDA.
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA. MISSISSIPPI,
Bibs of LaA
Line
Sin.
Air
By V... Tio.
ding given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Wash-

ington

st.

By Atlantic Coital Line and Mraboard At
Line. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, N*>. 321 Washington at..
By Inland A’ Mr aboard Sonatina Co to
G orgetown and Alexandria.
Washington. D. C
Bit's of

Lading given at

the wharf.

TICK Dm to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Thte.sk T ickri* to all t arts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at Ihe Whnrf. an I 240 and
Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
306 Washington St
$U no Hist class; $7.10 second class, including meals
and berths.
». hinpSOF, Sim. Agent, 33 Ceixrnl

Whnrf,

Boaton._uov2-dtf

ALLAN

LINE

r\

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.
Fortnightlyservices from GLASGOW GALWAY,
u»NIV‘V

KEN»Tl>WN,

Q

-krky

and

LIVERPOOL, DIRECT TO PORTLAND. Fortnightsteamers from Liverpool and Quceustown to

ly

Baltimore.
Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a
specia tj and gn irantee L
For passage nyid tiitorniation apply t* E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland. 40 Exchange StM or
201 WashLEVE A aLDE>.21'7 B’way, N.
ington St., Boston; 1 <*7 Soiit* Rtl St Pbila.
Tickets for sale at E. A. Waldron*- Ticket
lovI 9-dijan4
Office.

FOR

j,

Railroad,

CALIFORNIA^
(

JAPaH,

HINA,

Zealand

VmIhbm-m, New
Auntruliu.

and

splendid sLeamers sail from New
ICth, 2Htb and 30tb of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Fraucisco
as below.
S S Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
Nov. 10.
S. »• Colon...Nov. 30 | S.9. Crescent City,. .Nov. 29
For frelgut oi passage ties and cue rudest tutor
mation, apply to the Gene *al Eastern Agents,
€. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 State Street, «*•». Broad St., Be*too
or to W. D. LITTLE & OO.,
The
York

n«r an
on the

Rv-hanr**

1e3l5dtf

^t

Portland.

Portland, Bangor A Machius
STEAM BOAT I *).

Arrangements.

Winter

Commencing

November 21lk.

TRIP PER WEEK.

ONE

The
Steamer LEWISTON,
MasDKERING.
ter. will leave Railroad w>*rf#

CHARLES

_Portland_,

jrvery

Friday

Bar Harbor, .Willbridge, Jont.porl
Wachiaspon.
Hemming, leaves Machiasport every Tloa
day Vleroing, ai 4.3P o’clock, rf,uohing as above,
arriving in Portland aboir midnight, uoMdiig
with Pullman night trail for Boston and he West.
bar.
und

Connects
at
Rockland with
daufura s. 8.
River
steamers for Belfast,
*.
Bangor and
also with steamer for Green’s Landing.
Bine Hill and Ellsworth. At Bax Harbor with
steamer for L&moine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Bine Hill.

0

landings;

p. m.
At 8 43

for Cape Elizabeth, Scar boro, Saco,
Biddef*»rd, Ke nebunk Walla, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
a. m.

Newburyport,

S»lom,

Gloucester,

kockport,

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem. Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Che sea ana
Boston, arriving at 6.30 p m. connecting with
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern ana West-

points.

connects at Rookland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and Rlv«» Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket 4gent.
E CUSHING, General Manager.
Nov. 23, 1881.

"x.

_nov23-dtf

European Ticket Office.
Cabin and Steerage Tickets by th>
Canard, Allan, Inman, While tftar and
Anchor Lines of Ruropeun Nteamera
sailing weekly from Boston and New fork. Far
further particulars call on or address
T. P. ITtcGOWA*, Bookseller,
D

<

4l4l<jRfrNli ST II iC KT.

dt

Maine Steamship Company.
Semi-Weekij Line to New York.

Steamers Eleanors and Franeonia

Trains leave Boaton.
At 7.30 a. m. aod arrive in Portland at 12 05 p.
m. at 12.80. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. at 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p m.
Pullman Parlor Cars.

Oh trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p. m ana trai- 8 leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
in. and 1.00 p in.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2 00 a m).
Through ticket* to all point* We*t nail
Mouti> may be bad of J. M French. Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office

40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets (or
Heata
Berths sold at Depot Ticket OlBce.

and

LUCIU8 TUTTLE,
General Passenger and 1 <*K«t Agent
D. W. SaNBORN, Master Transportation.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY.at «
I.M., and leave Piei 37, East Rivet, Now York,
every MONDA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamers are fitted >ip with flue accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers betweet New
York and Maine
I>uring the summer mouths these

Steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on then uassage to and from New York. Passage including
State Room. $5, meals extra Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 37 E. R. Ne« York.
Tickets and State Rooms cas oe obtained at 82
From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasExcnanee Street.
d« fv’tf
sengers will he taken by this line.

ti tf

ousmi

Oa
and after ITI.aday,, Oct.
Tram.
If, tSSI, Paneater
f.UVE
PORTLAND
-“-FOB BOTTO IN at 8.46 a.m. I 10
and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.16, 6.30,
and 8.00 p. m
Returning, leave Boston at 7.30
m
a. oi., 12.30 3.30 p.
arriving at Portland at
12 06
5.00. and 8.00 p. m. Portland for
Wcarboroutfb B«*nrh, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach. Naro. Bid dr ford, and Kcuttebnnk at 8.45 a. m. 1.00, 3.30 and 6.3<( p. in.
For Wells, North Berwick. Halinop Falls,
fSrcat Foils, Dover,New Market. Exeter,
Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell, 8.45 a.
in., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. For Rochester, and
Fnrmington. N. H., at 3.45 a. m. 1.00 and
3.30 p m. For Alton Ray, at 8.45 a.m. and
For Manchester and Concord,
3.30 p. in.
N. U., (via Lawrence.) at 8.45a. m.; (via New
Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m. Mornini
Train
leaves Keanehnab for Portland at 7.26.
Parlor Car ou train leaving Portland Portland at

Steamers

_

Flour Mill, situated in the town
of Orring on, Maine, about three miles from
the Cit> of B-iiigor. Said mill has a never failing
water power, two run of f ur foot burrs and all
neccessar* machinery tor doing a large custom business.
Always ground more or less western wheat
and ban the reputation of being the b*st floor mid
the
in
vicinity. Good dw*. ling no jse goes with the
mill
Kfii-on for selling: III health o
be proprietor. For further informal ion, call on or address

TRADE MA«K"medy. An TRADE MARK
[Seminal Weakness.
and all

ana

tions.

(KSSHwIII

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 108 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

LEA VINU PORTLAND
m_For all .tatloni, through to B nr.
linglen, kwBDIOD. tl. nlr. »l and «iio* u»burn.
A. 13 p. m.— For Fabjan'i and intermediate itaa.

BOSTON & MAINE KA1LKOAJ).

ESTATE.

er

The Great

Cntll further notice pae*enger train.
Will rail u follow.:

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

L»di< ^ Wallet l ost.
17tb, on th«r>ad from Portland
Stroudwater, a lady’s w»llet containing

TI*IE.

Monday* October 3rd,

—ne

all points In tho

Fall and Winter Arrangements will go
into effect on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1881

R

E. R. R. freight office, a small sum of money
which owner cau have by proving property
n >v24d3t*
and paying charges.

nninftSSg

k.A3

To Canada, Detrcit. Chicago, lWillvtnakre
Cia- Inn*- ti, Ml. Loni
Omaha. Maginuw, Hi. Pan*, Halt Late City,
Man
Denver,
Francisco,

ern

FOR SALE

»i

Sandwich

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30 3,16 and tf.OO p. m.
From Cworham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m
Fro »• Chicago, Montreal and
aebec,
12.3U p. m.

Eastern

OF

CHANGE
On and after

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m„
12.35 an 1 6.16 p. m.
F«r Oorh»m, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorknui 4 0< p. m., (mixed )
For Houtreal Quebve ana Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.

Lynn. Chelsia and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p m.
At 1.00 p an. for Cape Elizabeth. .“Carboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells. North and South

1:1 illaihet Square. Portland.

“

J.

Lciniag Weal,

BERRY,

JOST A MORTON,

to

H. P. BALDWIN,
<ien. Pw. Agent C. R K of N.

mhS64tf

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO

PARTVRE8:

9 a. m. Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newbury port, oa.oiu, Lynn ana Boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
A special
Sleeping Oar will be
ready for owapanci in Portland station, *t P.00
p m and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this cor will not be ready untill 11

Schooner Smack, 35 *o G^ tons N. M.
smatk preferred. F. W. MILL* K & CO.,
oct29d2m*
Mobile, Ala.

R. STANLEY

Horses to Winter.

aw.

The 1.30 p. m. wain from Portland connects at
Ayer Jane, with Hoovac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at ( uiou Depot, Worcester, for
Tew York via Norwich Line, and all rail,

dtf

a

of nBI kimlN.

seplOT Th&33moB

2.80P.M.

WAITED.

THE

ILSLEY

9.16

10.66
220P.M.

No. 37 Plum Street.

LINIMENT

the worst forms of

7.10 A.M.

9.30

STEPHEN

PROPOSALS,

arch 13, 18*1.

atealed

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

At

A

m

PROPOSALS

25,000,000

tf_

BUSINESS CARDS.

Heart.

...

7.00 A. M.

11.06

eel 4

SALESMAN and book-keeper in the Varnish
and Oi' business. Addre s with reterence P O.
Box 1019 Portland. This is a good opportunity
f• r ft young man who can make hiinselt useful in
both positions.
novl7 dim

HORSES

1119

Peake.

waited”

Agnes Fleming.
in

Another intensely
hanged
teresting new novel by Alay Agnes Fleming, autbo
of those capital novels-Guy Earlseourt’s WAfe—A
Wo derfu) Woman—Mad Marriage Silent and 2 rue
for a Woman—etc.
—Los
Beautifully bound,
price $1.60.
CJ. W- CAKLETON Ar CO., Publishers, N.
A (

wie

4,062,234

published:—Madeline. A splendid new
novel by Mrs Alary J. Holmes, whose n yels sell so
such inJust

Tlaj

(CHARTERED **37).

$18,346,212

Mary J. Holmes.

and

Evergreen Landings.

6.15 A. M.
8.46
10 80
2.00 P. M
3 15
4.30
6 10

situation for two
Adreferences

INSURANCE
One of the Reasonable Pleasure*
Of life ft properly cooked meal, afford* little or no
present enjoyment and much suDsequent torture *o a
confirmed dyspeptic. But when enron c indigestion
is combatted with Hostetter’s S'omach Bitters, the
food Is eaten with relish, and most important of all,
Use
is assimilated by and nourishes the lyi-tem.
this g -and tonic and corrective also to remedy constipation biliousn ss,'heumatism, fever and ague.

reduced

AN

Atb&wtf

{*4.00

NEW ENOLA1VD iOENCI,
WasiiluKton Street, Boston.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER Rni^rintendent,

active, willing boy w»th fair educa*i*»n, to
One who
learn the Crug and Paint business
lives in the city. Address
n >v!8-d2w»P. O. Box 1176, City.

T!0

New York and Philadelphia

octl7dtf

Diamond, Trefetben’a

Portland.

BOY WANTED IN A DRUG STORE.

buv
Well

ROUTE.

BROOK

BOUND

Northwest, West and Southwest.

LEAVES

WANOD.

$2.50 Closh.

This inspiring title belongs to a new SnNG BOOK
for SUNDAY SCHOOLS, just out. It is by Abbey
A- Tin tiger, who made a decided i-uccess in their
last book, “Wnii f, K« bew,” and who, in this new
competition, furni h a number ot the sweetest mel180
odies ever placed in a collection of the kind.
pages, and ab ut as many soDgs, many of them
in
as
the
well
to
as
the
adapted
Prayer Meeting,

ELYS* CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

a competent accountant, a
Best of
or three months.

68 in number.

tions,

MAT FfcVEKi

at

Twtpts Sold at Reduced Rates !

STEAMER MINNEHAHA

a nice clean and remunerative
done a1 h me to call a*. room
work that can
WilliMms B ock, 379% Congress street.
dlw*
nov21

our

colds,
completely heals tbe

tbe head
Agreeable to use. Apply by the little finger
u >w rr-wr-n
into the nostrils. On
receipt of 50o will mail a package. For sale in Portland by wholesale and retail druggists.

wale

PAYS JN TUCKER, Sup’t.
17 th, 1881.

and

ADIES who wish

libraries, and is ful of gems
Among the authors we notice the names of
Gounod, Sullivan, Marzia s, abt. Thomas, Smart
and Pinsuti, and there are more than 30 others of
far away;”
good repute. Gounod’s “Green Hill “Above
the
Faure’s “Palm Branches;” and Ab ’»
indicate the high character of the composiStars

in

Oct.

on

-AND-

THEJSLANDS.
Tourists’ Steamboat Line.

T'J

This splendid now collection of the best Sacred
Songs of the day, will be a most valuable addition

to

restores the
taste and

John and Halifax

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

FOR

WANTED.
dly

or Ream
key llckrla i»t any
office in New England) Tin

boat

Ticket* flrttl and necond da** for

tsell

Clirii-tmas books, some of «hu ti est i-ooks
Wri e tor terms,
pub! shed for children.
almost any person can make$50 between now anti
Ch isintas. Apply early and have choice <*f terri
tory. Send this. W. J. HOLL^NJl, Springfield,
nov22 eod3t
Mass.

18 BEATER STREET,

from additional

run daily, Sundays in
elnded, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.
only.
t Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skow
Does
began Sunday Morning, but not Monday.
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

TELEPHONE 453.

dlw

in

Stone Balias
Trains, Double Track,railroad

m.

74 EXCHANGE STREET
ISLAND STEAMERS

A NIGHT WATCHMAN.

AGENTS

Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane

WEEK.

PEii

TRIPS

RONON AND AFTER
»tl, NOV. Mik. Mima
era
of
ihi» Lise will
Liphtp Railroad Wharf,
foot
State
Monday
street,
every
ant
iind Thurs Jay,
at 6 p. in.,
for
Bastport
it. Job*, vitb ‘Connections for Calais, Robbinstoi
5tudrews, Pembroke, Honlton. Woodstock
jrand
Menan,
Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amhersi
'ietuu, Hhediac, Batburst, Oalbonsie. Char
and othei
•otcetovrn, Fort Fairfield Cr&nd Fails
station? on tbe New Brunswick and Canada. Inter
-toloaial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Conn
ciea
and Prince
Edward
Island Rail Roads

ever

cleanses
passages of

Crayons.

WINTER UIKANEEHENTS.

Warned.

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm

Specialty

Calais, Die., St.
EaMport, iile.,
John, W. B„ Halifax, N. S„
Cliaiiotteio*n, P. E. I.

_

nov23

N. IT.
eoa&wnrmfcm

••

Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Clinton,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Bpping at 7.30 a. m. and tl.23 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Npringvalc, Alfred, Water boro and Naco Haver.7.30 a. m., 1.30
p. on.* and (mixed) at 0.30 p. an. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.05
a. m., and 3 55
p. m., arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., tl.lOp. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For Gorhsn,
Saccnrappa. Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford9*,
Hills,
at 7.30 a. m.. tl.30, 0.30 and (mixed)

sNTEKflATIOflAL STEAMSHIP CU.

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

IIOLJttAN PAH CO.,
744 Broadway,
2112.)

«•«»'

■

Portland and Worcester Liue.

steamers.

nov24

S,W&w6mos22

our.

Sleeping Cara attached,

t

Portland,
Octl3

l1?7*0111

An energetic young man to work o» a
Colorado Sheen IPn h-. Inquire or address
IVORY PHILIP S,
Ooriiain, Maine.

A lovely tonic and Hair Dresssn;:

jne4

Life Size

for

Wanted Immediately.

mum-

Be

a. on.

*

HOTEL.

a

WANTS.

*

•xpress

12.45
and
12 60 p
roads
at
connecting
trains from
The afternoon
Wutervillo,
m.
at 6.40
Book
land
and
Lewiston
Augusta, Bath,
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

*0.30 p.

Facilities

Especial

*nd Grocers.

NEW YORK.

UI.

K. UI-

morning.

Aim:-TO B*L,KA*Ii.

Established over 40 years.
Enormous and increasing sales
Throughout Europe and America-

Zylo Bilsmuh

FALMOUTH

Fine Portrait Work

IS PERFECTION!
For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or
FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY. It
renews its life, strength and growth
Dandruff quickly removed. A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich
and rare. Sold by all Druggists.

AND third and BEHK3 STS.

Knraniuglou. 8.1< ft. in., fVinthrop 10.16
as
follows
The
a. m. wing due in Portland
Bath,
morning trains from Augusta and
The
trains
8.40
8.36 a m. Lewiston,
day
from Bangor, .nd all intermedia! stations and

Limited

ARTIST PHOTO

WORLD’S

I

SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZER IT HAH NO EQI AL.

See that each Pad bears the Private Be venue
Stamp of the HOLMAN PAD COMPANY, with
above Trade-Mark printed in green.
Da. HOLMAN’S advice is free. Full treatise sent
free on application
Address

11,10

For

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered Impure by
vegetable decomposition or ether causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &e, the
iromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale uuequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
•-(aimed for it. For sale by all Druggists

Circulation (per pair). 25c.
edcated Baths. For
Ab»orpiiou Malt for
Colds. Rheumatism, and all cases where a Medicated Bath is needed; also an excellent foot-bath
(per ya lb package), 2"»c.
tor Sale by all Druggists, or sent by mail, postTne Absorption Salt is
paid, on receipt of price.
not‘‘mailable,” and must be sent by Express at

nov6

years.

m.

Holman’s Absorptive Medicinal FootPlas
trrs.
For Cold Feet, Headaches and Sluggish

LEWIS

years.

It 2.30 a.
p. os., arriving at Worcester
Returning leave
at 2.16 p. m. and 7130 p. m.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and BJO p.

Mrs. S. A Allen's

SCHNAPPS.

mmmm

D. W.

б. 00 a m.. 6. p. m,, Bangor, 7.06 a. m. 17.45
p in.; Dexter 7.10 a. m .4.16 p. m.; B«lfa*i
6.2* a. m., 2 46 p in. Hko** began, H lo a. m.
2.30 p m.. Watervillr. 9.12*. in. 1.65, fl0.oO
p. m.; and 6.1«» a m (Monday* only) Auguata,
6.00 a. m 9.68 a. m., 2.42 p m.. 110.66 p.m.,
10.16 a. m., 8.03 p. m.
Gardiner. 6.17 a. ax
11 04 p m Bath, 6.66 a. m., 11.06 a. m., 4.00
BruuHwick, 7.26 a. m., 11.35 a. m..
p in.,
ttockland.
4.30 p. m., 112.36 a. m. (night.)
8.20 a. m., 1.26 p. m. Lewiaton, 7.20 a. m

WORLD.

Schiedam Aromatic

_

the Circulation.

T.

years.
years.

•

Prom Halifax, 8.1o a. ax., 6.00 p
ui., at.
John, 8.16 * m.. 8.00 p. m.; Oonlion. 9.00
9.46
a
St.
Stephen,
m.; <%udi»pori.
rn.,

a

.ears.

.aid

Ihe end of said

if the ia

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND aad BOSTON.

^ii-i.i:iu.-^p..,i„„j

stops

Xerve^Force™and

Assets. Jnn 1st, 1881,
Surplus (New lork Standard
Amount paid to Policy
Ho!ders since its Organization over

of said

OF THE

WOLFE’S

PADS

mii uiaiivcc

the

lo

lire- to the eml

Admiration

J. IV, KITTBEUOG, Aar hi.
KIKHI.AND. MAINE.
•S'-ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.^a
eod&wly22
je

UOLMAN'S

nov24

Ihe

THE

Elixir of Life Root Company,

erxl* wl

colds

and

insured lives

if

if

—“-”

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

All druggists keep Pain Killer. Its price
Is so low that It is within the reach of all,
and It will save many times Its cost In doctors’
bills. 25c., 50c. and 91.00 a bottle.

sores and
sense
of

end of said IS sears.
of »»i‘ 15 ye n».
if Ihe in-nre> live, lo ihe end of said 15 year...
15 years.
he insured live- •<> Ihe end or sai
.1
610.56, if Ihe insured lives lo the end of said 15 years.

956 91,
*£5-1 I,
495 69.
540. «,

years insurance and
*ear* ia^unmee aud

year, insurance

STATION IN NEW YORK .^4
host Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Bl Reading R. R.
NINTH AND OREBW STBEETI,

A

uovl

that others who have suffered like myself may be
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine,
T. F. McMAIN.
Truly yours,

From actual use, I know your Pain Killeb
is the best medicine I can get

the nasal

K.
7.00 a. in., 12.40 p
• incoln R
Auburn and Lewiiuoa, 12.30 p m.,
eia
Hruu-airk 7.00
Lewiaton
m
6.06 p.
а. m., til.16 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillip*,
on
mouth
T1
Wiuthrop.
Kaugele) Lake,
Bead Held. Weal Water* ill? and North
12.30 p. m.,
Farmington via
iOHSu
Brnnawiek 7 (10 a. m.

Philadelphia*

Hew Yorfc, Trenton &

m.;

If death occurs after the fifth year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, the deduction shall not exceed the five annual life premiums as aforesaid, with interest as provided m the Maine
forfeiture Law.
eoaim

recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping

0. H. Walworth, Saco,Me., writes:
I experienced immediate relief from pain in
the side by the use of your Pain Ktt.t.vw.
E. York says:
I have used your Pain Killer for rheumatism,
and have received great benefit
Barton Seaman says:
Have used Pain Killer for thirty years,
and have found it a never-failing remedy for
rheumatism and lameness.
Mr. Burdltt writes:
rehef in eases of rheumatism.
r-Jkne~,r,£aillt0J!ive
Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes;

Effectually

ibe end nr

will be paid on each $1000 insured.
If death occurs the 1st year after lapBe, and within the period of continued insurance, §975.71
be paid on each 1000 insured.
will
949,72
If do th occurs the 2d year after lapse, aud within the peiiod of continued insurance,
921.91
will
be paid on each 1000 insured.
If death ocours the 3d year after lapse, aud within the period of continued insurance,
will
be
892.14
paid on each 1000 insured.
If death occurs the 4th year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance,
be
860.32
will
paid on each 1000 insured.
If death occurs the 5th year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance,

A Druggist has Hold over 1*000 Bottles
Rockland, Me., April 26,1881.
I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Hoot, and have never found a case where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDGE.
Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Dim
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittbedge, Agent Elixir of Life Root
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining
ief, I was induced to try a bottle of your
OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
EL

Charles Powell writes from the Bailors'
Home, London;
1 had been afflicted three years with neuralgia
anaviolentBpasmsofthestomach. Thedoctors
at Westminster Hospital gave up my case In
despair. I tried your Pain Killeb, and it gave
me immediate relief.
I have regained my
strength, and am now able to follow my usual

jnel4

in

before discontinuing the payment of premiums, the whole of the sum insured, including dividend-additions,
no condition
less any indebtedness due the Company on this con ract, will be paid as a death-claim, provided
has
violated.
the
been
of
policy
of premiums agreed upon
After the policy has been in foree three full years, if less than the full number
in the policy is paid, and the party whose life is in-ured dies aft<r sorb di continuance, and within the period of the extension secured by this contract under the Maine Tion-f- rfuture Law,the amount due a« a d-ailiwill be as follows:
claim, it no condition of the policy other than the paj ment of premium has been violated,

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and ail Diseasesarising
therefrom such as

or

O. Box

said 15 years.
839 5*»,
115.48. if Ihe insured lives lo Ibe end of said IS years,
187 SO, if Ihe insured live, lo Ihe end of said IS years.

IS years iusnrarce and
15 years insurance and
IS years iasnraaee and

lives

tl.e insured

if

ware

KIDXEY REMEDY!

—AND—

tween

5

©

THE BANNER

There 13 nothing more painful than these
diseases; but the pain can be removed and
the disease cured by use of Perry Davis’

bottle

What one
of “Elixir of Life Boot,” it will cure you
of Kidney Complaint, Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes and all diseases of the Urinary Organs,
and save hundreds of dollars in doctors’ bills.

~

18

LIFE ROOT!

medicine, but left lucrative practice
I was for
present profession, 40 years ago.
many years a sufferer from quinsy; “Thomas’

if an; one will take a small teaspoon and half
fill it with the Oil, aud then place the end of
the spoon in one nostril and draw the Oil out
of the spoon into the head by sniffing as hard
as they can, until tbe Oil falls over into the
throat, and practice that twice a week, I

©

-OF-

foi my

Eclectric Oil cured me.” I was also troubled with hoarseness, aud Tbomas’ Eclectric
Oil always relieved me.
My wife and child
had diphtheria, and “Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
cored them,” aud if taken in time it will cure
I am confident it is a
•even times out of ten.
cure for the most obstioate cold or cough, aud

6 annual p.emium.
7 nUuu l premiumg annual premia ..a
9 annual pre -.innis
10 annual premium,

©

ELIXIR

uWumfai

(P.

DeWITT,

On and after Hondar. “«• l***. Pa»«en*er
Train*. *11) run as follow®: Leave Partland
for 81 John. Halifax aad dir Proidaec.
and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
12 40. and 111.16 p m.; St. Aqdrewa, **R. Stef'oantv,
phen, Fredericton. Aroostook
Uoo.ebfa«l Late, and all station* on B. A
Piacataqui* K B.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.40 p.
m., noon. and remain (b Bangor over night); for
Bangor Rackaport, Dexter, Betfa*i aad
Show began, 12 30 p.m., 12.40 p. m.. ll).16P*
12.30 p. m.. 12.40
m. Waterville, 7.(K) a. m.
p. m., 11.16 p. m an*» 6.16 p. m Saturday* only,
Augu*ta, Hallowcll, Gardiner, Kicknaond.nnd Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p,
m., 6.16 p. in., til.16 p. m.; Bath. 7.00 a. m.
12.40 p. m., 6.16 p m. Kockland, and Kao*

IF THE PARTY WHOSE LIFE IS INSURED DIES

Neuralgia, Sprains,

Operate Through

£

W

aug31(nol)S.W&wlly

n

JOHN E.

-BETWEEN'-

Leave

Maine central railroad.

aug3Ueod3in

Congress

rooms,

Price 85ct*.

28_

secu.c

Bound Brook Route.
Canton for Portland and
y^;??S&J?^Levvh*tont 4.20 and 9.30 a. m.
j eave port,ian(i for Cant n, at 7.30
—a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston
at 7.20 a. m and 1.67 p.m.
return
tickers
to
Monday at reduoed
Saturday
price*.
with
connection*
Lake*,
Berni*,Rangeley
Stage
Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld, Peru, Livermore, Wert
Turner.
Sumner and
OTIS HAYFORD. Snpt.
ool8gtf
Portland, Oct. 17,1881.

O
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MEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence. R. I.

secure

XlAlIji£iOAX>.

and Teacher of Plano forte.

Manufacturing Chemists, Mew York.

A Baptist Minister’s Experience.
I am a Baptist Minister, and before I even
thought of being a clergyman, I graduated in
a

Bradbury's

Jly23eodtf

PIANIST,
CONCERT
Address, Messrs. Furbush & Son’s Piano
435
St.

SEABURY& JOHNSON,

do any

only

g

PROF. in. SAUCIER,

purchaser’s expense.

To Ladles OnlySo much is sail with questionable intent, in these
“female
about
days.
regulators,” etc., that we are
shy of touching upon one v^ry important matter,
which
a
false
delicacy too often closes
respecting
the lips. We refer to
ome of ihe diseases and irto whicti your sex is alone subject.
regularities
It is a '.act that a large percentage of what are
called femaie diseases is caused by a lack of iron in
the b>ood. Nineteen-twentieths of the prescript!ms
written by the best physicians for tnis class of ail
The
meats are for iron in s »me of its form«.
principle is right; iron is what is needed. But ihe
trouble is that, hitherto, the mode of p epariu,
and administering iron has been defective. The
remedy is useful only when properly assimi aied in
the system.
To take it into the stomach me rely is
not enough; it must go into the circulation before

£

Secty.
Kents Hill. Nov. 21,1881.

nov22 eod2w

Benson’s Capcine Poreas Plaster!

pastor.
immediately
on

Steward.

contract.

SMITH,

3 annual premiums will
4 annual premium, will
5 annual premiums will

•

in class
Miss

foregoing

Secretary,

H. P. TORSEV, D. D. LL. D., President.
The wiDter term of thlB institui ion will begin
Mondav, Dec. 6th, and eontinue thirteen weeks.
F. A tt iBINsON.
R. W. SOt'LK,

occupation.

tor.

HENRY D.

Wesleyan Seminary Land
Female College.

Iflainc

other remedies will not

HKJ11E Ki:3IKD V AT EAST.

of that Law and the

provisions

COLCORD,

Pupils received singly or
Apply at Miss Sargent and
Sohool, 148 Spring St.

About
year since my wife became subject
to severe suffering from rheumatism. Our
resort was to tbe Pain Killeb, which speedily
relieved her.

m.

*

Berman and Italian.

Owatonna, Minn., says:
Edgar Cady,
a

j

under flee Maine Non-forfeiinre Law, provided none of the condi, issued
The foregoing Policy, No.
the results named in the followtion < thereof other tha'n the payment of premiums has been violated, secures
th policy, or any indebtedness against
of
in
favor
additions
dividend
if
But
any
there
r*
main
ing statement.
will be modified according to the
the policy when it goes nnder the Maine Non-forfeiture Law, the results

MISS MARIA E. ODELL,
TEACHER OF FRENCH AND DRAWING, also

extracts from letters received show what
those who have tried It think:

Congregational Church, Congress St.
oor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor Preaching
at 10Mi a m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 1%
p. m. Social religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
and Friday e»e mgs. All are welcome.
Second

epl6d8m

143 Pearl Street.

relieve

oath school 1 vs p. m.; Prayer meetiugs 6 and 7.
Plymouth
Church, (Congregational.)—Rev.
Dwight M. Seward D. D., pastor. Preaching at
10.30. a. m. Prayer meeting at 7.00 p. m..
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, Free
Street, Elder F. Burr, pastor. Services at 10.30
a.m. 3
and 7 p. m.
Sabbath school atl2ro;
Pravcr meetings Tuesday and Friday evenings at

Evening

service

P0L1C1

Jan24dti

Third.

Pain Killer has been in constant use
for forty years, and the universal testimony
from all parts of the world Is, It never
fails. It not only effects a permanent cure,
but It relieves pain almost Instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is safe
In the hands of the most Inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of Pain
Killer would fill volumes. The following

12 m;

J. W.

recognized by the profession.
the

s

Company. “o

The Union Mutual life Insurance

on

Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

First.
Because they possess all the merit of the
strengthening porons plaster, and contain in addition thereto the newly discovered powerfnl and
active vegetable combination which acts with increased rubefacient, stimulating, sedative and
counter Irritant effects.
Second.
Because they area genuine pharmaceutical prep,
Because they are
pain at once.
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the 12th of September, but pupils may enter at any lime.
Mrs. O’AEILL will also be prepared to receive
pupils In private Instruction at the above rooms on

Porous Plasters.
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Teacher of EaiU>h.uud Italian Slinging
■mil Physiology of the Voice,
bogs to Inform bis numerous friends and the public
that he will be prepared to receive pupils for

Back
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not a cheap Benzine
Petroleum product that must be kept
away from fire or heat to avoid danger
of explosion, nor is it an untried experiment that may do more harm than good.
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1.00 p.m. hetuxningon train leaving Boston at
12.30 p m.
Parlor Car Pleats secured iu advance at
Depot Ticket OOlce.
EP~The 1.(0 p. in. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Steamers for New York
and all rail lines for the Wost. Tho 3.30 p. ni.
.rain connects with all Ball Lines for New
York and tho Sontb and West.
P4UNDA Y
TfttAlNM Leave Portland for
Boston
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

Trains on Boston ft Maine road connect with all
riming between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desort, Machine, Eastport, Calais, 8t.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland ft Ogdenshnrg trains at Transfer 8ta-

steamers

ten.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland.
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
rtotr-u may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
tgent, Boston ft Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Offlcc, 40 Exchange St.

JA8. T. PURSER. Qen. 8uptB. H. STEVENS. G«n. Agent, Portland.
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FARE $1.00.
Ths .avonte Steamer* Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately le*ve FKAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 >’cloch p. in. and lNT>IA WHARF,
Boston
at 6 o’c ock p. in.
Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable uigbt’s rest and avoid the
and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at night
XST Tickets and Stateroom* for sale at D. K.
YOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the varlou*
Bail anu Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as asnal.
J. B* COYLR, Jr.t
Agrai.
anro
'ttf

excuse

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia

& Wew

England
STEAMSHIP LINES

FROM
In connection with

BOSTON
Ol.E)

C'OS.orVY

k td

BOi D.
B08T0N TO THE SOUTH,
Time. I.ew
Semi-Weekly l.iue, Quick
Ratea. Frrqaeoi fteparturew.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Nteamers, nailiaa every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with n*de Steam Lines to Cbarleatan, N. CL, WnflbisgtM, I>. CL, Resrgr.
lawn, D. C., Alexandria, Vi»., and all Kai
tad water Lines
Through Rate* named and Bill* of Lading im>
from any point In New England U Pluiadelphi
For rates of Freight and other information apply
D. D. C. MINK
Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Wm. P. Clyde A €#., General Manager*,
Ho. 18 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia,
fib®

